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Abstract 
Choosing a tourist destination from the information available is one of the most complex 
tasks for tourists when making travel plans, both before and during their travel. With the 
development of a recommendation system, tourists can select, compare and make decisions 
almost instantly. This involves the construction of decision models, the ability to predict user 
preferences, and interpretation of the results.  
This research aims to develop a Destination Recommendation System (DRS) focusing on 
the study of machine-learning techniques to improve both technical and practical aspects in 
DRS. First, to design an effective DRS, an intensive literature review was carried out on 
published studies of recommendation systems in the tourism domain.  
Second, the thesis proposes a model-based DRS, involving a two-step filtering feature 
selection method to remove irrelevant and redundant features and a Decision Tree (DT) 
classifier to offer interpretability, transparency and efficiency to tourists when they make 
decisions. To support high scalability, the system is evaluated with a huge body of real-world 
data collected from a case-study city. Destination choice models were developed and evaluated. 
Experimental results show that our proposed model-based DRS achieves good performance 
and can provide personalised recommendations with regard to tourist destinations that are 
satisfactory to intended users of the system. 
Third, the thesis proposes an ensemble-based DRS using weight hybrid and cascade 
hybrid. Three classification algorithms, DT, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and Multi-
Layer Perceptrons (MLPs), were investigated. Experimental results show that the bagging 
ensemble of MLP classifiers achieved promising results, outperforming baseline learners and 
other combiners. 
Lastly, the thesis also proposes an Adaptive, Responsive, Interactive Model-based User 
Interface (ARIM-UI) for DRS that allows tourists to interact with the recommended results 
easily. The proposed interface provides adaptive, informative and responsive information to 
tourists and improves the level of the user experience of the proposed system. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
This chapter describes the background and motivation of this research. It explains the research 
questions, aims, and objectives. The contribution and innovative features of this research are 
presented. The structure of this thesis is presented at the end of this chapter.  
 
Tourism is extremely important globally, contributing 10% to the world economy in 2015 and 
projected to grow to an estimated 10.3% average over the next decade (World Travel and 
Tourism Council, 2015). The number of tourists worldwide has increased rapidly. Over the 
same 10-year period, Southeast Asia is expected to be the fastest-growing region regarding 
travel and tourism’s contribution to a country’s or a region’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 
Of particular note, Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore, and Myanmar were the countries identified 
as the most attractive tourist destinations in 2013 (Economic Impact of Travel & Tourism 2014 
Annual Update: Summary, 2014).  
Over the last decade, Thailand’s tourism industry has boomed, with international tourist 
arrivals doubling over the past nine years (see Fig. 1.1). In 2013 alone, international arrivals 
increased by 18.8%, the second highest rate among the top-ten most visited destinations in the 
Asian and Pacific regions. Overall, Thailand was the 10th most visited destination worldwide, 
and attracting 26 million international tourists, and growing by 18.76% over the previous year 
(United Nations World Tourism Organization, (UNWTO)). Increasing both tourist numbers 
(international and domestic) and the benefits of tourism are a primary objective of the Thai 
government. In 2013, tourism generated 1.79 trillion BHT ($55.49 bn) in revenue for Thailand, 
an increase of 13% over the previous year (Thailand Annual Report, 2013).  
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Figure 1.1  Number of international tourists arriving in Thailand in 2004-2015  
 
Figure 1.2 shows tourist arrivals by country of origin for Thailand in 2013 (Thailand 
Annual Report, 2013). The top five countries’ visits to Thailand are from Malaysia, China, 
Japan, Russia, and South Korea. It can be seen that of these five countries, the largest numbers 
are from Malaysia and China. 
 
Figure 1.2  Numbers of international tourists from specific countries arriving in Thailand 
(millions) in 2013 
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With the boom in tourism over the last decade, information sources play an important role 
for tourists when making decisions and selecting destinations.  The Internet is now considered 
to be the tourists’ main information source for information on products and services (Pantano 
and Pietro, 2013). However, the sheer volume of data on the Internet has made it difficult for 
tourists to process information, whether in pre-trip planning or when making choices during 
travel. The travel-planning problem is highly complex, time-consuming, and dynamic as there 
are many factors involved in the decision-making process. Some of the factors involved in 
travel-planning include travel budget, number of nights one intends to stay at a given 
destination, food quality, the number of individuals travelling, transport mode, leisure 
activities, weather etc. (Pan and Fesenmaier, 2002).  
1.1 Motivation 
Recently, tourism has benefited substantially from Information and Communications 
Technology (ICT), and especially from Internet technology and its applications (Pitoska, 
2013). Decision support tools, also known as Recommendation Systems (RSs), have been 
developed to address these concerns. In the tourism field, they are referred to as Tourism 
Recommendation Systems (TRSs). Tourists and tourism providers can search, select, compare 
and make decisions almost instantly, and more efficiently than ever.  
Due to the enormous amount of heterogeneous information available on the Internet and 
through other information sources, TRSs can act as information filters. Selecting appropriate 
tourist services to match user preferences is one of the most complex tasks a tourist faces when 
planning a visit to an unfamiliar city. Even though search engines provide lists of tourism 
services, tourists are still overwhelmed with the information on offer. TRSs can be utilised 
extensively as a means of reducing information overload for tourists. 
TRSs can help assist tourists to travel independently to an unfamiliar city, especially as 
regards searching, selecting and comparing tourism services. Not only can TRSs help travellers 
when planning their trip, but also during and after a trip, thanks to mobile and wireless 
communication. A well-developed TRS can suggest appropriate tourism services to tourists 
without interfering with their privacy and suggest other travel-related products to them.  
Moreover, TRSs can help promote tourism in a city as well as market the tourist 
destinations. This will have a great impact on a city or country’s tourism, especially tourism 
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services, marketing and government marketing strategies. With regard to tourism-related 
companies, in order to be competitive and profitable and to make life easier for tourists, the 
tourism industry and travel agencies need to make use of TRSs to ensure they offer excellent 
services to tourists and thus improve their business.  
To date, most TRSs have focused on estimates for choosing destinations, activities, 
attractions and tourism services (e.g. restaurants, hotels and transportation) based on users’ 
preferences and interests. With regard to technical aspects, these TRSs only provide filtering, 
sorting and basic matching mechanisms between items and a user’s hard and soft constraints. 
In order to  assist tourists practically, a TRS needs to become ‘intelligent’ with regard to certain 
technical aspects, such as scalability, transparency, recommendation accuracy and validation 
methods; and certain practical aspects, such as user acceptance and usability – all of which 
should be taken into consideration when designing a system. Additionally, an effective TRS 
should strike a balance between practical and technical aspects.  This research focuses on TRSs 
that recommend destinations to tourists, also known as Destination Recommendation Systems 
(DRSs).  
To develop a successful DRS that effectively 
 addresses both practical and technical aspects, several challenges need to be overcome. 
1. Enhance tourist decision-making 
One of the challenges for a DRS is to enhance the tourist’s decision-making process. It 
is important for tourists to understand how recommendations that are generated by the 
system have been determined. To achieve this, it requires a deep understanding of 
tourists’ decision-making and development of novel models for their information search 
process (Gretzel et al., 2012). Understanding the tourist decision-making process 
captures the attention of both researcher and practitioner. 
2. Reduce users’ efforts and preserve their privacy 
Uncertainties involved in the information search stage of a tourist’s decision process 
need to be eliminated. Particularly, any user input that is insignificant to the search 
process should be excluded. Including more parameters in the system, may increase 
model complexity, decrease DRS recommendation performance, and decrease the level 
of user satisfaction with the system. 
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3. Increase recommendation performance 
Many existing TRSs only evaluate the system using an accuracy rate, and many of them 
do not have any evaluation method (Fouss and Saerens, 2008). This research focuses 
on improving recommendation performance using classification accuracy rate along 
with other aspects, such as confusion matrix, precision, recall, F-measure, ROC, and 
AUC after the data set has been pre-processed (i.e. after the processes of cleaning, 
transforming and feature selection). To increase recommendation performance during 
the model-building process is challenging, and there are many techniques for increasing 
the performance of the recommendation system. In this thesis, we focus on the 
investigation of classification algorithms, optimizing parameters, and combining 
classifiers. First, an investigation of multiple-classification algorithms needs to be 
conducted as some algorithms are better suited to our data sets than others. Different 
kinds of cross-validation methods can be applied to make sure that the model is not 
overly complex and that it is generalised enough for unseen data. Second, tuning hyper-
parameters for classification algorithms is a crucial process for improving predictive 
accuracy. However, tuning hyper-parameters is considered an expensive and time-
consuming process. These hyper-parameters play an important role in predictive 
results, and the goal is to find optimal ones. Third, the ensemble learning method has 
been proven to give better results, as the technique fuses the results of multiples of base 
classifiers (Saleh et al., 2017). The main challenge here is that it is not known which 
combination method will give better predictive results. Therefore, we need to construct 
a study to compare the results of two types of ensemble learning methods, including  
methods that combine multiple models of a similar type (e.g. bagging and boosting) 
and methods that combine multiple models of various types (e.g. vote classification). 
4. Improve user satisfaction 
Another challenge in DRS development is related to improving user satisfaction with 
the system. For example, when a traveller uses a DRS on either from a mobile or 
desktop platform, they expect the user interface to be informative, responsive and 
interactive (Chu et al., 2001). Previous DRSs have improved the interaction between 
the user and the DRS. This expands the user experience and increases the level of 
satisfaction and enjoyment when searching for a destination (Buhalis and Law, 2008). 
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This thesis proposes an innovative DRS to respond to the afore-mentioned challenges. The 
proposed DRS is considered to be a model-based destination recommendation system. The 
supervised machine learning process, which runs offline, involves data acquisition, data pre-
processing, data analysis and results interpretation.  
1.2 Aims and objectives 
The main aim of this research is to develop a model-based Destination Recommendation 
System (DRS) to assist tourists before they travel, or during their travel, to an unfamiliar city. 
The following objectives have been set in order to help achieve the mentioned main aim: 
1. To review state-of-the-art Travel Recommendation Systems (TRSs) in the literature and 
identify research challenges and gaps (Chapter 2). 
2. To design and develop a questionnaire for data collection for a case-study city (Chapter 
3). 
3. To identify features and data-processing techniques for the proposed system (Chapter 
4). 
4. To develop destination-choice models and evaluate them through the use of a variety 
of evaluation methods (Chapter 4). 
5. To investigate and validate ensemble-learning techniques for destination classification 
(Chapter 5). 
6. To develop an interactive and adaptive user interface for the proposed DRS (Chapter 
6). 
The vertical alignment of the machine-learning process flow follows the research 
objectives above, and its contribution and novelty are demonstrated in Figure 1.3. 
 
Figure 1.3  Flow-chart of research objectives 
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While previous DRSs have been developed, they have not taken technical issues, such as 
system accuracy, and practical issues such as usability and user acceptance (i.e. the system 
should be suited to real-world circumstances and usage), into consideration. To address the 
lack of technical and practical issues associated with DRSs, the following main research 
questions have been formulated:  
 
RQ 1. How do you identify the preferred destination for a tourist using multiple human 
behaviour factors through a questionnaire? 
 
RQ 2. Which set of factors plays an important role in making destination recommendations 
for tourists? Does using multiple factors help to improve recommendation accuracy? 
Do travel-motivation factors contribute to increasing the level of recommendation 
accuracy? 
 
RQ 3. How can a tourist’s decision-making process be understood when selecting their 
preferred destination? 
RQ 4. How can a user’s efforts be reduced, while still maintaining the same degree of 
recommendation performance and increasing the level of user satisfaction in the 
decision-making process when selecting a destination? 
RQ 5. How can an optimal decision model be constructed when using multiple sets of 
factors with multiple tourist destinations? 
RQ 6. How can the recommendation accuracy rate be improved using only relevant and 
non-redundant factors? 
 
RQ 7. How can a tourist be helped to interpret and interact with the constructed decision 
model(s)? 
1.3 Case study 
In order to develop a successful and effective DRS (i.e. a DRS that has both technical and 
practical impact), a large-scale data set of human behaviour is needed to inform, e.g. a system 
design (Gretzel et al., 2012). In this study, five sets of factors that influence the tourist decision-
making process, when selecting destinations, are investigated. We investigated trip 
characteristics, tourist expenditure behaviour, tourist behaviour, travel motivations and tourist 
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socio-demographic information to understand how a tourist makes a decision when selecting a 
destination. There are no secondary data that can be used for this research. This study selected 
Chiang Mai, Thailand, as its location, due to its reputation as an internationally well-known 
tourist destination, and used the questionaire as the data collection method. Twenty popular 
tourist destinations in the city of Chiang Mai were used to evaluate the proposed DRS. The city 
has many religious sites, museums, art galleries and natural attractions, and it is host to many 
important festivals. According to TripAdvisor,1 Chiang Mai was one of the top-25 best 
destinations in the world in 2014. Its cultural and historical sites were the main reason for 
Chiang Mai being added to a tentative list of world heritage sites by UNESCO in July 2015. 
Moreover, it has was ranked second in a list of the world’s best cities in Travel + Leisure 
World’s Best Awards 2016.  
1.4 Summary of contributions 
In this thesis the contributions to knowledge in the RS, TRS and DRS fields are as follows: 
1. An extensive amount of literature based on various published studies of post-2008 TRSs 
has been produced from significant online databases and publications 
(Thiengburanathum et al. 2016.). This study conducted a comprehensive and systematic 
review of TRS techniques and their application to the tourism domain using the 
proposed review classification scheme.  This was done through a study of the e-tourism 
services that TRSs currently provide, a review of the latest ICT concepts that have been 
applied to previous TRSs, the incorporation of possible research trends (e.g. group-
based recommendations, integration of heterogeneous online information, tourist 
itinerary design problems, etc.), methodologies to improve the level of personalized 
services, and consideration of the trends in challenges that affect the direction and 
future development of TRSs. Research challenges and classification results will 
contribute significantly to knowledge in the TRS field.  
 
2. The thesis proposes a novel model-based DRS framework that helps tourists to 
understand their decision-making processes using a machine-learning method. This 
involves a two-step feature-selection method based on Mutual Information (MI) in the 
data pre-processing phase, as well as a Decision Tree (DT) in the classification phase. 
Recommendation results were provided by a DT classifier. We selected C4.5 as the 
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classification algorithm, as that it offers several benefits including interpertablility, so 
that it provides meaningful decision rules that explain the importance of each feature 
and the relationship between them. Tourists can, therefore, understand how 
recommendations have been made. The DT-based recommendation system has never 
been applied to the TRS domain. An analysis of the C4.5 algorithm for different 
tourists’ preferred destination choices was carried out. To reduce the complexity of the 
model and to inprove the classification accuracy rate, the data set was divided into eight 
destination categories using tourism-domain expert knowledge. Eight optimal 
destination choice models that offer explainability and transparency (i.e. a user can 
understand why an item is recommended to him/her) were found for each of the tourist 
destination categories. We believe this is the first study that has used a DT to represent 
tourists’ destination choices. 
 
3. Improve recommendation performance using hybrid recommendation: We propose a 
novel hybrid DRS that combines three filtering techniques: collaborative filtering, 
content-based and knowledge-based filtering. The purpose of the hybrid 
recommendation technique is to achieve the best performance and overcome the 
weaknesses/ disadvantages of one technique by complementing it with the strengths/ 
advantages of another technique. This technique combines two or more 
recommendation techniques to achieve better performance (Burke, 2002).  A hybrid 
recommendation technique is more robust and efficient than a basic recommendation 
approach, such as a stand-alone user-based collaborative one (Badaro et al., 2013). The 
experimental results confirmed that our DRS performed well and was capable of 
providing personalised recommendations, with regard to tourist destinations, that are 
satisfactory to tourists. 
 
4. A DRS that understands users and is scalable with real-world and large human 
behaviour data sets: Fully understanding the user is a crucial component of building any 
success recommendation system (Ricci et al., 2011). Large-scale human behavioural 
data are needed to inform such a design (Gretzel et al., 2012). In this research, 4,000 
questionnaires related to human behaviour data were distributed and collected from 
participants in the top-20 favourite tourist destinations in Chiang Mai, Thailand. The 
factors that influenced tourists when selecting destinations were identified from 
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previous studies to construct destination-choice models. The sets of factors included 
tourist behaviours, tourist expenditure behaviours, social-demographic information, 
travel motivation, and trip characteristics. This data set is considered highly significant 
for the purposes of research on DRSs, TRSs and in the field of tourism generally. 
Destination-choice models were constructed from the data set. A model-based 
recommendation system can quickly generate a recommendation for a user and is more 
scalable than a user-based approach (Ghazanfar and Prugel-Bennett, 2010). 
5. Reduce users’ effort and preserve user’s privacy: most existing TRSs require a lot of 
input to the system to generate acceptable recommendation accuracy. In an attempt to 
make a better recommendations, previous RSs have needed to elicit as much input as 
possible from users. Chu et al. (2012) found that feature selection helps in improving 
classification accuracy if using correct prior knowledge and methods. This study uses 
experts’ tourism domain knowledge combined with a two-step feature selection 
method, based on Mutual Information (MI), to eliminate unnecessary input to the 
system while maintaining reasonable recommendation accuracy, which in turn 
improves the user experience. To the best of our knowledge, the feature-selection 
technique has not been used in the TRS field before. In this study we have applied a 
two-step filtering method to select the smallest number of variables that can map output 
classes. In the first filtering, irrelevant features are removed by applying the Max-
Relevance feature selection algorithm based on MI. The second filtering method 
involves removing redundant features. Additionally, two well-known feature-selection 
algorithms based on MI are used, namely, Minimum-Redundancy Maximum-
Relevancy (mRMR) and Normalized Mutual Information Feature Selection (NMIFS). 
Moreover, DT helps to reduce the search time, as that DT provides lists of 
recommendation items at its leaf nodes. 
 
6. We conducted a comparative study of different classification algorithms for destination 
choice. To improve the level of recommendation performance of the system, three types 
of classifiers were investigated for this data set including DT, Support Vector Machines 
(SVMs) and Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs). A recommendation performance 
comparison and an analysis of each of the classifiers in each of the data sets were carried 
out. The results demonstrate the importance of choosing optimal classfiers for a tourist’s 
preferred destination-choice classification. 
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7. An ensemble learning method for a destination recommendation system: this is based 
on the use of combination rules and ensemble algorithms. Ensemble learning has been 
successfully applied in many applications, including face recognition, computer-aided 
medical diagnosis, text categorization etc. (Zhou, 2015). In this research we 
investigated the performance of seven combination rules to fuse individual classifiers 
and two popular ensemble learning methods: bootstrap aggregating (bagging) and 
boosting. The results indicated that all the ensemble classifiers achieve equal or higher 
classification accuracy than using only an individual classifier. 
 
8. An adaptive, responsive and interative user interface: Chu et al., (2001) claim that a 
website needs to be interactive, responsive, informative and attractive to tourists. To 
increase the level of satisfaction with the system, along with letting tourists utilise the 
system efficiently on different devices, an Adaptive, Responsive, Interactive Model-
based User Interface (ARIM-UI) for the DRS was proposed. The integrated interface 
has three main functionalities:  adaptability, interactivity, and responsiveness. 
Emphasis was placed on the handling complexity of the DRS user interface, which is 
one of the most challenging tasks in Web semantics. We combined two language 
parsers (Rule2XML and XML2Jason), JQuery, Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM) 
design pattern framework and Bootstrap style for a responsive and interactive Web 
interface. Our proposed UI can automatically map the DT C4.5 model as an output from 
the proposed DRS. Based on user interaction with the interface our system can 
automatically generate dynamic new selection radio boxes, drop-down list menus and 
new information on the interactive and responsive Web user interface.   
1.5 Thesis outline 
Apart from the introduction, this thesis consists of six chapters and five appendices. The thesis 
is organised as follows: 
Chapter 2 conducts a literature review and provides relevant background on the 
recommendation system in the tourism domain. Next, Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT) used in recent TRSs and TRS applications are presented followed by a 
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discussion of the current challenges and trends of TRSs. The research gap is specified at the 
end of the chapter. 
Chapter 3 describes the research approach and the system architecture of the proposed 
DRS. The chapter covers the strategies used to collect the data sets and their related 
characteristics. Machine-learning methodology is presented, which involves data pre-
processing focusing on feature selection and data analysis using a DT. This chapter outlines a 
two-step feature selection method based on MI measurements. Next, two popular feature 
selection algorithms, mRMR and NMIFS, are described in detail. At the end of the chapter, the 
evaluation techniques used to validate the performance of the algorithms and classifiers are 
discussed.  
Chapter 4 presents the proposed DRS and this chapter is divided into two sections. The 
first section presents the implementation of two selected prototypes for a DRS, which includes 
a Personalised Travel Planning System  (PTPS) (Chiang and Huang, 2015) and an Intelligent 
Travel Attractions System (ITAS) (Hsu et al., 2012).  The results of a feasibility study of the 
two systems are presented, including identification of the problems with current DRS that need 
to be addressed. The results determine whether the problem are worth studying and can be 
processed within the proposed DRS. The second section describes the results of the feature and 
feature-selection studies using the Chiang Mai data set that we collected. This chapter also 
makes a performance comparison of the mRMR and NMIFS feature selection algorithms, as 
well as system performance, optimal models and extracted decision rules.  
Chapter 5 conducts a comparative study of the different classifiers for the destination 
classification problem, including DT, SVM and MLP. The chapter discusses the use of 
ensemble learning methods, including different kinds of classifier-combination strategies 
including hard-voting methods such as majority vote, soft-voting methods such as combination 
rules, and the use of two popular ensemble-classifier algorithms involving bagging and 
boosting.  
Chapter 6 focuses on two critical challenges in the design and implementation of a DRS 
user interface. The chapter discusses the proposed ARIM-UI framework, and the technology 
involved in the development of ARIM-UI for the DRS. The design and implementation of the 
user-interface system are also discussed in detail. 
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Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by revisiting the research objectives, summarising the 
contributions made and suggesting future research direction of this work. 
Appendix A presents the questionnaire used in the process of data collection including 
English, Thai and Chinese versions. Appendix B lists the variable names and descriptions of 
the data sets that we collected. Appendix C shows the pilot form used during the interviews 
with the participants in the data-collection process. Appendix D presents the information sheet 
and the consent form used during the data collection. Appendix E presents the features and 
descriptions that were used in the study. Lastly, Appendix F lists classified post-2008 TRSs 
based on their system characteristics, focus stages, recommended items, methods and theories. 
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Chapter 2 State of the Art 
 
Recently, ICT has been much applied to the tourism domain. This chapter reviews related work 
on post-2008 personalised TRSs. Its emphasis is on the use of ICT, its application, possible 
research trends and the challenges that arise in the development of a TRS. This chapter begins 
by providing the background to RSs and TRSs and discusses the post-2008 TRS overall 
framework. We present 33 different systems that were investigated and classified according to 
11 dimensions. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the research gap identified in the 
literature. 
  
2.1 Recommendation Systems 
 
RS, a subset of Decision Support Systems (DSSs), is a tool that can recommend an item based 
on aggregating a user’s preferences (Häubl and Trifts, 2000). It provides valuable information 
to help users make decisions based on priorities and concerns (Ricci et al., 2011). RSs usually 
apply their methodology from three fields. These are Information Retrieval (IR), Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) and Data Mining (DM) (Ricci et al., 2011). RSs play important 
roles in many popular e-commerce websites, such as Netflix, Spotify, Pandora, Amazon, and 
LinkedIn, along with others, by suggesting items to the user, including movies, music, news, 
articles, people, and URLs (Resnick and Varian, 1997).  RSs have been applied in a wide range 
of domains and it would be impossible to cover them all. Therefore, this study focuses only on 
RSs in the tourism domain, referred to as TRSs.  
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Figure 2.1  The proposed systematic literature review methodology 
 
At this stage we aim to clarify the state of the art in ICT as it has emerged in TRS development. 
In addition, the TRS applications which have the greatest potential to contribute to the overall 
body of tourism knowledge, in terms of both academic and practical impacts, are identified. 
The literature review has been systematically updated, focusing on the use of ICT applications 
and theories/ methodology, to improve the level of personalised service and conduct an 
evaluation of TRSs. The main aim of this review is to analyse previous TRSs and identify 
research trends and challenges. This review can also serve as guidelines when designing a 
successful DRS. Figure 2.1, adapted from the review methodology framework by Mardani et 
al. (2016), presents the process followed in systematically reviewing the literature for this 
study. 
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 According to Figure 2.1: (1) Papers were selected that relate to recommendations in 
tourism, using keywords and phrases such as: ‘recommendation system in tourism’; ‘tourism 
recommendation’; ‘travel recommendation’; ‘trip planning’; and ‘travel recommender system’. 
Papers were selected from well-known online libraries: ScienceDirect1, Google Scholar2 and 
two major peer-reviewed journals: IEEE Intelligent Systems and ACM Transaction on 
Information Systems. From the selected papers, (2) and (3) are classified based on the use of 
ICT (e.g. Artificial Intelligent, Semantic Web, Multi-Agent System, etc.) and application of 
the TRS. The papers were classified based on 11 attributes (i.e. focus area, user criteria etc.) 
(4); these were categorised into two groups based on technique/ method and application (5); 
research trends and challenges were identified for each application (6); finally, research 
objectives and questions were devised based on the review findings (7). 
2.2 Travel Recommendation Systems (TRSs) 
Tourism is a leisure activity involving complex decision-making processes – for example, the 
process of selecting destinations, attractions, activities, hotels, restaurants, and services by the 
tourist or tourism agent. Thus, many academic and industry researchers are interested in TRSs. 
Over the past six years, most TSR studies have appeared in the Expert Systems with 
Applications journal. TSRs have been developed and deployed across many platforms, e.g. 
desktop, browser and mobile applications. Based on user input, TRSs may: 1) recommend 
results that are based on estimations of user interest; 2) recommend Points of Interests (POIs), 
tourism services, or routes; 3) rank suggested attractions/destinations in sequence; or 4) 
propose a holistic trip plan.  
Although most current TRSs support individual tourists, systems also exist to support 
travel agents (Alptekin and Buyukozkan, 2011). They share similar frameworks but differ in 
their selection of technologies, theories to improve personalisation, data input, interaction style 
and recommendation techniques. Figure 2.2 shows the general framework of recent TRSs from 
the integration of information from various sources (e.g. sensors, GPS coordinates, surveys, 
reviews) to the repository (e.g. database schema, ontology).  
                                                 
1 ScienceDirect www.sciencedirect.com 
2 Google Scholar https://scholar.google.com 
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The recommended engine can be composed of several subsystems, e.g. optimisation, 
statistical and intelligent subsystems. These subsystems are used to suggest, rank or predict 
items such as destinations, attractions, activities and services based on user requirements, 
preferences, hard and soft constraints such as user-demographic information, number of travel 
days, travel budgets and travel type.  
Generally, before or during a trip, a tourist provides input (e.g. implicit, explicit, or both) 
to a TRS, which then creates a user profile and calculates recommended results based on the 
profile and various databases. A TRS may present results in many ways, such as using 
destination icons on a map interface with a point-to-point route, agenda, and itinerary. Most 
TRSs present results using spatial Web services and the Google Maps Application Program 
Interface (API). 
Some TRSs are now able to adapt their results to the user by incorporating user-context 
information such as location or weather. Some TRSs let the user modify the results through the 
user feedback or user ratings; then, TRSs can update user profiles to make future 
recommendations (Anacleto et al., 2014; Sebastia et al., 2009). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2  Conventional architecture of recent travel-recommendation systems 
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In this study, we aim to develop a TRS that recommends destinations to tourists. Our DRS 
has two main differences compared to previous systems found in the literature. This includes 
its contribution with regard to the recommendation engine and the system interface. 
2.3 Recommendation engines and techniques 
Schafer states that an RS can be classified by the degree of personalisation, including the 
usefulness and accuracy of the recommendations (Schafer et al., 2001). The degree of 
personalization can be defined from low to high, including non-personalization, ephemeral 
personalization (short-term), and persistent personalisation (long-term). The non-personalized 
RS is a relatively simple system that does not take user preferences into account when making 
recommendations. For instance, the RS only generates a list of the most popular items based 
on the number of reviews or number of purchases (i.e. editor’s choices or top-sellers), in 
essence assuming that other generic users will probably like the recommended results. RS 
research has not focused on non-personalized RSs, due to their limited decision power (Ricci 
et al., 2011). 
An ephemeral and personalised RS incorporating information about system users (e.g. user 
preferences, and socio-demographic information) is more advanced than a non-personalized 
RS. In other words, every user sees a different list of recommendations, depending on his/her 
preferences. For example, TripAdvisor (www.tripadvisor.com) recommends a destination 
based on the user’s socio-demographic information. Previous studies have analysed many types 
of personalised RSs, and researchers have categorised them according to the information-
filtering techniques employed (Burke, 2002; Jannach et al., 2010; Montaner et al., 2003; Ricci 
et al., 2011).  
According to Jannach’s findings, a recommendation engine (see Fig. 2.3) is composed of 
several recommendation techniques (Jannach et al., 2010). 
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Figure 2.3 Inside a general recommendation engine 
        
 a)  Collaborative filtering (also known as social filtering). This approach is the most 
widely implemented recommendation system. It recommends popular item(s) to the 
user based on the feedback of other users who share the same attributes. This approach 
suffers from a cold-start problem, whereby a new item or user needs to be rated before 
a recommendation can be made. The two most common approaches to this filtering 
technique are memory-based and model-based. The memory-based approach 
compares a user’s historical records to other records in the database (Schiaffino and 
Amandi, 2009). The model-based approach uses statistical or learning methods, such 
as a Bayesian network (Huang and Bian, 2009), where a filtering technique classifies 
the user’s historical records and builds a user model that is subsequently used in the 
recommendation process (Hsu et al., 2012). In fact, demographic filtering is a subset 
of collaborative filtering, as the system exploits demographic information (e.g. age, 
gender, and nationality) instead of user preferences (Jannach et al., 2010). 
Collaborative filtering has two main drawbacks: the cold-start problem and the data-
sparsity problem. The cold-start problem occurs when the system does not have 
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enough information regarding the item or user to make a prediction  (Isinkaye et al., 
2015). Therefore, the user needs to provide a significant amount of information before 
the system can generate a recommendation.  
b)  Content-based filtering: this recommendation technique suggests items to the user 
based on his/her previous searches or item queries. This approach suffers from the 
cold-start problem as the system needs to have a large historical data set in order to 
generate quality results (Burke, 2002). Another common problem is over-
specialisation or content over-specialisation (Isinkaye et al., 2015) since the system is 
most likely to suggest the item that the user likes the most, with less diversity among 
the recommendations (Ricci et al., 2011). 
c)  Knowledge-based filtering: this technique recommends items to the user based on 
knowledge of the domain. In other words, the system has some knowledge of how a 
particular item relates to a particular user. This technique primarily uses case-based 
reasoning or ontological methods. This recommendation technique can be found in 
Alpekin and Buyukozkan (2011) and Santiago et al. (2012), where the system exploits 
travel agencies’ and groups’ expertise in past experiences. Constraint-based RSs 
(Chiang and Huang, 2015; Gavalas et al., 2012a; Vansteenwegen et al., 2011), in 
which the systems may not have the user’s record and instead use knowledge about 
features in the domain to recommend specific items to the user, are also considered 
part of this category. For example, only certain attractions, such as stores, would be 
listed if a user’s motivation is to shop. However, constraint-based RSs that simply 
generate a list of recommended items for a user based on constraints are less 
personalised. To avoid this, this kind of system should maintain a user’s profile for 
future use. 
d)  Hybrid filtering: the afore-mentioned recommendation techniques have some 
strengths and weaknesses. The purpose of a hybrid recommendation technique is to 
achieve the best performance by mitigating the weaknesses/ disadvantages of one 
technique by complementing it with the strengths/ advantages of another. Many 
hybridisation methods for combining recommendation techniques exist, including 
weight, switching, mixing, feature combinations, cascades, feature augmentation and 
meta-levels (Burke, 2002). 
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One of the main tasks for a recommendation engine is to classify or cluster items (i.e. 
match the right item(s) to the right user(s)). Therefore, many measures of similarity methods 
(e.g. Euclidean distance, and correlation) have been applied in TRSs. The easiest and most 
common method is Euclidean distance. For example, one TRS approach uses the Euclidean 
distance between each pair of user and activity (Batet et al., 2012). Cosine similarity, or 
L2Norm, is another common method to determine the similarities between users (Schiaffino 
and Amandi, 2009). Another TRS approach uses Pearson correlation from statistics to find  
similarities between users/ items (i.e. linear relationships between two sets of data) (Hsu et al., 
2012).  
Previously, TRSs relied heavily on knowledge-based recommendation techniques (both 
case-based and constraint-based). More recently, TRSs have moved away from traditional 
recommendation approaches (collaborative, content-based and knowledge-based) towards 
context-based recommendations.  The concept of context as used in RSs has appeared in the 
fields of Information Retrieval (IR), ubiquitous and mobile context-aware systems, marketing 
and management (Ricci et al., 2011). TRSs that use context-based approaches rely on a network 
of sensors to collect contextual information as they are mostly pull-based (i.e. requiring human 
intervention) (Lamsfus et al., 2012). 
Tourism has substantially benefited from ICT, especially Internet technology (Pitoska, 
2013). Today, tourists and tourism providers can research, select, compare and make decisions 
almost instantly. In 2013, 30 per cent of reservations were made online, a number that is 
expected to double in the next five years (Pitoska, 2013). For tourists, the Internet is the main 
information source with regard to tourism products and services (Pantano and Pietro, 2013). 
Given the huge volume of information on the Internet, the search for destinations, services and 
resources can overwhelm tourists and travel agencies. The tourism industry, travel agencies, 
and tourism companies require ICT to deliver quality services and remain competitive. 
Furthermore, online information searches in the future will respond to travellers’ concerns 
when planning trips, booking reservations, and purchasing tickets (Jang, 2004). Decision 
support tools, also known as Recommendation Systems (RSs), have been developed to address 
these concerns. In tourism, they are referred to as Tourism Recommendation Systems (TRSs).  
Kabassi (2010) has reviewed pre-2008 TRS studies, and Gavalas et al. (2014) has covered 
recent TRSs focusing on mobile applications. This study will review TRS studies (non-mobile 
applications) published between 2008 and 2014. It will focus on the latest developments in 
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TRS research, including ICT, methodological developments, research trends and challenges, 
features and system constraints, and combining recommendation techniques. Relevant 
academic journals were selected using Google Scholar, ScienceDirect and other academic 
websites (Gavalas et al., 2014; Kabassi, 2010). 
2.4 The state of the art in technology 
Judging by post-2008 TRSs, most of them rely heavily on hardware, software and 
communication technologies (see Fig. 2.4). In this section the ICT aspects that have been 
adopted in the TRS development process since 2008 are discussed. The main objective is to 
investigate whether there are new technologies, trends or challenges involved in TRSs. 
 
 
Figure 2.4  Emerging ICT 
 
2.4.1 Wireless sensor networks  
Recently, researchers have studied the effects of mobile and wireless technologies, 
including mobile telephones and wireless data communication, on TRSs. These technologies 
enhance the recommendation systems for tourists in terms of context-awareness, real-time 
recommendations, opportunities to re-design the route during the trip, and adapting to changed 
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circumstances, as can be seen in García-Crespo et al. (2009), Lamsfus et al. (2012), Mochol et 
al. (2012) and Santiago et al. (2012). The Global Positioning System (GPS) and Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) are used to retrieve user locations, provide user directions, detect 
nearby friends, calculate travel speed, and detect nearby POIs. GPS and GIS technologies help 
the user find the best POIs or routes, both before and during travel.  
Many TRSs are not only deployed as stand-alone applications on desktops or browser 
platforms, but also supported on mobile devices due to the prevalence of smartphones 
embedded with GPS, compasses, accelerometers and other sensors. With mobile applications, 
parameters such as weather, noise level, and people nearby can be used for recommendations. 
Also, 3G, 4G, Wi-Fi, WiMAX and Bluetooth communication networks provide researchers 
with more opportunities and new state of the art resources.  
Wireless technology has been used in recent TRSs. For instance, Tsai proposed a 
personalised recommendation system for theme parks to help tourists select a ride based on 
real-time information collected by radio-frequency identification (RFID) (Tsai and Chung, 
2012). Gavalas et al. (2012b) implemented a Mobile Tourism Recommendation System 
(MTRS) that deploys a Wireless Sensor Networking (WSN) infrastructure to solve the problem 
of delivering a cost-effective means for remote content updates and to support proximity 
detection (Gavalas and Kenteris, 2011). There are two challenges regarding these innovations 
for a TRS. First, there is the use of context-aware ratings as a collaborative filtering approach 
in MTRSs where tourists can upload, review and make comments via their mobile devices. 
Second, there is the attempt to implement a Wireless Sensor Networking (WSN) infrastructure 
to solve the problem of providing a cost-effective means for remote content updates and to 
support proximity detection (rural positioning of POIs). Input data come from the user’s 
website registration, where the input variables may include gender, marital status, age, 
education level, POI categories and favourite leisure activities as optional.  WSN is an 
innovation which, due to the lack of developed network infrastructure and the high cost of 
mobile services in many countries, resultsin tourists mostly avoiding the use of 3G/ Edge 
connections (Gavalas et al., 2012b). However, this TRS still suffers from the implementation 
of unreliable networks. 
The Internet of Things (IoT) is another concept that may play an important role in the 
tourism industry. According to Swan, IoT refers to the trend of merging the physical world 
with the world of information in a general Internet-like state of connectedness (Melanie Swan, 
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2012). For example, IoT connects many objects, stakeholders, agents and sub-systems in their 
business process. Therefore, tourists can now generate, send and receive data through 
communication devices, via a range of communication technologies, networking protocols, and 
data types, with little human intervention. 
2.4.2 Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is now being applied to tourism research. AI has many different 
definitions but, put simply, it is a technology that seeks to understand human thought processes 
and simulate human intelligence in machines (Turban et al., 2014).  
 
Figure 2.5 Bayesian Network model to predict a tourist’s favourite attractions (Huang and 
Bian, 2009) 
 
AI and machine learning have been heavily adopted in TRS to improve decision-making, 
optimisation, scheduling, clustering, knowledge representation and planning. Figure 2.5 shows 
that Bayesian Networks (BN), sometimes known as belief networks or probabilistic directed 
acyclic graphical models, are one of the most popular machine-learning techniques that TRS 
researchers use to estimate a user’s favourite attractions based on user preferences. A BN 
combines Bayesian theories about knowledge. For example, given certain demographic tourist 
information, a BN estimates a tourist’s preferred destination or activities (Hsu et al., 2012; 
Huang and Bian, 2009). A BN is a hybrid recommendation system that combines content-based 
filtering and collaborative filtering (Huang and Bian, 2009; Sparacino, 2003). 
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Fuzzy logic has also been adopted in previous studies, mostly for knowledge-based TRSs 
(Lucas et al., 2013). The fuzzy method has been used to deal with the uncertainties that 
surround linguistic assessments taken from sector experts and tourist feedback (Alptekin and 
Buyukozkan, 2011; Garcia-Crespo et al., 2011). It has also been used to understand uncertainty 
in driver behaviour in order to make the recommendation system more intelligent, e.g. by 
understanding the imprecise (fuzzy) way in which a driver picks a route (Pang and Takahashi, 
1999). 
Case-Based Reasoning (CBR), a machine-learning method, provides solutions to similar 
problems involving four processes: retrieve, reuse, revise and retain. Multiple-Criteria 
Decision-Making (MCDM), another problem-solving methodology, is a good method for 
evaluating and comparing criteria and then ranking alternatives. Alptekin and Buyukozkan 
(2011) proposed an intelligent tourism-destination planning system to help travel agencies 
reduce their workload. The system combines CBR and MCDM to increase system accuracy, 
where both methods share something in common in terms of decision-making. The challenges 
of this research study involved integrating of these two decision-making methods and having 
an understanding of how to increase the accuracy of the TRS. User requirements such as tour 
type (e.g. active, wandering, city), number of travellers, region, transport mode, tour length, 
season, accommodation type and rating (i.e. number of stars) are the parameters for the TRS.  
The output of this TRS is a travel plan with a quoted price. The advantages of the system are 
that the reliability of the results obtained and the framework can be adapted to suit other 
application domains. A major disadvantage of this system is the adaptation feature, which relies 
heavily on the experiences of travel agencies. For example, when a tourist creates a new case, 
it cannot be inserted directly into the database; rather, it has to be evaluated by the travel agency 
or accepted by the tourist first (i.e. the adaptation phase is done offline or manually). Another 
disadvantage is the cold-start problem (i.e. the system does not have sufficient information to 
make any inferences about users) because this TRS requires a long time to collect data and 
convey it to the database. 
A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a search heuristic that mimics the process of natural 
evolution. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a metaheuristic method that mimics ant 
behaviour. Both have been used by personalised tourism-recommendation systems to learn 
about tourist personalities and context data in order to select a suitable route or POIs for them 
(Abbaspour and Samadzadegan, 2011; Liu et al., 2014; Mocholi et al., 2012). 
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There are many AI techniques that use recommendation engines beyond the field of TRSs. 
To name a few: Koren et al. (2009) proposed matrix-factorisation methods that are dedicated 
to the recommender and used in a collaborative filtering approach in movie recommendations, 
using the Netflix data set. Ge et al. (2011) developed a cost-aware recommendation system 
focused on making cost-aware tour recommendations. The system predicts travel package tours 
to the users based on travel costs and the tourist’s interest. The system takes travel tour data 
collected from a travel company, using Gaussian processes to develop a model, and evaluates 
the system using an RMSE metric. 
Scholz et al. (2015) proposed a utility-based recommendation system to predict consumer 
utility functions and their ability to pay. The system is designed from ordinal attributes input 
only and systems that use collaborative filtering methods could profit from their approach. De 
Bruyn et al. (2008) developed a RS that suggests optimal questions to be used on a website as 
the user’s input. This paper also compares the performance of three algorithms: Bayesian treed 
regression, cluster classification and step-wise componential regression. 
While these studies are of interest, their system goals are focused on prediction accuracy 
and not on the tourism-application challenge. For our proposed system we not only focused on 
the prediction accuracy but also concentrated on the transparency and interpretability of 
models. A DT is a hierarchic model, it provides decision rules which can make it easier to 
understand the decision-making process.  
In the TRSs field, most of the developed models are considered to be black-box and do 
not provide this feature (white-box) as ours does. In addition, to the best of our knowledge, our 
approach has not yet been considered in any other TRS. The difference in our destination-
recommendation system compared to other three systems is that we use a hybrid approach 
consisting of content-based, collaborative-based and knowledge-based filtering approaches.  
2.4.3 Ontology and Semantic Web technology  
The goal of the Semantic Web, also known as Web 3.0, is to efficiently share data and process 
information automatically and manually by promoting common exchange protocols and data 
formats. Many TRSs rely heavily on knowledge from the tourism domain. In order to represent 
knowledge in the tourism domain, a technology called ontology is commonly used. Ontology 
is a method used in Computer Science and the Information Sciences. It helps to represent 
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knowledge in the domain, or at least part of it, as a set of concepts. It considers the relationships 
within the knowledge base and also plays a prominent role in the framework of the Semantic 
Web (Huang and Bian, 2009). Montejo-Ráez proposed a TRS which is called SAMAP (Castillo 
et al., 2008). This is an example of a TRS that has modelled and implemented its own ontology 
to represent tourists’ interests (e.g. user, city, transport, place, personal preferences). Huang 
and Bian’s work (Huang and Bian, 2009) is another example of a TRS that applies ontology. 
The goal was to model the attraction at Niagara Falls in New York State. In total, nine concepts 
were found by extracting information from many tourism websites. The concepts include 
attraction, opening times, admission fees, closed dates, minimum times and stay. Next, they 
applied the relationship between the concepts.  
Semantic Web technology and ontology help researchers to integrate heterogeneous online 
information (Castillo et al., 2008; Horrocks, 2008; Huang and Bian, 2009; Mocholi et al., 2012; 
Petrevska and Koceski, 2012; Rodríguez et al., 2012; Santiago et al., 2012). The Resource 
Description Framework (RDF) and Web Ontology Language (OWL), the most commonly used 
languages (Horrocks, 2008), have been used to develop TRSs to represent the modelled tourist 
classes/concepts and their relationships.  
2.4.4 Agent technology 
Agent technology offers many benefits when modelling complex real-world problems 
(Kantamneni et al., 2015). Many personalised tourism recommendation systems have adopted 
this technology (Batet et al., 2012; Castillo et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009). A Multi-Agent System 
(MAS) is composed of agents that interact with each other in the environment. Each agent has 
its own goal and tries to maximise resources, utilisation, and benefits (Siebers and Aickelin, 
2008). There is no clear consensus on the definition of an agent (Siebers and Aickelin, 2008). 
MASs are promising tools for modelling problems of organisation or real-world problems, 
where people have to make decisions as a group (Payr et al., 2002). Some agents in the system 
are identified as Intelligent Agents (IAs), since they can make decisions, optimise, schedule, 
and solve complex problems.  
Turist@ (Batet et al., 2012) is one example of a TRS that has been implemented with a 
MAS. It is a mobile-push and location-based TRS that has a high degree of dynamic 
adaptability, taking user locations from GPS into account (i.e. the system can adapt to changes 
in the trip schedule and incorporate new suggestions). The system also considers users’ 
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demographic information (e.g. age, education, nationality, language and disabilities), trip 
characteristics (e.g. travel-group type, trip duration) and user preferences. The system notifies 
the user when she/he is near an activity and suggests interesting activities. The TRS uses a 
hybrid filtering method (content-based filtering and collaborative filtering) to make a 
personalised recommendations. The TRS has a feature that can include dynamic management 
of a user’s profile for use in the personalised recommendation process, such that the profile 
will be updated in both explicit and implicit ways. 
 
Figure 2.6  An overview of the Turist@ system architecture (Batet et al., 2012) 
 
According to Figure 2.6, the use of a MAS has many advantages for a distributed system, 
in that there is an agent running on the mobile device, a broker agent running as a facilitator 
between the user agent and the activity agent to handle communication between them, and 
another agent responsible for maintenance of the databases so as to reduce server overload and 
so on. Moreover, the ability to adapt, adjust, add and remove agents seems to be a suitable 
concept for modularity design when modelling a distributed system and real-world problems. 
Also, there is a high degree of adaptive capability in the system, such that the system can adjust 
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the plan based on a new location of the user at the time of execution. User feedback is based 
on both explicit (i.e. ratings approach) and implicit (i.e. monitoring his/her actions by analysing 
the time the user spends on a web page and the links the user followes etc.) factors. 
2.4.5 Web design 
When tourists browse travel websites they expect them to be interactive, responsive, 
informative and attractive (Chu, 2001). To meet this expectation, many personalised tourism 
recommendation systems use AJAX Web programming, which combines several technologies, 
such as HTML, JavaScript, XML and a document-object model, to create a sense of interaction 
between the user and the web application. Chiang and Huang (2015) and Montejo-Ráez et al. 
(2011) proposed a travel-planning system for recommending personalised travel schedules, it 
has an adjustable interface module that enhances travel-planning flexibility. Moreno et al. 
(2013) developed a Web-based TRS using Java Server Faces (JSF) and AJAX, a Web 
development technique combining XML and JavaScript, to create an asynchronous Web 
application for TRS. The ontology was also developed using the thesaurus of the WTO as a 
reference guide with OWL. Buhalis and Law (2008) indicate that Web design has been one of 
the most important technological innovations for the tourism industry. Moreover, accessibility 
features for disabled and elderly people should seen as a beneficial feature for an interactive 
website. 
2.4.6 E-tourism services from TRS 
Many recent TRSs have focused on recommending destinations, along with integrating certain 
tourism services, such as hotels and restaurants, into the content as shown in Figure 2.8. The 
output of most systems is itinerary-based. Lately, researchers have expanded their focus to 
include recommending routes and solving trip/ itinerary design problems. Many TRSs provide 
a holistic trip plan by mainly focusing on specific content. From the literature, TRSs can be 
categorised based on the e-tourism services they provide, including destination 
recommendations, tourist service recommendations, route recommendations, and trip planning 
/itinerary recommendations. 
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2.4.7 Destination and tourist-service recommendations 
Even the simplest Destination TRSs and DRSs list destinations (e.g. POIs, attractions, 
activities, events) according to specific input constraints provided by users. Some of them take 
context information into account. DRSs are moving towards a point at which they will be able 
to rank the importance of destinations and predict destination suitability by the user (Yang and 
Hwang, 2013). Some DRSs have used decision-making theory to better understand how 
tourists select preferred destinations in order to improve prediction accuracy (Hsu et al., 2012; 
Huang and Bian, 2009).  
Huang and Bian, (2009) proposed a tourists’ personalised recommendation system (Web-
based) combining BN and AHP as the recommendation engine, in order to produce a trip 
itinerary as the output. The system, over the Internet, suggests a set of tourist attractions in 
sequence at a given destination. Their recommendation system considers both the travel 
behaviour of the user and other tourists’ behaviours, particularly using both content-based and 
collaborative filtering methods. The system has four main components: heterogeneous 
integration, personalised recommendations, adaptive capability and spatial-functions 
capability. The capability of integrating heterogeneous online tourism information (i.e. using 
ontology) and providing hybrid-personalised recommendations (i.e. collaborative filtering and 
content-based filtering) are the advantages of this work. The ability to predict a user’s preferred 
activities using a machine-learning method, such as BN, is a novel approach. Moreover, the 
capability to rank attractions using decision-making theory (i.e. factors such as a user’s 
preferred activities, cost and distance) is also considered interesting and challenging. 
Additionally, the system has adaptive capability, in that it provides an interactive Web interface 
so that the user can revise the recommendation results. 
Regarding the disadvantages of the system, the ArcWeb service is now quite old, and the 
product line is retired. There are better GIS services that can provide spatial-function 
capabilities, such as the Google Map API. Moreover, more decision criteria could be added in 
order to rank attractions. 
Hsu et al., (2012) developed a TRS, referred to as ITAS, that predicts preferred user 
tourism attractions based on decision theory, using machine-learning methods, such as the a 
Bayesian network to predict a user’s preferred attractions based on a user’s demographic 
information (e.g. age, gender, trip purpose, income, occupation, source of information, 
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nationality). Statistical methods, such as factor analysis, are used to analyse the data set and 
remove non-required input from the user. Regarding the system output, the system generates a 
list of ranking attractions and provides interactive map interfaces and point-to-point route 
information to the tourist via Google Maps. The TRS achieves high recommendation accuracy 
from the results of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. This is because the use 
of a combination of content-based filtering and collaborative filtering contributes to the quality 
of the data set obtained.  
Yeh and Cheng (2015) proposed a knowledge-based TRS that recommends tourist 
attractions in Taiwan. The system uses knowledge from tourism domain experts to reconstruct 
target classes. It recommends attractions based on one of two user inputs – favourite travel 
category (e.g. natural, museums and galleries, heritage etc.), referred to as a construct-based 
recommendation, or a specific tourist attraction, referred to as an element-based 
recommendation. The challenge of this study was to increase the recommendation performance 
by reducing data sparsity using a novel method.  
INTRIGUE (Ardissono et al., 2003) offers both Web-based and mobile (handheld devices) 
platforms for the city of Turin, Italy. The system recommends POIs (i.e. sightseeing 
destinations) and itineraries by taking the preferences of heterogeneous tourist groups (e.g. 
families with elderly members or children) into account, as this is one of the challenges in 
current TRS design. This TRS takes many user constraints into account as input, such as 
number of days, arrival/ departure time, start and end location, and preferred time of visit. The 
recommendation engine of this system relies heavily on the techniques of user-modelling and 
hypermedia. This system also supports tour scheduling both before and during travel, which is 
another challenge for TRS design. 
PSiS (Anacleto et al., 2014) is a mobile TRS that makes POI recommendations focusing 
on user context (e.g. location, time, speed, direction, weather) and user preferences (i.e. through 
their previous work). The system has the capability to adapt dynamically to the recommended 
tour; for example, it can generate a new trip plan when the user is ahead of schedule. Another 
challenge of this TRS is the implantation of middleware that resides on the server. It 
synchronises data between the Web application and the mobile application. Another interesting 
feature is the architectonic tag, which can recommend POIs according to whether a destination 
is open or closed and is worth visiting. An additional feature is a tracking system, with the 
benefit of saving time.  
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SPETA (García-Crespo et al., 2009) takes advantage of Web 3.0 technologies by 
integrating social networks, the Semantic Web and context-awareness into a mobile TRS. The 
system aims to recommend tourism services, such as attractions or restaurants, to tourists who 
are new to the area. The TRS focuses on matching, searching and filtering items from the 
knowledge acquired via ontology (i.e. social and geo-location information). The system 
requires input – both explicit and implicit – from the user in order to make recommendations. 
The input includes user preferences (food and music types), user context information (weather, 
time, location), and derived variables such as speed and direction. The system also incorporates 
the opening and closing times and dates of attractions. 
SigTur/E-Destination (Moreno et al., 2013) is a trip-planning, Web-based TRS that 
recommends leisure activities in Tarragona, Spain. The system takes many different kinds of 
input into account, both explicitly and implicitly. The user must explicitly input travel 
motivation, user demographic information (e.g. country of origin), travel budget, group 
composition, required destination, accommodation type, and travel dates (start and end dates) 
via a Web interface. When the user responds (i.e. adds or removes information) to the 
recommendation results, the RS takes this as implicit input to be factored into future 
recommendations. The advantages of this TRS are its hybrid recommendation approach and 
prediction method which analyse the massive data set.  
Otium (Montejo-Ráez et al., 2011) is a personalised travel planning system that schedules 
leisure activities for tourists. Additionally, budget and current availability are factored into trip 
recommendations. This system relies on a Web-extraction methodology to retrieve information 
for its database. It uses an interactive Web-based interface so that the user can adjust the 
generated schedule according to his/her preferences. There are two input methods for the 
system. First, the tourist specifies a maximum budget and the travel area (city/province). Also, 
proximity, price, time, profile, and diversity are parameters that are needed to calculate a trip 
plan inside the recommender via a web interface.  This wrapper method is an advantage when 
dealing with Web information sources. However, the wrapper can only parse an HTML file. It 
needs to keep up with the configuration file to be able to adapt to changes in the HTML file 
structure; also, it can only extract event attributes. This TRS lacks many important features, 
e.g. a transportation feature, whereby a user can search for a transport mode to select during 
the trip. Another drawback is the navigation system, in that the system could use the gathered 
geo-position to plot a route or location using Google Maps.  
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SAMAP (Castillo et al., 2008) is a TRS designed to assist tourists in planning a trip based 
on user history and other factors. It focuses on the Team Orienteering Problem with Time 
Windows (TOPTW) and recommending activities. SAMAP is based on a multi-agent system 
and is intended to work on mobile devices. System inputs include user preferences, personal 
information and user context. Transportation (e.g. bus, taxi, walking) and environmental 
information (e.g. traffic, street type) are also taken into account. The system recommends a trip 
plan, with a list of visitor activities, and a suggested route beginning at one POI and then taking 
the user to another.  
e-Tourism (Sebastia et al., 2009) is a hybrid TRS that matches user demographics and 
preferences with a destination database to create a leisure plan with a list of recommended 
leisure activities in Spain. A taxonomy, a set of concepts, is used to describe tourist activities. 
The TRS uses AI planning to generate realistic activity plans incorporating opening hours, 
priorities, visiting duration, and utility as constraints. The system is adaptive, using a rating 
system upon user log in to obtain feedback in order to improve the user profile. 
2.4.8 Route recommendations 
Wireless Sensor Network technologies like GPS and RFID can retrieve context information, 
such as current location, as a parameter. A Route TRS can recommend route(s) through several 
destinations for a tourist. For example, it can learn user behaviour through context information 
to predict a route based on user or group preferences (Mocholi et al., 2012;Tsai and Chung, 
2012).  
Route TRSs make point-to-point recommendations with multi-model transportation 
services (Abbaspour and Samadzadegan, 2011; Castillo et al., 2008). Additionally, there is a 
TRS that provides real-time information to tourists to reduce congestion and avoid long queues 
at tourist hotspots (Liu et al., 2014).  
Tsai and Chung (2012) proposed a route-recommendation system for theme-park tourists 
using a clustering technique. The authors used Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) attached 
to a wristband provided to visitors to collect tourist profiles in real time, including the sequence 
of attractions visited and a corresponding timestamp. The system recommends itineraries based 
on tourist preferences and other travel behaviours. The advantage of this recommendation 
system is its idea of using RFID to collect and apply accurate and instant data to solve theme- 
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park issues in real time. Regarding the system’s disadvantages, first, the RFID system could be 
made more realistic by inputting the location of the information available at public booths into 
the system configuration. Second, the system parameters could be improved by using 
optimisation approaches to find better values for the system. Third, personal behaviours like 
spending habits and dietary favourites, could be used as input parameters in the system. Last, 
the problems could multiply if the park has multiple entrances and exits. 
Lee et al. (2009) proposed a personalised tourism recommendation system for Tainan, 
Taiwan that acts as a travel agent for tourists by recommending POIs based heavily on the 
knowledge of domain experts. The system suggests a personalised tourist route in accordance 
with user requirements, such as the number of days, popularity, region, food types and classes 
of historical sites. The TSR combines Multi-Agent technology, ontology and ant-colony 
optimisation to present route plans with the aid of the Google Map API.  
Pang and Takahashi, (1999) proposed a route-ranking recommendation system based on 
driver preferences (content-based approach) inside a vehicle’s Dynamic Route Guidance 
(DRG) system. This requires a complex evaluation process, given that driver behaviour in 
terms of route choice is a complex problem. The proposed system models driver behaviour by 
using a fuzzy expert system; the system also has an adaptive mechanism function that responds 
to the driver’s preferences and recent decisions. The inputs include the origin (obtained directly 
from the GPS) and the destination, along with any route attributes, such as travel distance, 
travel time, the degree of congestion, tolls, the degree of difficulty of travel, and scenery. From 
these, the system generates a recommended or optimum route, based on real-time traffic and 
road information, and displays it on the driver’s console. The ability to learn from the 
uncertainty of the driver’s behaviour makes the system more intelligent, and this is considered 
to be an advantage of this TRS. 
Santiago proposes a knowledge-based system called GeOasis (Santiago et al., 2012). The 
system is integrated with GPS and acts as a tourist guide to suggest certain POIs, according to 
the tourist’s location. The system is implemented for Jaen Province in Spain. The system 
behaves dynamically to adapt to user-context data, such as current location, time and space. 
This TRS has the capability to generate a trip plan in real time, with the use of a heuristic 
algorithm to improve the speed of computation time. The knowledge base is considered to be 
the greatest contribution to the system as knowledge is gathered from domain experts. Last, 
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voice recognition seems to be a positive technological enhancement to user interaction with 
the system.  
Mochili proposes a context-driven TRS called SACO (Mocholi et al., 2012), a system that 
is capable of learning the user’s routes using context information involving GPS locations. The 
ability to deal with the problem of reducing the amount of information displayed on the map 
so that the user does not have to filter out non-interesting services by himself/herself manually 
is the main challenge of this TRS.  
Regarding the disadvantages of this TRS, the communication between client and server is 
difficult to manage, since the client is constantly moving around. However, researchers have 
addressed this issue by implementing a buffer for the client, but this only seems to be a 
temporary solution to the problem. 
2.4.9 Trip planning/itinerary recommendations 
Trip planning is challenging; for example, tourists usually have specific requirements and 
needs, such as the number of travel days, number of travellers, budget, required destinations, 
the days that attractions are open, and starting locations. Trip planning/itinerary 
recommendation systems take these user preferences and context features into account when 
deriving the order of destinations on an itinerary. Moreover, these systems can create a new 
plan/itinerary for a traveller in response to changes occuring during the trip. For example, if 
the traveller is running out of time, the system may reschedule a destination. 
While TRSs cover many different aspects of tourism services, few focus on the trip 
planning or scheduling problem, as this is a complex problem that requires the TRS to generate 
an automated optimal travel plan (i.e. the most realistic travel plan) for the user, based on many 
constraints. 
According to Hagen et al. (2005), this problem has been termed the Tourist Itinerary 
Design Problem (TIDP) or the Tourist Trip Design Problem (TTDP) (Gavalas et al., 2012b, 
n.d.) (Gavalas et al., 2012a, n.d.). This problem resembles the classic Travelling Salesman 
Problem (TSP) in theoretical computer science and operations research. However, the TSP 
conundrum is concerned with minimizing travel time or travel distance; the simplest TIDP can 
be modelled as an Orienteering Problem (OP), where a set of vertices comprises given points 
of interest, each of them having a score (e.g. user satisfaction), and the goal is to create the best 
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path to maximize the total score (time or budget) for each of the vertices. Golden et al., (1987) 
proved that OP is an NP-hard problem. TIDP can be modelled as a Team Orienteering Problem 
(TOP), where the problem is NP-complete (Vansteenwegen et al., 2009). The Team 
Orienteering Problem with Time Windows (TOPTW) (e.g. considering opening and closing 
times per day), which has appeared in recent studies (Gavalas et al., 2012a; Vansteenwegen et 
al., 2011), is an extension of TOP. 
DailyTrip (Gavalas et al., 2012a) approaches TOPTW using a novel heuristic algorithm to 
find near-optimal itineraries that meet tourist requirements and other constraints. The system 
is a mobile Web-based application using exhaustive user constraints, e.g. user preferences, 
opening days of POIs, average visiting times of POIs, and weather conditions. The proposed 
heuristic algorithm, which outperformed the Iterated Local Search (ILS) algorithm is a 
significant contribution. However, an exhaustive number of explicit user inputs (i.e. from both 
context and user preferences) may be too intrusive for the user.   
2.5 Research trends and challenges 
The previous section has discussed the advances represented by each TRS, as well as the issues 
associated with each of them. For example, post-2008 TRSs have attempted to generate more 
realistic trip plans with different approaches (e.g. using more constraints, modified algorithms, 
etc.). In addition, ICT has been evolving, and TRSs have been building on each other over this 
period. This section is dedicated to the current state of TRSs which has been central to 
developing the proposed methodology. 
2.5.1 User constraints and contextual information for a realistic 
trip plan 
Recommending a near optimal or realistic trip itinerary is a major challenge, such that the 
following user constraints and context constraints can be added to the TRS to generate more 
realistic and effective recommended trip plans. This is done to satisfy user requirements and 
preferences (Gavalas et al., n.d.; Souffriau and Vansteenwegen, 2010; Vansteenwegen et al., 
2011). The following user constraints and contextual information can be added to the TIDP 
model.  
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The City Trip Planner (Vansteenwegen et al., 2011) assists a tourist when planning routes 
for five cities in Belgium. The system addresses the TOPTW problem with the trip planning 
heuristic algorithm. In addition to incorporating traditional trip constraints, including number 
of days, start and end locations, start and end times, lunch breaks and opening and closing 
times, the system weights user preferences to estimate the level of interest in each POI.  
PTPS (Chiang and Huang, 2015) is a Web-based TRS that schedules hotels, restaurants, 
and attractions based on user requirements (e.g. number of days, number of travellers, budgets, 
meal times, required POIs, and starting point). The proposed system recommends POIs based 
heavily on user needs/requirements in order to achieve maximum user satisfaction. The system 
also introduced an algorithm to solve TIDP. Moreover, with an adjustable interface feature 
embedded in the system, users can adjust their results to replace unsatisfactory items and to 
improve suggestions. The main contributions of this system are an introduction to the concept 
of a time framework and the planning of the algorithm, referred to as the Schedule Reasoning 
Method (SRM). However, the system has some major drawbacks, in that it needs to apply 
active learning methods to address any non-intrusive issues. Also, the travel matching module 
could be improved upon, and the SRM algorithm does not produce a realistic trip plan. In short, 
this TRS relies heavily on user requirements. 
2.5.2 User constraints and contextual information for destination 
selection 
TRSs provide options when selecting destinations and services by taking into consideration a 
user’s hard constraints including contextual information, requirements, preferences, interests, 
demographics and destination information. Future TRSs should provide the traveller with even 
more options (soft constraints) to force the system to collect information on the destination(s) 
that he/she wants to visit based on his/her needs. For instance, some tourists do not want to 
visit more than a specific number of destinations per day or destinations that he/she has already 
visited on a previous trip (Souffriau and Vansteenwegen, 2010). Since most users are budget-
conscious, the travel budget should include limits for transportation fees, event 
entrance/admission fees and hotel/ restaurant bills. Also, lunch or dinner breaks, coffee breaks, 
and short breaks during the day should also be taken into system consideration. By giving the 
system the time frame for such breaks, the system would be able to locate other related 
destinations or services with opening hours to match the user’s specified available time. 
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Moreover, the number of travel days and accessibility issues(e.g. impaired vision or hearing, 
motor disabilities,) should be taken into account (Souffriau and Vansteenwegen, 2010). It can 
be seen that future TRSs that are concerned with a realistic trip plan need to explore intelligence 
mechanisms that can trigger itinerary updates when contextual information changes. 
2.5.3 User constraints for tourist services selection 
Soft constraints can be added to a TRS. For example, a TRS that recommends restaurants could 
be programmed to incorporate meal times, food type (Chinese, Thai or Japanese) and price 
range (low–high). With these soft inputs, the TRS could recommend restaurants with opening 
hours and a price range that match the user’s selection criteria. For a TRS that recommends 
hotels, soft constraints can also be added, such as hotel type, price range, and amenities 
(Souffriau and Vansteenwegen, 2010). Transportation options should be based on a multi-
option model (e.g. travellers can  take a taxi so far, then walk to a POI) and some other aspects 
regarding transport services (e.g. transport fees) (Castillo et al., 2008; Gavalas et al., 2012a). 
Regarding contextual information; weather, traffic forecasting, and current date/ time to match 
the destination’s operating dates/ times should be taken into consideration (Souffriau and 
Vansteenwegen, 2010). 
There is room for more research on constraint-based and context-based recommendation 
systems, not only in the tourism domain but with regard to other applications, including map 
navigation, fleet management, weather information, roadside assistance, and personal location 
services (Lamsfus et al., 2012; Mocholi et al., 2012).    
Recommending a near optimal or realistic trip itinerary that incorporates user and context 
constraints to satisfy user requirements and preferences is another challenge (Gavalas et al., 
n.d.; Souffriau and Vansteenwegen, 2010; Vansteenwegen et al., 2011).  
2.5.4 Integration of heterogeneous online travel information 
Integrating heterogeneous online travel information is a major challenge for TRSs (Huang and 
Bian, 2009). TRSs involve gathering large amounts of information from different information 
providers or tourism services (e.g. hotels, restaurants, POIs) with different, or even unique, 
types of categories or content in a variety of formats, including non-structural data. To address 
this challenge, information extraction techniques such as Web extraction/ crawlers (Montejo-
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Ráez et al., 2011), semantic technologies, and Web 2.0 technologies, such as Mashup (a content 
aggregation technology) (Batet et al., 2012; Castillo et al., 2008; Huang and Bian, 2009), have 
been recently adopted by TRS researchers. 
Wang et al. (2011) developed a TRS based on the work of Huang and Bian, (2009). The 
system is a Web-based personalised RS that has three main functions: integrating 
heterogeneous information on tourist attractions, estimating traveller preferences, and 
evaluating tourist attractions. This system enhances the ontology technologies of Huang and 
Bian, (2009). This study’s main contribution is to have taken existing tourism ontology and re-
modelled the approaches so as to define the outcome as travel and user-intelligent ontology 
(semantically integrated resources). 
A traditional Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) would have difficulty 
managing the large amounts, and complex nature, of data used in TRSs, including geospatial 
data and continual and numerous user updates, given data availability and scalability issues. 
For TRSs, Not Only SQL (NoSQL) is a more promising technology for increasing system 
performance and reducing latency than RDBMSs. However, a trade-off of using NoSQL is that 
TRSs may lose database-wide or transaction consistency (Gavalas et al., 2014.) 
2.5.5 Group-based recommendation 
Group-based recommendation systems pose a challenge because, not only do groups of tourists 
have different individual preferences, but they must also be concerned with the preferences of 
other group members. Recommending an itinerary for a group that optimally satisfies differing 
individual interests is difficult. Given this difficulty, only one TRS study attempts to support 
both individual and group travellers, i.e. Garcia et al. (2011). 
2.5.6 Interactive and responsive Web applications 
Chu (2001) states that when tourists browse travel websites they expect them to be interactive, 
responsive, informative, and attractive. To meet these expectations, many personalised tourism 
recommendation systems have used AJAX Web programming that combines several 
technologies, such as HTML, JavaScript, XML, and document object models, to create a sense 
of interaction between the user and the Web application. Chiang and Huang (2015) and 
Montejo-Ráez et al. (2011) propose a planning system for recommending personalised travel 
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schedules with an adjustable interface module that enhances travel-planning flexibility. 
Moreno et al., (2013) developed a Web-based TRS using Java Server Face (JSF) and AJAX; 
the ontology was developed using the thesaurus of the WTO as a reference guide with OWL. 
Accessibility features for disabled individuals and elderly people should be added to the TRS, 
to make it more responsive. 
2.5.7 Tourists’ decision-making and information processing 
through a human-centric approach.  
Recently, a few TRSs have used quantitative research methods to understand tourists’ search 
behaviours in assessing travel information and decision-making processes. According to 
Fesenmaier et al. (2006) and Gretzel et al. (2012), a successful DRS requires an understanding 
of tourists’ decision-making and search processes. The factors identified below influence travel 
searches and travellers’ decision-making processes for a truly human-centric DRS. 
Personal characteristics of the traveller are of significant importance (e.g. socio-
demographics, knowledge, personality, involvement, values, attitudes, cognitive style, 
decision-making style, vacation style) (Fesenmaier et al., 2006). Andereck et al., (1993) have 
stated that the major factors influencing consumer decisions when purchasing a product or 
service are information sources about that product or service. In addition, individual 
demographics may influence information-seeking behaviour. 
Trip characteristics are also of significant value (e.g. travel purpose, trip length, travel 
distance, travel party, travel mobility) (Fesenmaier et al., 2006). 
Mutinda and Mayaka (2012) have proposed two sets of factors, i.e. environmental factors 
and individual trait factors that impact on destination transformation or the destination 
funnelling process and the final choice. Environmental factors, such as sources of information, 
culture, family, lifestyle, and destination features are also of relevance. Individual trait factors 
(personal characteristics) include motivation, personality and past experience. Specific key 
factors that determine the choice of a domestic plan by tourists in Kenya include the following: 
1. The need for knowledge and adventure 
2. Economic concerns 
3. Destination information 
4. Travel arrangements 
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Regarding sources of information, the study found that personal experiences are the most 
significant factors in raising destination awareness. 
 
Travel motivation has been addressed by Hsu et al. (2009) in their decision-making model 
based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) for destination choice. The study not only 
evaluates the importance of motivational factors but also seeks an understanding of decision 
factors. The study identified the factors that influence a tourist’s choice of destination and 
found the following to be the six most important motivational factors for inbound tourists 
visiting Taiwan: 
 
1. Visiting friends/relatives 
2. Personal safety 
3. Escape 
4. Rest and relaxation 
5. Destination image (impressions that a person holds about a country in which they do 
not reside) (Hunt, 1971). A totality of impressions, beliefs, ideas, expectations, and 
feelings accumulated towards a place over time (Kim and Richardson, 2003) 
6. Environmental safety and quality 
 
When tourists are selecting their destinations, travel and tour motivation is one of the 
important factors found in the literature reviewed. This variable describes the reason why a 
tourist chooses to visit a particular destination (Leiper, 1990).   
Crompton (1979) identified nine motives based on two kinds of motivation that influence 
the selection of a destination. Seven of them are classified as socio-psychological, the 
remaining two in the cultural category. Types of socio-psychological motivation are: escape 
from a perceived mundane environment, exploration and evaluation of oneself, relaxation, 
prestige, regression, improvement of kinship relationships and facilitation of social interaction. 
With regard to cultural motives, the main factors identified were novelty and education.  
Figler et al. (1992) defined five factors that influence the selection of destinations:  anomie/ 
authenticity-seeking, culture/ education, escape/ regression, wanderlust/ exploring the 
unknown, jet-setting / prestige-seeking. 
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2.5.8 Mobile recommendation systems in tourism 
An increase in the use of mobiles and new developments in mobile computing and 
communication networks (i.e. GPS, Wi-Fi) offer state-of-the-art improvements to 
recommendation systems in the tourism domain. Context information from mobile device 
sensors such as that associated with a specific location, considers the speed used in the process 
of making recommendations. Mobile RS can provide tourists with a new experience when they 
are making decisions. For example, Balduini et al. (2012) proposed a mobile TRS application 
that is deployed on the Android operating system that using Augmented Reality (AR). The 
TRS assists tourists in the process of selecting restaurants in Insadongs, Seoul. 
2.6 Identifying research gaps 
Most previous TRSs have only supported individual tourists and have focused on estimates 
when choosing a destination, activities, attractions and tourism services (e.g. restaurants, 
hotels, transportation) based on the user’s preferences and interests. With regard to technical 
aspects, these TRSs only provide filtering, sorting and basic matching mechanisms between 
items and the user’s hard constraints. 
It can be seen that the latest ICT provides new opportunities for researchers to design and 
implement a TRS that is more intelligent, interactive, adaptive, and automatable, one that 
supports a higher degree of user satisfaction than ever before. 
In summary, future destination TRSs should be able to achieve the following: 
1. Enhanced tourist decision-making process 
 The travel decision-making process is complex. A deep understanding of how a 
traveller selects a destination is one of the biggest challenges when designing a TRS. 
A model-based approach TRS that aims to identify a tourist destination or other 
service selection process is necessary in order to develop a successful and useful DRS 
(Fesenmaier et al., 2006; Gretzel et al., 2012).  
 
2. Reduce user’s effort  
It can be seen that most current TRSs require massive input from users in order to 
generate a decent recommended result, but many user inputs may not be needed for 
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the system (Chiang and Huang, 2015; Hsu et al., 2012). Current TRSs have begun 
to request more specific information from the user to generate an appropriate 
destination recommendation, in terms of route-planning, and trip-planning. However, 
having more parameters in the system could decrease TRS recommendation 
performance and the level of user satisfaction. Future TRSs should be able to 
understand relevant theories in order to improve accuracy, effectiveness, efficience, 
and satisfaction. Moreover, they should understand the factors that play an important 
role when tourists make decisions. They should be able to reduce the amount and types 
of information required to achieve system/ service satisfaction and still provide 
enjoyment in the process of searching for tourism information. 
 
3. Performance, speed, recommendation accuracy, and precision of DRS 
Current TRS development needs to be concerned with recommendation performance 
and the selection of a proper scientific method to validate their systems. Future TRSs 
should combine recommendation techniques to find or modify recommendation 
algorithms and search for relevant factors. This could lead to an increase in system 
performance. Future DRS should provide proper scientific evaluation methods to 
validate the performance of the system. 
 
4. Intelligent user interface or website 
Future TRSs should improve the interaction between the user and TRS to expand the 
user experience and increase satisfaction. Intelligent User Interface (IUI) technology 
comprises of both Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Human-Computer Interaction 
(HCI). 
 
5. Integration of heterogeneous information 
Due to the heterogeneity of the information that is available on the Internet, future 
TRSs should provide a proper mechanism to automate the integration of information 
that is available from various travel information sources. 
 
6. Provide a holistic trip plan  
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Future TRSs should provide a holistic trip plan and aim to create an even more realistic 
trip plan in real time. This can be done by taking massive amounts of data from several 
sensors, such as GPS and RFID data to generate real-time recommendations, or by 
having more of the user’s soft constraints into the system.  
 
7. Support group recommendation 
Most post-2008 TRSs only support a single user model. Future TRSs should support 
not only individual travellers but groups of travellers as well. 
 
8. Highly adaptive 
Future TRSs should provide the ability to adapt to the user’s contextual information 
features, enabling the user to modify the results by way of feedback mechanisms in 
order for it to be able to improve system accuracy and user satisfaction.  
 
9. Concerns about user privacy 
Current TRSs are beginning to collect more information from the user, but the sharing 
of certain information can be considered a sensitive issue. For example, users may not 
be willing to share their age or gender information. 
 
Due to the time constraints of this research study, this study only focuses on aspects 1, 2, 
3 and 4. 
 
2.7 Summary 
 
This chapter has conducted a review of relevant literature regarding recommendation systems 
within the tourism domain. It can be seen that the majority of post-2008 TRSs focus on 
recommending destinations, routes, and realistic trip-planning/ itineraries. Also, we can see 
that the latest ICT provides a new opportunities for researchers to design and develop TRSa 
which are more intelligent, interactive, adaptive and automatable, as well able to offer a higher 
levels of user satisfaction and user experience than ever before. The literature review shows 
that current TRS developments are still at a stage that requires more variables than ever from 
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the user in order to increase the predictive accuracy of destination recommendations, route 
plans or trip plans. However, this does not guarantee satisfaction in terms of the user’s 
information search experience. This means that further TRSs should build on exisiting 
decision-making foundations in order to be more effective and less intrusive.  
This research intends to contribute to the development of an improved DRS, as that 
previous DRSs are lacking in both technical methods, such as recommendation accuracy and 
evaluation, and practical aspects, such as user satisfaction. We propose a novel DRS that 
understands the tourist’s destination choice by developing destination choice models using 
both quantitative and qualitative approaches, as well as increasing the level of user satisfaction 
by using machine learning and Web technology techniques. This is outlined in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 Research Approach, System 
Architecture and Pilot Study 
 
The previous chapter reviewed studies of existing Travel Recommendation Systems (TRSs) and 
identified the key weaknesses of previous Destination Recommendation Systems (DRSs) for 
tourists. The aim now is to develop a DRS that overcomes current DRSs practicality issues in 
terms of understanding travellers’ choices regarding the destinations they are planning to visit 
before or during a trip, as well as increasing levels of user satisfaction. Another aim relates to 
technical issues regarding improving the recommendation accuracy of the DRS. This chapter 
presents an overview of the research approach and system design and describes the proposed 
DRS framework, including the research methodology and system design included in the process 
of data collection. The design and development of the questionnaire used in the research and 
the survey sites are presented. At the end of this chapter the evaluation methods used to assess 
the system performance and system design of a practical DRS are presented. 
 
3.1 Overview of the research approach 
The research methodology used in this research consists of four main phases based on the KDD 
data-mining process flow by Fayyad et al. (1996), as illustrated in Figure 3.1: (1) First, the data 
sets of two existing DRSs were collected for as feasibility study (Chiang and Huang, 2015; 
Hsu et al., 2012). The first data set, referred to as the Chiang Mai POI data set, was collected 
from various travel websites; it contains information about POIs around the city of Chiang Mai. 
The second data set, referred to as the Annual Survey of Visitor Expenditure and Trends in 
Taiwan data set, was obtained from the Survey Research Data Archive. This data set contains 
five factors that influence the selection of tourists’ favourite destinations in Taiwan. We used 
the first data set to develop a first DRS prototype and the second data set to develop a second 
prototype. Regarding the data collection for the proposed DRS, a pilot study was used in this 
phase to investigate user requirements and the design of the proposed DRS architecture. After 
that, a questionnaire was developed based on what we learned from implementation of the 
destination TRSs prototypes using the obtained data sets.  
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The designed questionnaire which contains six factors (five of which were used to predict 
tourists’ preferred destinations in Chiang Mai, and one to increase levels of user satisfaction 
with the proposed DRS), was distributed and collected from 20 tourist destinations in Chiang 
Mai, Thailand. (2) After data had been collected, they needed to be pre-processed, using several 
data pre-processing techniques involving data cleaning, data transformation and feature- 
selection processes. (3) The third phase includes data analysis processes. A series of 
experiments was carried out to develop a DRS that required minimal input from the user but 
still achieved high recommendation accuracy. These experiments were conducted to identify 
suitable features and find optimal models from different classification of algorithms, as well as 
to evaluate the classification of combination methods. Once optimal models were obtained, 
they were validated with several validation methods, which are described in detail in Section 
3.8. (4) The last phase involved interpretation of the results. The decision models were 
converted to set of decision rules for the development of an interactive, responsive and 
informative Web and mobile application in order for a tourist to interact with the proposed 
DRS. 
 
 
 Figure 3.1  The proposed DRS framework using data mining process flow  
 
3.2 Overview of the system design 
Figure 3.2 presents the proposed system architecture for the DRS, which is a Web-based three-
tier architecture model, more commonly known as client-server architecture. The architecture, 
which is composed of three layers, consists of presentation, application and data layers. The 
presentation layer is the user interface which was implemented with Web-browser technology. 
This layer receives inputs (e.g. demographics, user characteristics, user requirements) from 
tourists and displays the results to the users. The second layer is the application layer, and this 
acts as a middle layer. It is responsible for optimisation and logical decision-making, as well 
as data, evaluation and other calculations. The data layer takes and stores all the information 
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from the upper layers. The information and data, such as geographical data and user and trip 
information, are stored in different layers using eXtensible Mark-up Language (XML) and 
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). Moreover, the proposed system effectively supports 
mobile users. 
 
 
Figure 3.2  The proposed DRS system architecture 
 
3.3 Data set acquisition 
Three different data sets were collected for use in the development of the proposed DRS. The 
first two data sets were used to build DRS prototypes and were considered a benchmark for our 
data collection. The first data set, referred to as the Chiang Mai POIs data set, is a small data 
set containing all relevant information for trip planning, including destination names, 
geographical data including longitude and latitude, and attraction type. These data were 
collected from the Internet. The second data set was obtained from the Survey Research Data 
Archive (SRDA), available at https://srda.sinica.edu.tw, and is referred to as the Annual Survey 
of Visitors Expenditure and Trends in Taiwan data set. This data set was used as a benchmark 
to understand the factors that influence a tourist’s preferred destination choice.  
For the proposed DRS, five factors that influence tourists’ preferred destinations were 
investigated, including travel characteristics, tourist expenditure behaviour, tourist behaviour 
and tourist demographic information. Additionally, user satisfaction factors were investigated 
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and used in the results recommendation phase (i.e. the average satisfaction values of n users 
along with recommended destinations). The third data set, which is ours, was based on a 
questionnaire survey of 4,000 participants (both international and domestic) in Chiang Mai, 
Thailand. The questionnaire was designed to understand tourist-destination choices and levels 
of destination satisfaction in Chiang Mai by identifying the weaknesses of previous data sets, 
reducing irrelevant variables and adding more factors that are related to a tourist’s preferred 
destination search in Chiang Mai. The following section describes each of the data sets in detail. 
3.3.1 Chiang Mai POI data set 
For this data set, information pertaining to 187 attractions, 48 hotels and 40 restaurants was 
manually collected from the Internet. Each POI’s details include the name, description, address, 
longitude, latitude, type, opening time, closing time and opening days. This data set was used 
for the first prototype DRS (Section 4.1) to understand the current design of the DRS and 
recommendation methods, such as similarity measurement, trip planning and so on. Table 3.1 
represents a description of the data including a sample of the attractions, hotels, and restaurants 
that were collected for this data set.  
 
Table 3.1 Descriptions of attraction samples collected for the Chiang Mai POI data set. 
 
POI name Address Description Latitude Longitude Type 
Patara Elephant 
Farm 
135 Moo 10 
Suthep Chiang 
Mai 50200 
Thailand 
This unique 
14th-century 
temple is built 
into the side of 
Suthep 
mountain and is 
constructed of a 
series of 
tunnels. 
18.78491 98.951175 Outdoors 
 
 
 
Table 3.2 Descriptions of hotel samples collected for the Chiang Mai POI data set. 
POI name Address Description Latitude Longitude Price Type #stars 
Ping 
Nakara 
Boutique 
135/9 
Charoenprathet 
Road | 
The hotel’s 
graceful 
gingerbread 
18.7799 99.0047 7,900 Romantic 5 
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Hotel & 
Spa 
Changklan 
Chiang Mai 
50100 
Thailand 
architecture 
is 
accentuated 
by hand-
carved 
fretwork and 
creates a 
relaxed and 
restful 
environment.  
 
 
 
Table 3.3 Descriptions of restaurant samples collected for the Chiang Mai POIs data set. 
POI name Address Description Latitude Longitude 
Anchan 
Vegetarian 
Nimmanahaeminda 
Road opposite Soi 
13 Opposite, Chiang 
Mai 50200, Thailand 
We provide our 
clients with 
vegetarian meals 
so delicious you 
won't miss the 
meat. 
18.79726 98.96536 
 
 Table 3.3 continued 
Open-time Close-time Open day Minimum 
price 
Maximum 
price 
Food type 
11:00 17:00 MTWTHFS 10 30 Thai, 
vegetarian 
3.3.2 Annual survey of visitor expenditure and trends in Taiwan 
data set 
This data set is used as a benchmark for this research. The data set was obtained from the 
Survey Research Data Archive and was drawn from the “Annual Survey Report on Visitors 
Expenditure and Trends in Taiwan”, https://srda.sinica.edu.tw. The data set contains 
information about the consumption behaviour of tourists during their stay in Taiwan and 
includes trip characteristics, trip plans, tourist behaviour and expenditure behaviour, along with 
demographic information. The time frame of the sample was from 1 January 2010 to 1 
December 2012. It contains 270 variables and 12,024 cases. Hence, by using this data set as a 
benchmark, we saved time in the process of data collection and analysis. Our questionnaire 
contained fewer questions that were better related to the predicted variables. In this data set the 
factors that influenced tourists’ favourite attractions included the four following factors: 
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1. Travel characteristics 
2. Tourist expenditure behaviour 
3. Tourist behaviour 
4. Tourist demographic information 
With regard to the second TRS prototype (see Chapter 4), we implemented the Annual 
Survey of Visitor Expenditure and Trends in Taiwan data set to provide practical aspects when 
recommending destinations to tourists. By using more factors than the Chiang Mai data set, 
including demographic information, tourist behaviour, spending behaviour and trip 
characteristics, the TRS provided a sense of the recommendations and a better level of 
performance. However, some variables from this data set were considered redundant and not 
related to tourists’ preferred destination variables. 
3.3.3 Chiang Mai Destination Data Set 
This study used a questionnaire in the data-collection process as questionnaires are known to 
be effective mechanisms for collecting information from tourists (see Appendix A). A pilot 
study (see Appendix B) was also used as a pre-study in order to avoid overlooking errors. 
 
3.3.3.1 Ethical issues 
The study involves human interaction during the data collection process. Therefore, ethical 
issues were taken into consideration. Before distributing the questionnaire in the survey area, 
respondents were given a brief introduction to the study, and told the time that was needed to 
complete the questionnaire. Respondents were fully informed that the survey was completed 
anonymously and confidentially, and they would not be identified via any of their responses to 
the survey. They were also informed that they could withdraw at any time during the study if 
they wanted to. An ethical checklist (see Appendix D) was approved by the Faculty of Science 
and Technology, Bournemouth University, UK, before the data-collection process began. 
 
3.3.3.2 Questionnaire design 
The main aim of this questionnaire was to investigate the set of factors that influenced tourists’ 
preferred destination choices as identified in the literature review and the set of factors from 
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the Annual Survey of Visitor Expenditure and Trends in the Taiwan data set. In the study, 
motivation factors were added as a predictor of destination choice. The second aim of this 
questionnaire was to ascertain the level of tourist satisfaction with their preferred destinations 
using the set of factors found in the literature.  In this research study, information regarding 
user satisfaction is used in the last phase of the research study to increase the level of user 
satisfaction with the proposed DRS.  
Five sets of factors that influenced a tourist’s preferred destinations were included in the 
questionnaire. These included a set of motivation factors, including self-actualisation, escape/ 
relaxation, novelty, adventure, learning experience, relationship, social status and shopping. At 
the end of the questionnaire, five satisfaction factors were inserted, namely, price, hospitality, 
food and beverages, facilities, and accessibility. The questionnaire was available in English, 
Thai and Chinese. The research team translated the feedback given in Thai and Chinese 
languages with assistance from instructors from relevant language departments. In summary, 
the questionnaire (45 questions in 7 sections) consisted of a set of six factors as follows: 
 
1. Travel characteristics (purpose, travel party etc.) 
These variables are the most important ones when tourists select their 
destinations (Fesenmaier et al., 2006). They include trip length, travel purpose, trip 
composition, etc. Tourist characteristics  include psychological, cognitive and 
socioeconomic status variables that influence a tourist’s destination-choice process 
16(Fesenmaier et al., 2006). 
 
2. Tourist expenditure behaviour  
Trip expenditure has a significant influence on tourist destination selection (Guillet et 
al., 2011). These variables include the total expenditure that a tourist allots to trip and 
is divided into several parts (i.e. shopping, accommodation etc.)  
 
3. Tourist behaviour (preferred activities etc.) 
These variables also include psychological, cognitive and socioeconomic status 
variables that influence a tourist’s destination-choice process 16(Fesenmaier et al., 2006). 
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4. Travel motivation (escape, adventure etc.) 
Based on the literature, travel or tour motivation was found to be one of the most 
important factors for a tourist when selecting a destination.  This variable describes the 
reasons why a tourist chooses to visit a particular destination (Leiper, 1990). 
   
5. Tourist satisfaction (price, food etc.).  
These variables have a value range from 1 to 5. They were used in the results 
interpretation phase. For example, recommended destinations were presented to the 
user along with an average user-satisfaction value. 
 
6. Tourist demographic information (age, gender, household income etc.) 
Individual demographics may influence information-seeking behaviour (Andereck 
and Caldwell, 1994).  
 
Regarding the most popular tourist attractions in Chiang Mai, we obtained a list of 
attractions from the TripAdvisor website (www.tripadvisor.com) in the middle of August 2014. 
At that time, the website had 112 attractions in Chiang Mai tourist-ranked by registered users. 
We selected the top 20 tourist attractions and used knowledge acquired from a Chiang Mai 
tourism domain expert to validate the list we had obtained. Among the top 20 attractions, Wat 
Chedi Luang (see Fig. 3.3, indicated as A) was ranked number one, and Mae Sae Waterfall was 
ranked number 20 out of 112 attractions in Chiang Mai. 
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Label Destination 
A Wat Chedi Luang 
B Chiang Mai Cabaret Show 
C Wat Phra That Doi Suthep 
D Museum of World Insects and Natural Wonders 
E Art in Paradise, Chiang Mai 3D Art Museum 
F Doi Inthananon 
G Wattana Art Gallery 
H Wat Phra Singh 
I Wat Phra That Doi Kham 
J Wat Umong 
K Wat Sri Suphan 
L Wat Lok Molee 
M Wat Suan Dok 
N Wat Pan Tao 
O Wat Chiang Man 
P Documentary Arts Asia 
Q Burklerk Gym- Muay Thai Training 
R Bua Thong Waterfalls  
S Huay Tung Tao Lake 
T Mae Sa Waterfall 
 
Figure 3.3 Examples of top tourist-preferred destinations in Chiang Mai, Wat Chedi Laung 
(a) and Wat Chiang Man (b) 
3.3.3.3 Survey sites 
Four thousand questionnaires were distributed and collected at the top 20 most preferred tourist 
destinations in Chiang Mai, Thailand. The survey was distributed to both international (60%) 
and domestic tourists (40%) at 20 of the destinations. The participants took an average of 15–
30 minutes to complete the questionnaire. To ensure that the questionnaire could be completed 
in an appropriate time frame and to check whether respondents would understand the 
terminology used in the questionnaire, a pilot test was first conducted with 350 questionnaires 
distributed at three tourist destinations. After that the survey was adjusted based on the pilot-
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study results. We then distributed 4,000 copies of the adjusted version at the 20 tourist-
preferred destinations we had selected. Thirty-five samples were rejected as incompletely, 
3,965 valid questionnaires, with 145 variables, were imported to the data pre-processing stage. 
3.4 Pilot study 
A pilot study was devised and distributed. The pilot study aimed to investigate users and the 
design of the proposed DRS approach. The objectives of the pilot study were to check the 
appropriateness of input parameters and the output of the proposed TRS in order to gather user 
requirements, check the research questions/ problems and identify any potential new ones.  
The pilot study used a questionnaire with 20 open-ended questions and was administered 
over the duration of one hour. It was given to five selected participants. The pilot study was 
conducted as follow: 
1. Participant introduction 
2. Introduction to the personalised recommendation system 
3. Open-ended questions 
From the pilot study, we found that the Internet is users’ primary source of information 
when planning a trip. It was also determined that having access to a personalised 
recommendation system would be a user’s optimum objective.  
Users felt that recommendation systems help individuals when facing difficult tasks and 
that they need to be extremely comprehensive, as in a holistic plan. Previous information that 
collected from the experiences of tourists has played a major role in developing a better system 
to assist users in making decisions. What also emerged from the pilot study is that the 
participants wanted software that has the most up-to-date information about points of interest. 
Regarding the system platform, a comprehensive platform is critical for the implementation of 
this service, as are efficiency of user interaction and software simplicity. Regarding appropriate 
input that a user is willing to feed into the system, users are more likely to provide input that 
does not include private or personal details, e.g. dates, budget etc. Individuals typically did not 
want to share specific details that are needed for establishing a demographic model, e.g. name, 
gender, race, home address, profession and date of birth.  
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Regarding the output of the system, the users would prefer it to be in the form of a summary 
of trip results with a combination of graphical visuals and a display of text. The presentation 
of results was very important and should be easy to understand. All the participants agreed that 
tourists would get the most benefit from the proposed system. Users would prefer to use the 
system before the trip began, but a system that lets the user adjust the plan during the trip was 
also considered significant. In addition, it has to be made available as a mobile application for 
the convenience of the user. Regarding the user feedback mechanism, a scaling and comment/ 
review function, or a combination of both seemed to be the most desirable. 
In conclusion, user privacy, group recommendations, user interaction with the system, 
mobility, integration of heterogeneous information, and the desire for a holistic trip plan were 
found to be the most important common issues for the participants. 
3.5 The proposed DRS framework  
This section describes the proposed DRS framework (see Fig. 3.5). The proposed framework 
consists of five sub-systems based on a data-mining process flow: 1) data acquisition, 2) data 
pre-processing, 3) feature selection, 4) classification and model construction and 5) results 
interpretation. In terms of acquisition, the designed questionnaire was distributed among 
visitors to Chiang Mai, Thailand. The collected data were then pre-processed using a variety 
of data pre-processing methods: data cleaning, data transformation and feature selection 
methods. The process of data analysis involved several classification algorithms such as DT, 
SVM and MLP that serve as classifiers and used to develop optimal destination choice models, 
as well as decision rules. To improve recommendation performance, individual classifiers were 
combined using several combination methods. The proposed system was evaluated using 
several measurements, e.g. an accuracy matrix, a confusion matrix etc. Decision rules were 
passed on to the user interface engine to generate a Web user interface based on the given 
models.
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Figure 3.4  System framework of the proposed destination recommendation system for tourist. 
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3.5.1 Data acquisition 
The proposed framework uses five factors as input variables, these were extracted from the 
questionnaire, as mentioned in Section 3.3.3. These were then employed as inputs to determine 
the classification of the tourist’s preferred destinations. The potential inputs included travel 
characteristics, tourist behaviour, tourist expenditure behaviour, travel motivation and tourist 
demographic information. User satisfaction factors were used in the results presentation phase 
(Section 3.9).  
3.5.2 Data pre-processing 
Real-world data are incomplete, noisy, and inconsistent. For example, with surveys like ours, 
respondents may intentionally submit incorrect data because they do not want to submit 
personal information, or there may be data-entry errors. The best prediction results require 
good quality data. To achieve this, we pre-processed the survey data through data integration, 
cleaning, transformation, and reduction. 
Data pre-processing – analysing missing values, identifying or removing outliers, 
discretising and resolving inconsistencies – is one of the most important components of data 
pre-processing. Data cleaning for this work consisted of six steps. The first step involved 
correcting inconsistencies in the data by selecting only relevant inputs and using tourism 
domain knowledge taken from the literature review. The aim of the second step was to remove 
cases and variables with many missing values. The third step aimed to smoothe noisy data by 
removing any extreme values. The next step involved reducting of a number of values of 
continuous features using a simple binning technique. Some features needed to be normalised, 
aggregated and generalised. 
The last step aimed to reduce the dimensions of the data set by removing redundant and 
overlapping features that did not add to prediction power. For example, a user need only enter 
a few relevant inputs to obtain decent recommendation results from the system (i.e. the user 
only needs to enter three inputs instead of around 50 inputs to acquire the same recommended 
results. This can be achieved through this data pre-processing step). 
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3.5.2.1 Initial selection 
The initial selection is the first step in the process of cleaning the data. In this phase, knowledge 
acquired from tourism domains is used to select variables that are not related to output classes. 
For example, satisfaction variables, survey location, survey date, comment, and survey ID were 
excluded from the data set.  
3.5.2.2 Missing values 
Missing values can significantly affect data analysis. Therefore, before proceeding to the next 
step, we considered simple remedies for deleting offending cases and variables with excessive 
levels of missing data. Based on Jr et al. (2009), we used the following rules to remove missing 
cases and variables: 
 
1. Cases that involved missing data for dependent/predicted variables were deleted to 
avoid any artificial increases in their relationship with the independent variables 
2. Variables missing at least 10 percent of data were candidates for deletion 
3. Cases missing more than 15 percent of data were candidates for deletion. 
For variables that are classified as Missing At Random (MAR), the imputation method 
was used to replace missing values. This stage was done to estimate missing values based on 
valid values of other variables or cases in the sample. One of the most popular methods used 
is mean or mode substitution. The advantages of using the mean/mode substitution method are 
that it is easy to implement and provides all cases with complete information. The mean and 
mode substitution method is best used when a variable has relatively low levels of missing 
data. The remedy which this study selected was mode substitution. 
 
3.5.2.3 Outlier and extreme values 
Outlier and extreme values usually appear in a data set. They neede to be identified and 
removed to reduce the variance of the models. For the Chiang Mai data set, they were acquired 
from the data entry process: 1,443 outliers were detected by combining an automated script 
(see Table 3.4) and human inspection. They were replaced manually by using original values 
from the corresponding questionnaire. 
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3.5.2.4 Data transformation using discretization and normalisation 
The justification for using discretisation is that many algorithms do not perform well for 
continuous variables; therefore, they need to be converted into discrete variables. Continuous 
variables such as expenditure behaviour, contain many outliers and extreme values. We were 
not concerned with these values, we were more concerned with the range of values for each 
continuous variable that were significant for our purpose. 
In this research study, two discretization methods were applied. The first discretisation 
method is referred to as simple binning. It divides the range into N intervals of equal size. Let 
A and B be the minimum and maximum values of a variable; then, the width (W) of the interval 
is defined as: 
                                                                
N
ABW )( −=                                                                                      (3.1) 
The second discretization method is applied to sort the data and partition them into equal 
sizes of bins; then each bin is smoothed using mean average sums. The third binning method 
involved the expert in the domain, setting the number of bins (i.e. categories) manually. The 
last binning method (Peng et al., 2005) is applied to handle continuous variables as described 
in the equation below, where the selection of a value for the variable alpha will have an effect 
on the process of feature selection, and this can be calculated as: 
       stdalphameanx ×±=                                     (3.2) 
Table 3.4  Example of discretisation with regards to annual household income 
Range Description Label 
Less than $0 Very low income 1 
$0.00–$49.99 Low income 2 
$50.00–$99.99 Lower medium income 3 
$100.00–$249.99 Medium income 4 
$250.00–$499.99 Upper medium income 5 
$500.00–$999.99 High income 6 
$1000.00–$2000.00 Very high income 7 
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The main purpose of this process was to help improve the performance of the data mining 
algorithms. Three data-normalisation methods were applied:  min-max normalisation, z-score 
normalisation and normalisation using the domain expert. However, the selected method 
depends on the chosen classifier. For example, min-max normalisation and z-score 
normalisation are particularly useful for the classification of algorithms involving support- 
vector machine neural-networks, such as nearest neighbour classification (Al Shalabi and 
Shaaban, 2006). However, they may not be very useful when using a DT as a classification 
model. It may help to increase the accuracy and simplicity of a tree model, but it may present 
difficulties with regard to data visualisation.  
Min-max normalisation is done to perform a linear transformation of data to certain values, 
usually 0 and 1 or -1 and 1. Min-max normalisation is defined as: 
minmax
min)(
FF
FffNormalized ii −
−
=              (3.3)
                                                                                                         
Z-score normalisation performs a linear transformation of data using mean and standard 
deviation. Z-score normalisation is defined as: 
                                                            ( )
s
fffNormalized −=)(                                                    (3.4) 
                       
Regarding the third method, data are scaled to a specific range based on the knowledge of 
the domain expert. For instance, a variable that describes ‘country of the user’ may contain 16 
categories/countries. Hence, the data in the variable can be scaled as shown in Table 3.5. 
Table 3.5 Data normalisation using expert knowledge 
 
Country Type Country name(s) Label 
Developed Singapore, Korean, Japan, U.S.A, U.K., France, Germany, 
Sweden, Australia 
1 
Developing China, Malaysia, India 2 
Undeveloped Laos 3 
Domestic Thailand 4 
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3.5.3 Feature selection 
Feature selection is an important step in data pre-processing before moving on to the data- 
analysis process. It involves selecting a subset of relevant features for constructing 
classification models by removing irrelevant and redundant features. A feature-selection 
technique provides many benefits, e.g. improving the performance of a machine-learning 
algorithm, reducing the cost of data storage etc.  
Feature selection has been used in many areas of research where data sets involve 
numerous variables, e.g. text processing and gene-expression array analysis (Guyon and 
Elisseeff, 2003). Feature selection was required in this study to better understand which 
variables/ features played important roles, to improve recommendation performance, to reduce 
the number of necessary user inputs, and to increase the performance of the classification 
model. An independent variable that is unrelated to the dependent variable is known as an 
irrelevant feature whereas an independent variable that is not useful is known as a redundant 
feature and needs to be removed before constructing a model (Hussein and Thomas G. 
Dietterich, 1991). There are three types of feature-selection techniques including filter, 
wrapper, and hybrid methods. In the filter method, variables are ranked and selected 
independently before being passed to a classification algorithm to be used. In the wrapper 
method, variables are selected by taking the classification algorithm into account. Last is the 
hybrid method in which variables are first selected using a filter method, followed by a wrapper 
method. 
Mutual Information (MI) (Shannon, 2001) is a measure of the dependence on the amount 
of information one discrete random variable contains about another. MI was used to measure 
the similarities between set independent variables and dependent variables/ class variables. If 
they were found to be mutually independent, the MI value was zero. The greater the MI value, 
the more significant the dependent variable was. MI was used in our proposed TRS in the 
process of ranking features. 
In this study, we carried out a two-step filtering method based on MI to rank features (first 
step) and remove irrelevant and redundant features (second step) from the data set. The Max-
Relevance feature selection algorithm (Peng et al., 2005) was used in the first step, and the 
Minimum-Redundancy Maximum-Relevance (mRMR) (Peng et al., 2005) and Normalized 
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Mutual Information Feature Selection (NMIFS) (Estevez et al., 2009) algorithms were used in 
the second step. The feature selection method is described in Section 4.2.4. 
3.5.4 Sampling strategy 
Sampling is the primary technique used in data-mining or machine-learning to acquire a subset 
of a data set. In this research we used sampling for the purposes of creating training, validating 
and testing data sets for the model. The training data set was used to build the model, and the 
testing data set was used to evaluate the model (i.e. to make sure that the model performed well 
for any unseen data). For a real-world and imbalanced data set like ours there are many 
sampling strategies that have been developed by researchers to handle imbalanced data such as 
under-sampling, over-sampling and synthetic oversampling (SMOTE) (Chawla et al., 2002). 
In this study we used stratified sampling to reduce sampling errors and avoid any sampling 
biases that are usually generated by simple random-sampling methods. Stratified sampling is 
the most suitable method for the model selection process (Kohavi, 1995). In stratification 
sampling the divided data set contains the same proportions of the original classes. 
1. Hold-out method 
 
The hold-out method is the simplest validation technique, sometimes known as a 
standard random sampling method. In this method, the data set is usually split into 
two partitions or sets – training and testing. However, the method has a few 
drawbacks. First, it wastes many samples from the original data set in dedicating them 
to the testing set. Second, over-specialisation may occur with the training set. In other 
words, the training set does not effectively represent the whole population of the data 
set. In this research, we used the hold-out method to split test data from the data set. 
This independent test data set was used to estimate the generalizability of the model. 
2.  Repeat hold-out  
 
To avoid over-specialisation of the hold-out method, we randomly re-sampled several 
times to generate the best representation of the population; we refer to this method as 
repeated hold-out cross-validation. 
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3.5.5 Classification and model construction 
In this research study, we investigate three traditional classification algorithms – DT, SVM and 
MLP. In a set of given data, D = (xi, yi), i = 1,…,n, x consists of the selected features from the 
previous stage and y is the destination associated with x, where y ∈ {c1,…cn} for n destinations. 
The input D is separated into two parts. One is called the training set, the other the testing set. 
The training set is used to train the model and the testing set is used to estimate the classification 
performance of the trained model. There are two main processes in the model construction: 
model selection and model assessment processes. In the process of model selection the training 
set is used to construct the model and the classifier’s hyperparameters need to be tuned to obtain 
the optimised model, usually via cross-validation defined as follows: 
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In the process of model assessment, cross-validation is used to estimate prediction 
accuracy value. In other words, cross-validation produces good estimates of the prediction 
accuracy of the model. 
Each of the classification algorithms has its advantages and disadvantages, and the goal is 
to produce decision boundaries. For example, DT was chosen in the model-construction stage 
for the proposed DRS because it provides several benefits, such as simplicity, interpretability 
and efficiency. The relevant features of each tourist’s preferred destination (e.g. nationality, 
household income etc.) are used to construct a model that describes the user’s preferences. For 
the DRS, a dedicated DT can be built for each tourist’s preferred destination choice.  SVM is 
a theoretically well-founded classification algorithm and has been successfully applied in many 
real-world applications, e.g. face recognition, text recognition and so on. SVM is a supervised 
machine-learning algorithm that was originally designed for use in binary classification. The 
concept of SVM is based on the idea of finding an optimal hyperplane that can discriminate a 
data set into two classes. MLP is another supervised machine learning algorithm that extends 
the concept of single perceptron that has a problem with a non-linear separable.  MLP, a feed-
forward neural network, consists of one input layer, plus one output layer, and an arbitrary 
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number of hidden layers located between the input and output layers. The data move from the 
input layer through hidden nodes to the output nodes. The MLP model is trained by a back-
propagation algorithm. Lastly, an activate or transfer function is used in the network; it is a 
function that transforms a set of input signals into an output signal. There are several types of 
these activation functions such as sigmoid which maps input to a value ranging between 0 and 
1, while tanh maps the input to a value ranging between -1 and 1. For multi-class classification 
problems the softmax function is used.  
Comparing the performance of our DRS to other existing systems is challenging for several 
reasons, including the number of destinations, different cities and locations, performance 
criteria and the differences in evaluation methods.  
 
1.  Number of user inputs and number of destinations 
Existing TRSs aim to improve system accuracy and ignore practical aspects. Having 
a high recommendation accuracy, by eliciting a large number of inputs from a user, 
does not necessarily mean that the recommendation system is suffciently developed. 
This can easily be seen from two DRSs that applied very similar model-based 
approaches (Hsu et al., 2012; Huang and Bian, 2009). Both systems use similar input, 
but have different output. Hsu’s system predicts the destination category while Huang 
and Bian’s system predicts actual destinations. It can be seen that comparing our 
proposed system with others is difficult since the input and output of the system and 
the system goal are different.  
2.  City and location 
The city or location that the recommendation system applies plays a major role in its 
performance. Each city has it owns unique and complex nature. Using the same factors 
to associate with different destinations could produce different results.  For example, 
tourist expenditure behaviour may not be correlated with the search process for 
destinations in some countries, but this factor may reveal a high correlation in other 
countries. 
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3.  Evaluation methods 
As can be seen from the literature review (Chapter 2), most existing TRSs do not 
provide any validation methods for their systems. The best way to evaluate a 
recommendation is to use an online-based method; here, one can see the direct impact 
of the recommendation system on the end user. A/B testing is one the methods used. 
However, this requires active user participation and is difficult to use as a benchmark 
in research. Based on the literature review, previous DRSs have used different 
methods to evaluate their systems, and these are mostly based off-line. For instance, 
Hsu et al. (2012) deployed ROC and AUC to evaluate the BN network while the 
Huang et al. (2009) system does not indicate how they evaluated their system. Chiang 
and Huang, (2015) were particularly concerned about user satisfaction and employed 
user studies to evaluate their system. Yeh and Cheng (2015) evaluated their system 
using only precision rates. To ensure there is no bias in the validation process, RSs 
and DRSs that apply collaborative filtering like our model-based one, need to ensure 
that all the ratings are evaluated using an out-of-sample approach. Methods such as 
hold-out and cross-validation are needed to make sure that the model is generalised 
enough for unseen data (Recommender Systems – The Textbook, Charu C. Aggarwal, 
Springer, 2016). 
3.6 Ensemble of classifier methods for the proposed DRS 
One promising way to solve complex problems in real life is to take votes from several experts, 
followed by a final decision obtained by combining their votes. This concept is also applied in 
machine-learning and is known as an ensemble of classifiers or ensemble learning. This method 
is a supervised learning algorithm that uses combination models, instead of an individual one, 
to obtain higher classification accuracy. Ensemble learning has been shown to potentially 
improve prediction performance and robustness, but this is not guaranteed (Dietterich, 2000).  
 
3.7 Performance evaluation methods 
In this research study, several performance criteria, sampling methods, and validation 
techniques were used to assess model performance and help in the model-selection process.  
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3.7.1 Measurement 
In the TRS domain, especially in DRS, the most commonly accepted evaluation measures for 
TRS performance are accuracy, precision, recall, and f-score. In general, accuracy and error 
rates computed from a test data set are the main measurements used to evaluate a model’s 
performance. Usually we want to have the model with the highest accuracy rate or the lowest 
error rate. However, accuracy or error rates alone do not guarantee that the test model performs 
well; several other measurements are also useful for comparing the performance of different 
models. In a multi-class classification problem, the model may obtain a decent accuracy rate 
but this may result in decreased performance for particular classes. 
1. Accuracy 
Accuracy is a measurement of classifier performance. It represents the overall 
correctness of a model. It can be calculated as the sum of correct classifications 
divided by the total number of classifications, as shown in the following equation: 
  
                                                               Accuracy = 
TPTNFPFN
TNTP
+++
+
                                       (3.6) 
 
Similarly, classifier performance can sometimes be expressed in terms of the 
misclassification error rate. The error rate can be calculated using the following 
formula:  
                                                               Error rate =
TPTNFPFN
FPFN
+++
+
                                            (3.7) 
 
 
2. Confusion matrix 
A confusion matrix (Chawla et al., 2002), or table of confusion, contains information 
regarding the actual and predicted classifications generated by the classifier. 
Information consists of the True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive 
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(FP), and False Negative (FN). The table below presents an example of a confusion 
matrix. 
 
 Predict 
Class = 1 Class = 0 
Actual Class 1 TP FN 
Class 0 FP TN 
 
Figure 3.5  Confusion Matrix 
3. Precision and recall 
Using accuracy or error rate alone might be misleading in many cases, especially in 
real-world problems where the data set is usually imbalanced, as in our case. Imagine 
a binary classification problem in which there are 900 samples of class A and 100 of 
class B. If a classifier predicted everything to be class A, this would return a high 
classification accuracy rate of 90%. However, the classifier cannot detect class B. 
Precision and recall measures of relevance are used for evaluating classifier 
performance. Precision indicates how many selected items are relevant; recall 
indicates how many relevant items are selected. From the confusion matrix in Figure 
3.5, precision and recall measurements are calculated using the following formulas 
(Buckland and Gey, 1994):  
 
                                   Precision = 
TPFP
TP
+
                                                (3.8)
  
                                                  Recall = 
TPFN
TP
+
                                                            (3.9) 
 
In the recommendation system domain, precision is more important than recall, 
as we want to achieve higher precision rather than recall (An Introduction to Machine 
Learning, Miroslav Kubat,  Springer, 2015.) 
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4. F-score 
The F-Score, sometimes known as the F-measure, represents a combination of two 
measurements: precision and recall (Buckland and Gey, 1994). The F-score can be 
thought of as an improvement in accuracy, as it takes class discrimination into 
account. The maximum value of F-score is 1, the lowest value is 0. The F-Score 
formula is presented below: 
                                                 
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recallprecision
recallprecisionFscore 2                                                  (3.10) 
 
5. ROC curve and area under the curve 
The Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve (Swets, 1988), is a plot that 
represents the performance of a classifier by plotting TP against FP at several 
thresholds, as illustrated in Figure 3.7. The ROC curve has been used for comparing 
the performance of several machine-learning models and exhibits a number of 
desirable properties when compared to classification accuracy. The classifier which 
has a ROC curve close to the upper left is considered better than the others. On the 
other hand, the classifier which has a ROC curve below the diagonal line is considered 
worse than a random guess. According to Figure 3.7, classifier B is considered 
superior (i.e. better with respect to recommendation performance) to classifiers A and 
C. 
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Figure 3.6  Comparison of classifiers’ performance using ROC curves 
 
The Area Under Receiver Operating Characteristics (AUROC) curve, also known 
as Area Under the Curve (AUC), is used as one of the metrics to evaluate the classification 
algorithm. AUC can be calculated by measuring the area under the AUC Curve (Bradley, 
1997). AUC is used to tell how well the classification model can discriminate between two 
classes. The closer the value of AUC is to 1, the better the model is. A model that has an 
AUC value close to the baseline of 0.5 is considered useless and no better than a random 
guess. 
3.7.2 Cross-validation 
To select the optimal model, estimate the model’s performance and protect against overfitting 
in a predictive model, cross-validation techniques were carried out in this study. We applied 
these techniques at the model regularisation and model assessment stages. Cross-validation, 
also known as a rotation estimate, is an extension of the hold-out method. This method tries to 
maximise training data. The simplest approach for cross-validation begins with two folds in 
which the data set is split into two partitions called training and testing. In the next iteration, 
the test data set is swapped with the training data set. 
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This method was generalised using k-fold cross-validation to split the data set into k 
partitions of approximately equal size. For each iteration, one-fold/partition was chosen to test 
the data set and the rest were chosen as a training data set; this process was repeated k times. 
The most common k-fold cross-validation involves 5-fold and 10-fold cross-validation. When 
choosing the number of the folds, the larger the k value, the less bias and high variance of the 
model. Leave-one-out extends k-fold cross-validation to another level, as the method sets k=N, 
where N is the number of samples in the data set. Leave-one-out is the most computationally 
extensive method. The accuracy rate of the model is estimated as the average of the accuracy 
of k models. In this research, k is set to 5 for all the experiments due to limited computation 
power. 
3.7.3 Statistical tests 
The purpose of using statistical tests in this study is to compare the overall performance of 
different classifiers and gauge the stability of the models.  After the classification stage we 
applied two statistical tests. First, a Shapiro-Wilk normality test (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965) was 
used to test if the data were normally distributed. The Shapiro Wilk statistical test is defined as 
follows: 
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Where xi is the smallest number in the sample, and x is the mean of the samples. The 
constant ai can be calculated as follows: 
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The Shapiro-Wilk method is used for samples sizes of less than 2,000. If the sample size 
is greater than 2,000, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is applied instead. Data are not considered 
normally distributed if the significance value is close to zero (>0.05). Next, if the data are 
normally distributed, a paired T-test with a 95% confidence level was conducted to determine 
whether the mean differences between paired samples differed by more than 0.5. Otherwise, a 
Wilcoxon signed rank test (Wilcoxon, 1945) was applied. 
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3.8 User interface development for the proposed DRS 
The proposed system is based on a Web-based three-tier architecture model which is more 
commonly known as client-server architecture. The architecture, which is composed of three 
layers, consists of presentation, application and data layers. The presentation layer is the user 
interface, implemented via Web-browser technology, whereby it receives inputs such as 
demographics, user characteristics, and user requirements from tourists, and displays the results 
to users. The second layer is the application layer, which acts as a middle layer. It is responsible 
for optimisation and logical decision-making as well as data evaluation and other calculations. 
The data layer takes and stores all the information from the upper layers. Information and 
relevant data, such as geographical data and user trip information are stored in different layers 
by using the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file 
formats. In this study, we aim to develop a UI for the proposed DRS that has adaptive, 
responsive, and interactive capabilities. The terms are clarified as follows: 
According to Raymond, (2009), adaptation for a user interface needs to include some 
factors such as user performance, user goals, cognitive workload, user situation awareness, user 
knowledge, groups profiles, situation variables and task variables.  
Decision Tree can be used as an adaptation algorithm and as one of the interface 
adaptation methods  (Raymond, 2009). In the user interface, responsiveness refers to changes 
in the size of the browser window and how the content arranges itself.  
Interactivity is one of the most promising aspects to consider in order to exploit the full 
potential of a DRS. Designing and implementing a real interactive website requires a lot of 
work involving collaborative attitudes of users, a clear process and standards for managing 
content, as well as designing research (Rubinelli et al., 2013). In this study we aim to increase 
the interactivity between the user and the system in order to display useful information (e.g. 
location of destination) to users through interactive maps. Moreover, advanced Web 
technologies, such as JQuery, CSS and HTML5, can be used to enhance the user experience 
and increase the response and interactivity of the system. 
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3.9 A practical Destination Recommendation System (DRS) 
This section describes how the proposed DRS can be used to assist tourists during the pre-
travel stage of their plan to visit an unfamiliar city. The proposed system is designed to be used 
by tourists and travel agents and consists of both online and offline phases. In the offline phase, 
the system performs a calculation of the optimal destination choice models to recommend 
destinations to tourists, saving the tourists additional hardware computation costs and time 
during the information search process. Raw data, such as survey records, are fed into the system 
via a data-management module. This module is responsible for integrating, cleansing, 
transforming, storing and maintaining survey data. Maintenance of the system simply requires 
feeding new data into the recommendation engine inside the data management module in this 
layer. For example, every year when new survey data are obtained, we can integrate it into the 
existing data set and new models will consequently be constructed and passed on to the Web 
server in the top layer. In the UI management module we can add, edit, delete or modify the 
models. The implementation of the administrator control panel is discussed in detail in Chapter 
6. 
In the Model Management module, DT classifiers and other machine learning classifiers 
are installed, including three well-known classification algorithms, DT, SVM and MLP and 
other ensemble learning models. These are used to discriminate between specific destinations 
in each data set. To make the complex model usable, and to interpret its results for the tourist, 
DT models are converted into decision rules and information is then passed to the UI 
management module. A brief description of the concepts and techniques of the classifiers used 
in this study is presented below: 
In the online phase, the top layer can be considered the client layer, as it contains the user 
interface, where a tourist can interact with the system via different platforms such as mobile, 
desktop or Web browser. In the UI management module, decision rules are transformed into 
XML and JSON formats in order to generate a new user interface. Moreover, the system can 
connect to Google API to retrieve pertinent information that is related to maps and routes so 
that the system is able to display the results on the interface. Tourists can interact with the 
system via the user interface. To receive a recommended destination a tourist is required to 
submit a number of inputs, e.g. the trip’s purpose and the user’s income, as well as others, into 
the system by selecting from answers provided in lists. Subsequently, the recommended results 
will include the destination name and a travel route, which will be obtained by using the travel 
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information obtained from the user’s location and the selected destination. Geographical, 
spatial and route information are stored in this layer. The system connects to several Google 
APIs such as GMap and GLargeMap, to be able to load and control the maps. 
 
 
Figure 3.7  A practical recommendation system for tourists 
 
3.10 Summary 
In this chapter, the proposed research approach and system architecture have been presented. 
Details of the machine-learning techniques that will be used in the development of the DRS 
have been provided throughout this chapter. This chapter has also explained how data sets were 
collected, including the process designing questionnaire and the locations of survey sites. The 
data pre-processing techniques (e.g. initial selection, missing values, outlier detection etc.) 
were also discussed in detail, as well as the proposed two-step feature-selection methods based 
on MI to eliminate unnecessary inputs that are either irrelevant or redundant. In the TRS field, 
no studies has used any feature-selection methods to control input to the system. The proposed 
classification algorithms and technologies involved in the stage of results interpretation have 
also been presented.  
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The research approach presented in this chapter will be used for implementation of 
the Model-based and Ensemble-based DRS in Chapters 4 and 5, as well as the system 
interface development in Chapter 6.
 
Chapter 4 Model-Based Destination 
Recommendation System 
 
This chapter consists of two parts and discusses the development of the DRS based on the 
proposed methodology described in the previous chapter. It begins by investigating the issues 
involved in developing the DRS by implementing two existing DRS prototypes. It then goes on 
to the process of development of the proposed model-based DRS including data pre-processing, 
construction of the classification mode, and system evaluation. The data set applied in this 
study was collected from Chiang Mai. This chapter addresses research questions 2, 3 and 4: 
 
RQ 2. Which set of factors plays an important role in making destination recommendations 
for tourists? Does using multiple factors help improve recommendation accuracy? Do 
travel- motivation factors help to increasing the level of recommendation accuracy? 
 
RQ 3. How can a tourist’s decision-making process be understood when they select their 
preferred destination? 
 
RQ 4. How can a user’s efforts be reduced, while still maintaining the same degree of 
recommendation performance and increasing the level of user satisfaction in the decision-
making process when selecting a destination? 
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4.1 Feasibility study of different DRSs 
In seeking to investigate and analyse the results of different phases of the proposed DRS, two 
existing DRS prototypes were investigated, namely: Personalized Travel Planning System 
(PTPS) and Intelligent Tourist Attractions System (ITAS). The objectives of this feasibility 
study are explained below: 
4.1.1 Objectives of the study 
The first aim of this feasibility study was to identify existing issues in DRS development 
through the developed prototype and experimentation, and to determine if it was feasible to 
replace the BN model with our proposed DT inside the recommendation engine. The second 
aim was to compare existing similarity measurements from previous DRSs that shared similar 
types of data set, and to determine if it was feasible to use MI as the similarity measurement. 
The objectives below correspond to research questions 2: 
1. To study the feasibility of using quantitative data for the DRS. 
2. To investigate existing recommendation methods in DRSs, in both memory-based and 
model-based approaches. 
3. To investigate and identify the factors that influence a tourist’s preferred destination, 
acquired from data sets.  
 
4.1.2 Personalised Travel Planning System study 
 
We began by implementing our first prototype DRS – a user constraint-based DRS from 
Chiang and Huang’s study, also known as the Personalized Travel Planning System (PTPS) 
(Chiang and Huang, 2015). Their system provides users with the novel concepts of travel 
planning and adjustable results by introducing a feedback mechanism, an adjustable interface, 
time framework and a schedule algorithm. However, we did not have time to implement them 
all, so our primary focus in this experiment involved the implementation of the basic matching 
mechanism, time framework, and their proposed Scheduling Reasoning algorithm.  
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Figure 4.1  PTPS overall framework (Chiang and Huang, 2015) 
 
As shown in Figure 4.1, the modules that this study focused on are the database module 
and the Personality Travel Planning System (PTPS) module, also the schedule reasoning 
algorithm that is used to produce a personalised travel schedule from a finite set of tourism 
services involving attraction locations, dining and restaurant locations, accommodation 
options, hotel locations, user requirements etc. The algorithm involves several steps for 
searching for a travel location or destination and calculations related to transportation and 
dwelling time. The feedback mechanism is a method applied to rank POIs (hotels, restaurants, 
accommodation), which is the cumulative value of user ratings of popularity. 
The time framework is composed of ds, vz and cl. In this equation, d is the day number 
(e.g. day 1, day 3 etc.) is represented as s = {1,2,3..,n}, where v is the time block/hour,  z ranges 
from 1 to 24, and cl is the category of POIs such as attractions, hotels or restaurants, 
respectively, represented as {A, R, H}. 
 
4.1.2.1 Data collection and database management 
Since we did not have access to the data set that was used in the afore-mentioned study (i.e. the 
database of Tai Chung, Taiwan, that contains all related information for the entire travel plan, 
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such as points of interest, attractions, hotels, restaurants, time spent, geographical data and 
distance calculations), we had to input the data manually by collecting it from several websites 
and then loading it into a spreadsheet file. Specific examples of data could be: name, 
description, address, longitude, latitude, opening time, closing time, open days and so on.  
The database system and structure of the software have been designed and are presented 
through an Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) and Unified Modelling Language (UML) 
diagrams (see Figs 4.2 and 4.3). The UML diagram represents the overall implementation of 
the TRS through the following steps. 
 
The Schedule Reasoning Method (SRM) was modified because we needed to search for 
location in the user requirement (A, H or R) tables first. If multiple locations were returned we 
picked the location that had the highest popularity value. If no locations were returned we 
searched for the most popular one in the A, H and R databases. The modified algorithm is 
presented in Table 4.2. 
 
Entering the collected data into the database management system manually is a time-
consuming task. Therefore, an Excel to SQL conversion tool implemented with JAVA 
language was created to handle the large amount of recorded data that needed to be inserted 
into the database.  A front-end Web application management system was also developed for 
this experiment in order to manage the information in the database. The Web application was 
implemented with a PHP which was inter-connected with the created database. The user could 
then directly insert/ update/ edit records directly into the MySQL database.  
 
4.1.2.2 Experiment setup 
Table 4.1 presents the user requirements, such as choice of initial attractions, restaurants and 
hotels, travel type, points of departure, duration of travel, breakfast time, lunch time, dinner 
time, travel type, food type and the budget that the user is willing to spend.  
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Table 4.1  Example of user input of PTPS 
 
 
Number of Days, Number of Travellers, Budget, Initial Point, Lunch Time, Dinner Time, Travel Type, Food Type, 
Region 
3, 1, 500, Lanna Folk Life Museum, 13:00, 20:00, Literature Art, Thai Food, 
Chiang Mai 
User Required Attraction/s 
Chiang Mai Zoo, Big Game Fishing Adventure Tour 
User Required Restaurant/s 
NaN 
User Required Hotel/s 
NaN 
 
 
4.1.2.3 Recommendation process 
The Travel Requirement Match Module matches the user inputs (e.g. required attraction(s), 
hotel(s), restaurant(s) from the database). Then the recommended module executed the SRA 
(see Table 4.2). The following important stages were involved in three specific steps: 
1. Travel location or destination searching. 
2. Transportation and dwelling-time calculation (Note: the authors did not explain how 
they obtained dwellings time at the travel locations). 
3. Addition of the selected travel location into the time framework. 
Table 4.2  The modified SRM Algorithm 
 
SRM algorithm: 
if M(locations) = {A} and TFcur (cl) = {A} then 
 Cn+1 = M(locations) 
else 
 Cn+1 = Max{P(A)} 
if M(locations) = {R} and TFcur (cl) = {R} then 
 Cn+1 = M(locations) 
else 
 Cn+1 = Max{P(R)} 
if M(locations) = {H} and TFcur (cl) = {H} then 
 Cn+1 = M(locations) 
else 
 Cn+1 = Max{P(H)} 
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Figure 4.2 shows a structural diagram, known as a UML object diagram, that represents a 
snapshot of the system. The diagram describes the object names and their relationship in the 
implementation of our PTPS. 
 
Figure 4.2  UML Object Diagram of PTPS 
 
After the object diagram had been created, detailed UML class diagrams were created to 
illustrate the details, including the attributes and methods of each class, as well as  how each 
class interacted with each other, along with capturing a picture of important entities in the 
PTPS. The class diagrams consisted of three main packages including utilities, reccommended 
engine and POI objects. 
 
(a) UML class diagram of the utilities class used for reading and writing files in PTPS 
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(b) UML detailed class diagrams of the recommendation engine of PTPS 
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(c) UML class diagram demonstrates generalization between the superclass POI and three 
subclasses, i.e. Restaurant, Attraction and Hotel. 
Figure 4.3  Class diagrams of the PTPS 
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Figure 4.4  ER-diagram of the PTPS 
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4.1.2.4 Experimental results 
From the experiment results we found that the proposed SRA suffered when a new location 
was added to the current schedule (i.e. when the time-frame of the new location overlapped 
with a lunch or dinner break). It could be seen that before an extra visit could be inserted into 
a tour plan, it had to be ascertained whether all the visits scheduled after the insertion place still 
satisfed their time windows. The total time, such as dwelling time and transportation time, for 
our experiment was set at one hour when traveling from one location to another. This was done 
because we did not have information related to the dwelling time at each location and had not 
implemented a program to retrieve transportation times via Google API, as this would have 
been a very time-consuming process (see Fig. 4.5). Moreover, the proposed algorithm does not 
generate a proper plan when dealing with a limited number of locations. 
  
[0] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=1, category=H, locationName=null] 
[1] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=2, category=H, locationName=null] 
[2] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=3, category=H, locationName=null] 
[3] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=4, category=H, locationName=null] 
[4] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=5, category=H, locationName=null] 
[5] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=6, category=H, locationName=null] 
[6] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=7, category=H, locationName=null] 
[7] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=8, category=A, locationName=Lanna Folklife Museum] 
[8] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=9, category=A, locationName=Big Game Fishing Adventure Tour] 
[9] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=10, category=A, locationName=Big Game Fishing Adventure Tour] 
[10] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=11, category=A, locationName=Chiang Mai Zoo] 
[11] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=12, category=A, locationName=null] 
[12] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=13, category=R, locationName=Himbannsoun restaurant] 
[13] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=14, category=A, locationName=Three Kings Monument Square] 
[14] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=15, category=A, locationName=Three Kings Monument Square] 
[15] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=16, category=A, locationName=Three Kings Monument Square] 
[16] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=17, category=A, locationName=Siam Insect-Zoo & Museum] 
[17] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=18, category=A, locationName=Siam Insect-Zoo & Museum] 
[18] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=19, category=A, locationName=Siam Insect-Zoo & Museum] 
[19] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=20, category=R, locationName=Aroon Rai Restaurant] 
[20] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=21, category=A, locationName=null] 
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[21] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=22, category=H, locationName=Howie's HomeStay] 
[22] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=23, category=H, locationName=Howie's HomeStay] 
[23] TimeFrame [dayNumber=1, timeBlock=24, category=H, locationName=Howie's HomeStay] 
 
Figure 4.5  Example of output from a one-day travel plan for PTPS 
 
Second, the similarity measurement of this TRS was not found to be appropriate, as the 
system uses string-matching between the POI name and user preferences. This is because the 
data set, in this set, does not contain enough relevant information regarding user preferences 
and POIs. 
 
4.1.2.5 Discussion 
The PTPS leaves a lot of room for improvement in the matching module and recommended 
module, both of which could make it a more intelligent and user-friendly system. By 
implementing the prototype DRS with the Chiang Mai data set (see Section 4.2), we learned 
that, when using only POI general information (i.e. POI name, type, locations, etc.), the DRS 
did not generate a satisfactory recommendation resul, e.g. when the user does not know where 
he/she wants to go or stay during or before his/her visit. As a result, the TRS characteristic are 
more like a planning system than a recommendation system.  
 
4.1.3 Intelligent Tourist Attraction System study 
 
For this study we implemented a model-based DRS, called the Intelligent Tourist Attractions 
System (ITAS), as utilised in the previous study (Hsu et al., 2012). This experiment aimed to 
understand the design and implementation of a system that involves a large data set and is 
model-driven. In the data-analysis phase, estimation of the user’s prefered attractions were 
done through the use of BN. The experiment results that were obtained by using the 2012 
inbound tourist data set were compared with other classifier methods (e.g. DT, Neural 
Networks (NN)). 
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The idea was to build a system based on the Engel-Blackwell-Miniard (EBM) decision 
model which involves many phases when a customer is about to make a decision. Another 
challenge in this study was calculating the probabilities of attractions for individual tourists, a 
Model-based CF approach, through statistical and machine learning using BN. The ROC curve 
is the only evaluation method that was used to evaluate the performance of the system. The 
ITAS methodology is summarised in the following four steps: 
1. Extract measures from the EBM model for tourist attractions. 
2. Collect data from the “2007 Annual Survey Report on Visitors Expenditure and 
Trends in Taiwan”. This information included demographic variables, such as gender, 
age, education, annual income, vacation, nationality, travelling motivation, 
information source and travel type. 
3. Calculate the probability of an attraction’s appeal to a particular tourist by utilizing a 
BN. Descriptive statistical and factor analysis were applied to understand the factors 
that affect the overall satisfaction of inbound tourists to Taiwan. Correlation analysis 
was then applied to the selection variables to build the research model, and a ROC 
curve was used to evaluate the model’s performance.  
4. Present recommended routes and tourist attractions through the system with Google 
Maps. 
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Figure 4.6  Overall diagram of the process flow of the TRS 
 
Figure 4.6 represents the process flow, starting from the extraction of the meaning of the 
data set through to the construction of the network. The output of the experiment involves the 
user’s preferred attractions, which are then ranked (e.g. top 5 based on user inputs). 
 
4.1.3.1 Data set 
The data set for the paper was obtained from the 2007 Annual Survey Report on Visitors 
Expenditure and Trends in Taiwan as Hsu et al. (2012), (previously mentioned in this paper), 
did. The sample size of the survey was 2,429. For the purpose of this project demonstration we 
used the same kind of survey but from a different year – we used a data set from 2012, which 
consisted of responses from 6,015 tourists. 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, we applied for regular membership of the SRDA website 
https://srda.sinica.edu.tw in order to be able to use their survey data sets. Descriptive statistics 
are used in this phase to describe and summarise demographic information, travelling purpose, 
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information source and travelling type. This is because, from the raw data we obtained, it was 
difficult to visualise what the data were showing and, therefore, difficult to present, describe 
and analyse the data of inbound tourists to Taiwan 2012 in meaningful ways. 
The 2012 survey included 3,125 male travellers (52%) and 2,890 female travellers (48%). 
The survey was distributed to adult travellers, 91.7% of whom were aged between 20 and 60 
years. In terms of education, most of the travellers (81.9%) had completed college, university, 
graduate school or higher. The main purpose of their trip was for sightseeing (66.2%) and 
40.2% had come through group tours arranged through a travel agency (i.e. joined a tour 
group). 
4.1.3.2 Experiment setup 
In this experiment we mainly focused on the data pre-processing step, using the same 
methodology, and constructing the same experimental set-up, as described in the work of Hsu 
et al. (2012). We used descriptive statistics to analyse the data through percentage allocation. 
Also, a contingency coefficient was used to determine the correlation between independent 
variables and dependent variables. Netica software was used to build the BN recommendation 
engine. Most of the data pre-processing was done using SPSS software. 
 
We began the experiment by obtaining the same data set (2007 Annual Survey Report on 
Visitors Expenditure and Trends in Taiwan) as that presented in the Hsu et al.'s (2012) work. 
We selected 22 tourist attractions and removed cases and variables that had excessive missing 
values. We then had approximately the same number of samples (around 3,000) as reported in 
Hsu et al. (2012).  
 
Hsu et al. (2012) used factor analysis to find critical factors of inbound tourists’ satisfaction 
towards travel services and then extracted four factors (i.e. safety and friendliness, 
transportation convenience, entrance convenience, comfort and cleanliness). In our experiment 
we used the same approach with the 2012 data set to identify the important factors of inbound 
tourists’ satisfaction. 
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4.1.3.3 Similarity measurement 
Correlation analysis was used to test the degree of association between the variables used in 
constructing the research model (i.e. to build the BN). In the case of this experiment, it was 
used to determine the correlation between tourists’ choices of favourite attractions and other 
factors, including demographic variables, type of travel and purposes of travel. 
Pearson’s Correlation coefficient (commonly used) which determines the strength of the 
linear relationship between two variables, was applied. If a relationship exists between them, 
that relationship should be a linear one. When given the covariance of data points (x, y) and 
standard deviationσ , Pearson correlation is calculated as: 
yx
yx
yxP
σσ ×
= ∑ ),(),(                   (4.1) 
To draw a conclusion about the relationship between two variables in the matrix we can 
look at the significance level and the correlation coefficient value. The correlation coefficient 
value will be between -1.0 and +1.0. If the coefficients are close to 0.0 they represent a weak 
relationship. Coefficients that are close to 1.0 or -1.0 represent a strong correlation.  
 
Regarding the similarity measure, correlation analysis was used to test the degree of 
association between the variables to be used in constructing the research model (i.e. to build 
the BN). Here it was used to determine the correlation between tourists’ choices of favourite 
attractions and other pertinent factors, including demographic variables, type of travel and 
purpose of travel. After relevant features were hand-selected by observing coefficient values, 
the process of model construction was carried out. 
 
In the process of model construction, 20% of the data set was separated off and used for 
testing, while the remaining 80% was used to build the model. The C4.5 DT algorithm was 
applied to the data set. 
  
4.1.3.4 Experimental results 
 
Table 4.3 shows the correlation between the demographic variables and tourists’ favourite 
attraction variable (i.e. predicted variable). The results show that the education variable was 
much closer to 0.0 and the significance value was 0.79, which represents a weak relationship. 
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Therefore, we can conclude that it is not necessary to use the education variable as a factor in 
building the model (this is similar to the findings presented in Hue et al. (2012). 
 
Table 4.3 Correlation between demographic variables and the tourist’s favourite attraction 
variable  
Feature Pearson correlation p-value 
Nationality -0.003 0.836 
Country of residence 0.001 0.934 
Age -0.053 0.000 
Annual income (US$) -0.006 0.660 
Education -0.004 0.794 
Occupation -0.007 0.605 
Gender 0.012 0.388 
 
We achieved the highest (30%) classification accuracy rate by using C4.5. Three major 
weaknesses of the system were found from the experiment. First, the system intentionally 
included ‘undetermined’ as one of the 22 target classes. Therefore, the system was likely to 
return a high predictive rate, and indeed the paper reported that AUC > 0.8. Second, the system 
did not provide proper validation criteria such as a basic evaluation of the system; for example, 
classification accuracy rate or a confusion matrix. Third, the model is not generalised enough 
to be applied elsewhere because the authors need to provide a proper sampling strategy (e.g. 
one part of the data set should be separated for testing purposes), and also the lack of a 
presentation of parameter learning of BN. 
On the other hand, the BN, as a recommendation engine, provided both content-based 
filtering and collaborative filtering. Additionally, using Google Maps as an interactive 
geographical interface is a good feature of this system. 
4.1.3.5 Discussion 
This section discusses the investigation of existing DRSs. The weaknesses of each system are 
presented and the theories behind the recommendation engines of two DRSs are examined. 
Two prototypes were developed in order to demonstrate and identify the challenges of applying 
the proposed supervised machine-learning for the DRS. To construct an improved DRS, we 
proposed using a supervised machine-learning technique called Intelligent Destination 
Recommendation System (IDRS), comprised of model-based and ensemble-based approaches. 
IDRS is capable of generating a recommendation result for a user with better results regarding 
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practical aspects. The proposed model-based DRS using feature selection and DT (based on 
the Chiang Mai data set) is discussed in the next section. 
 
4.2 Feature extraction and model construction study 
The first aim of this study is to investigate different features and feature-selection algorithms. 
The second aim is to build the optimal decision choice models. The proposed machine learning 
techniques were applied in this study to identify tourist destination choice processes that we do 
not understand yet.   To make the model easier for a decision maker to intrepret, decision rules 
were generated from the models to describe the output classes. These rules will be used in the 
process of making recommendations as outlined in Chapter 6. The objectives which 
corresponded to the research questions 3 and 4 of this study are as follows: 
4.2.1 Objectives of the study 
1. To investigate and compare the performance of two well-established feature-selection 
algorithms. 
2. To validate the proposed machine-learning techniques on the data set we collected. 
3. To propose optimal destination-choice models using the proposed machine-learning 
techniques. 
4. To evaluate the proposed models and estimate their generation errors on unseen data. 
5. To generate decision rules from the models. 
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4.2.2 Representation of the Chiang Mai data set 
 
Figure 4.7  Class distribution for the Chiang Mai data set 
 
Figure 4.7 represents the class distribution for the 20 destinations in Chiang Mai. It can be seen 
from the graph that it is an imbalanced data set in that the class distribution is not uniform 
among the classes. One of the challenges in this study was to develop a model that would be 
feasible for complicated real-world problems. The model that was constructed using all the 20 
destinations achieved a very low classification accuracy rate of 17%, was complex and took a 
long time to construct. The model was too complex, as it had a large tree size and a large 
number of leaves. This made it difficult for the decision-maker to interpret. To solve this 
problem, we applied class decomposition in the pre-processing step. The goal was to identify 
groups of destinations with related patterns. Class decomposition offers us many advantages, 
including increased classification performance, scalability to a large database, increased 
comprehensibility, modularity and suitability for parallel computation. 
Selecting an optimal decomposition method for a certain type of classification problem is 
difficult. There are many existing methods for class decomposition, such as clustering with k-
mean, code matrix, concept aggregation etc. (Maimon and Rokach, 2005). Due to the fact that 
we considered the user experience and the meaning of the new cluster group/ destination 
category, the 20 multi-classes classification problem was decomposed explicitly into several 
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sub-problems by investigating the types of tourists’ preferred destinations (combining 
knowledge from the Chiang Mai tourism-domain experts and destination information from the 
Trip Advisor website). Machine-learning techniques may have led to better classification 
accuracy, but clustered group were meaningless to tourists. Hence ten destination categories 
were constructed and class distribution was applied (see Table 4.4). The models were 
constructed based on destination categories that featured in more than one class (i.e. a data set 
that represents the binary or multi-class classification problem). Regarding the characteristics 
of each data set, the Nature category consists of three classes (two of them represent waterfalls 
and one of them represents a lake); and the Museum and Art Gallery category consists of two 
classes (as there are both specialised museums and art galleries).  
Consequently, ten tourist-preferred-destination categories were constructed (see Table 
4.4). The models were configured based on categories that had more than one class. Regarding 
the characteristics of each category: (1) The Nature category consisted of three classes (two 
representing waterfalls and one representing a lake).  Later, it was decided to exclude Bua 
Thong waterfall (A) from the category (as it overlaps with two official destination names 
containing Bua Thong waterfall) and Jed-See fountain (also known as Num-Poo-Jed-See) as 
this could confuse tourists. Also, during data collection, it became apparent that the fountain 
was difficult to find due to poor signage on the road. (2) The Museum and (3) Art Gallery 
categories are considered as two separate classes, as each of them is considered a specialised 
museum an art gallery. 
Interestingly, most Chiang Mai tourist destinations are temples, as can be seen from the 
list of tourist destinations obtained from the Trip Advisor website (i.e. 11 out of 20 destinations 
we obtained involved temples). These temples and other attractions have already been 
categorised by the Trip Advisor website as religious sites and some of them are included in 
sub-categories such as heritage sites or landmarks. (4) The Temple-outer town category was 
constructed based on location. Destinations in this category were close to the university, 
restaurants and work places. (5) The Temple-landmark category was constructed based on the 
locations and reputations of temples as ‘must-see temples’ or landmarks. For instance, Wat 
Chedi Luang is a religious site and attractive to tourists as it is an impressive ruined temple. 
(6) The Temple-peaceful category consists of two classes. The temples in this category are not 
very well-known to tourists, and the structures share a similar style of architecture. They are 
located very close to each other in the central part of the city and surrounded by small pubs and 
bars. (7) The Temple-old town category contains two classes; the data set was constructed 
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based on the fact that the locations of the temples are inside the town, and these temples are 
considered unique in their own way. Last, (8) the Entertainment category consists of two 
classes and both destination classes in this category provide tourists with a form of 
entertainment or a fun activity to do in Chiang Mai. The remaining destinations were 
categorized as Observation deck and National Park. After the destination categories had been 
constructed we repeated the experiment. The proposed data pre-process steps were applied to 
the eight constructed categories. 
Table 4.4  Characteristics of the data set used in this study 
 
Labels Destination Name Category name  # Sample % Trip Advisor’ 
rank 
A Bua Thong Waterfall Nature 230 2.50 18 
B Huay Tung Tao Lakw Nature 313 3.40 19 
C Mae Sa Waterfall Nature 360 3.91 20 
D Museum of World 
Insects and Natural 
Wonders 
Museum 277 3.01 4 
E Art in Paradise, 
Chiang Mai 3D Art 
Museum 
Museum 452 4.91 5 
F Wattana Art Gallery Art gallery 186 2.02 7 
G Documentary Arts 
Asia 
Art gallery 203 2.20 16 
H Wat Phra That Doi 
Kham 
Temple-outer town 482 5.23 9 
I Wat Umong Temple-outer town 385 4.18 10 
J Wat Suan Dok Temple-outer town 311 3.38 13 
K Wat Chedi Luang Temple-land mark 822 8.92 1 
L Wat Phra Singh Temple-land mark 782 8.49 8 
M Wat Lok Molee Temple-peaceful 391 4.24 12 
N Wat Pan Tao Temple-peaceful 269 2.92 14 
O Wat Sri Suphan Temple-old town 447 4.85 11 
P Wat Chiang Man Temple-old town 278 3.02 15 
Q Chiang Mai Cabaret 
Show 
Entertainment 314 3.41 2 
R Burklerk Gym- Muay 
Thai Training 
Entertainment 376 4.08 17 
S Wat Phra That Doi 
Suthep 
Observation deck 1538 16.70 3 
T Doi Inthananon National Park 795 8.63 6 
 
Figure 4.8 illustrates the class distribution of each destination choice category, in which 
each of them represents a separate data set and has a different number of samples. We can see 
that all the data sets are imbalanced as the classes are not represented equally. The proposed 
two-step filtering method was applied to each of them to remove irrelevant and redundant 
features. 
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Table 4.5  Participant characteristics of Chiang Mai tourists’ preferred destinations data set. 
Socio-Demographic variables No. % 
Gender Male 
Female 
4525 
4359 
49.1 
47.3 
Age 18–25 
26–35 
36 and older 
 
2474 
3602 
2967 
26.9 
39.1 
32.2 
Marital status Single 
Available 
4778 
3489 
51.9 
37.9 
Highest education Less than high school 
College or bachelor’s degree 
Higher than bachelor’s 
degree 
 
Other 
2423 
4700 
1827 
 
261 
26.3 
51 
19.8 
 
2.8 
Annual income US$3,000–5,000 
US$5,001–15,000 
US$15,001–60,000 
US$60,000 or more 
1746 
2632 
3206 
1307 
19 
28.6 
34.8 
14.2 
Employment Employed 
Self-employed 
Un-employed 
Other 
4336 
3001 
1304 
570 
47.1 
32.6 
14.2 
6.2 
Nationality International 
Local 
Other 
5315 
3211 
685 
57.7 
34.9 
7.4 
 
Regarding the summary of the data set, descriptive statistics were applied to analyse the 
background structure through percentage allocation (see Table 5.2). Of the inbound tourists, 
there were 4,525 male travellers (49.1%) and 4,359 females (47.3%). Regarding annual 
income, the largest group (34.8%) in terms of income included those earning more than 
US$15,000 per year or more than US$1,250 per month; 57.7% of the respondents were 
international tourists. 
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Figure 4.8  Class distribution of each destination choice category 
 
4.2.3 Data pre-processing 
After the initial input selection and MVA were applied, continuous variables were discretised 
using the binning method as outlined in Section 3.4.2; the number of bins was set to 10 for this 
study. Outliers were detected using the following proposed simple algorithm (see Table 4.6). 
Ordinal variables were scaled down from 5 to 3. Some of the variables were normalised using 
tourism-domain expert knowledge (i.e. g7 (nationality), g8 (country of residence), and g9 
(origin)).  
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Table 4.6 Outlier detection algorithm 
Algorithm 4.1: Outlier/Extreme value detection 
1: Input: dataset 
2: Output: number of detected values and survey_id, 
3: id = [];      % list of survey id number 
4: for i=1 to number of case 
5:    for j=1 to number of variable 
6:           if( isCategorialVariable ) 
7:                x = range of variable         % i.e. [1,5] 
8:                 if( isMemberOf (dataset(i, j), x) and dataset(i,  j) ~= missingvalue ) 
9:                    n = n+1; 
10:                    id(end+1) = i; 
11:            end 
12:     end 
13: end 
14: return id, n 
  
After the data set had been cleaned and transformed, the proposed two-step filtering 
method described in Section 3 was applied to the process of data reduction. This was done to 
remove irrelevant and redundant features from the data set.  
4.2.4 Feature selection 
MI is used as a similarity measurement in the feature-selection process to characterise both the 
relevance and redundancy of variables. In Equation (4.2), we are given a set of X and Y, )(xp
or )(yp are the marginal probability distribution functions of X and Y, and ),( yxp is the joint 
probability distribution function of X and Y: 
                                            ∫∫= dxdyypxp
yxpyxpYXMI
)()(
),(log),(),(                                                   (4.2) 
 
However, using continuous variables, the joint probability and marginal probability are 
difficult to estimate (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003). In practice, continuous variables are often 
discretised to discrete variables and then MI can be calculated by using the following equation: 
                                                  ∑∑
∈ ∈






=
Yy Xx ypxp
yxpyxpYXMI
)()(
),(log),(),(                                          (4.3)                 
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),( yxp is the joint probability, which is the probability that two variables will occur 
simultaneously, where )(xp or )(yp is the marginal probability or the probability of 
occurrence of a single variable. 
Marginal probability and joint probability can be calculated by constructing a joint 
probability mass function. For example, for )( 1xp  the marginal probability of 1x is nca /)( + ; 
for ),( 11 yxp , the joint probability of 1x  and 1y is na / ; the marginal probability can then be 
calculated by the number of x  occurrences in X divided by the total elements in the vector. 
4.2.4.1 First filtering 
The purpose of the first filtering step is to rank the variables and remove any independent 
variables that are unrelated to the dependent variable. We applied a Max-Relevance feature 
selection algorithm (Peng et al., 2005), in which we chose MI as the measurement to remove 
irrelevant features. We computed the MI score between each independent and dependent 
variable. Then we ranked them in descending order and used a threshold value (chosen 
manually) to remove features that contributed less or were not related to predictive power: 
 
                                                       )};,...,1,({),,(max ctixMIDcSD i ==                           (4.4) 
Table 4.7  Max-Relevance Algorithm 
Algorithm 4.2: Max-Relevance 
Input: Discretized data d, class c 
Output: feature set F 
1: s = size(d); 
2: for i = 1:s do 
3: relevance(i) = mutual_info(d(:, i), c); 
4: end for 
5: return sort(relevance, ‘descend’); 
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Table 4.8  Description of the range of features regarding the factors influencing tourists’ 
destination choices 
Set of factors Feature numbers 
Trip characteristics (TC) 1–25 
Tourist expenditure behaviour (TEB) 26–38 
Tourist behaviour (TB) 39–123 
Travel motivations (TM) 124–136 
Tourists’ socio-demographic information (TSD) 136–145 
 
In the feature-selection step, the first filtering method described in Section 3.2 was carried 
out. Different numbers of thresholds were used, based on each data set, to select 10% of the 
features. For example, the threshold was set to 0.0115 to select ten features from the Nature 
data set, while the threshold was set to 0.021 to select ten features from the Museum data set. 
Features that had an MI value less than the threshold line were removed from the data set. The 
experimental results show that the same feature is not significantly important for every item in 
the data set. For example, Tourist expenditure behaviour is an important factor for the Temple-
old town data set but less significant for the Museum and Temple-peaceful data set.  
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Table 4.8 describes the range of features regarding the factors that influence tourists’ 
destination choices. The MI values for each feature in each data set are presented in Figure 4.9. 
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   (g)       (h) 
 
Figure 4.9  MI value for each category 
 
4.2.4.2 Second filtering 
In the second filtering step we used two mutual information-based, feature-selection 
algorithms: Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (mRMR) (Peng et al., 2005) and 
Normalized Mutual Information Feature Selection (NMIFS) (Estevez et al., 2009), to remove 
redundant variables from the data set.  
 
mRMR algorithm  
The idea of the mRMR algorithm (Peng et al., 2005) is that it uses MI value to rank 
features based on minimal redundancy and maximal relevant criteria. mRMR 
calculates the redundancy for every pair of features and the relevance between features 
and class. In this research we only considered MI for discrete variables and in the form 
of mRMR Mutual Information Differences (mRMR MID); it is formulated as equation 
(4.5). Table 4.9 shows the implementation of the algorithm. 
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Table 4.9  Minimum-Redundancy Maximum-Relevance (mRMR) algorithm 
Algorithm 4.3: Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance  
Input: Discretized data d, class c, max number of featureOutput: Selected feature set F. 
1: s = size(d) 
2: for i=1:s do 
3: relevance(i) = mutual_info(d(:, i), c); 
4: end for 
5: idx = sort(relevance, ‘descend’); 
6: F(1) = idx(1); 
7: idx_left = idx(2: max number of feature) 
9: for j=2:s do 
10: n = length(idx_left); 
11: last_fea = length(F); 
12:      for k=1:n do 
13:           mi(j) = mutual_info(F, c) 
14:           redun(idx_left(j), least_fea) = mutual_info(F, c); 
15:           redun_mi(i) = sum(redun(idxleft(i), :)) / last_fea; 
16:       end for 
17: [G, F(j)] = max( mi(1: n) - redun_mi(1: n) ); 
18: g_mi(j) = G; 
19: tmp_idx = F(j); 
20: F(j) = idx_left(tmpidx); 
21: idx_left(tmp_idx) = []; 
22: end for 
 
NMIFS algorithm 
NMIFS (Estevez et al., 2009) is a modification of the mRMR algorithm (see equation 
4.8 and Table 4.10); it normalises the original MI value by the minimum entropy ( 
H(i) and H(j) ) of both features, as shown in equations (4.6) and (4.7). 
                                                     ∑−=
x
xpxpXH )(log)()(                                                                (4.6) 
 Then, the modification of Mutual Information for the NMFIS algorithm can be 
written as: 
                                                      
{ })(),(min
),(),(2
jHiH
jiMIjiMI =                                                                  (4.7)  
Hence, NMIFS can be written as the equation below:  
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Table 4.10  Normalized Mutual Information Feature Selection (NMIFS) algorithm 
Algorithm 4.4 Normalized Mutual Information Feature Selection  
Input: Discretized data d, class c, max number of featureOutput: Selected feature set F. 
1: s = size(d) 
2: for i=1:s do 
3: relevance(i) = mutual_info(d(:, i), c); 
4: end for 
5: idx = sort(relevance, ‘descend’); 
6: F(1) = idx(1); 
7: idx_left = idx(2: max number of feature) 
8: for j=2:s do 
9: n = length(idx_left); 
10: last_fea = length(F); 
11:      for k=1:n do 
12:           mi(j) = mutual_info(F, c) 
13:           redun(idx_left(j), least_fea) = mutual_info(F, c); 
14:          tmp = sum(redun(idx_left(i), :)) / min( entropy (d(:, F(last_fea))), entropy( d(:,                       
idx_left(i)) ))   
15:          redun_mi2(i) = tmp/last_fea; 
16:      end for 
17: [G, F(j)] = max( mi(1: n) - redun_mi2(1: n) ); 
18: g_mi(j) = G; 
19: tmp_idx = F(j);  
20: F(j) = idx_left(tmpidx); 
21: idx_left(tmp_idx) = []; 
22: end for 
 
Table 4.11 presents the ten selected features by both of the feature-selection algorithms 
from each of the data sets. The bold variables indicate that the corresponding feature belongs 
to the optimal subset. Both mRMR and NMIFS selected the same features for every data set. 
However, they ranked them in a different order, except for the first few features which represent 
relevant features. 
According to Table 4.11 we can see that the Nature category lacks relevant features to predict 
target classes. Only TM1 (Number of times you have visited) was selected as an optimal feature 
by both feature-selection algorithms. For the Museum category, mRMR selected nine optimal 
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features, and NMIFS selected eight.  It can be seen that feature TB3 (Wildlife) was rated as the 
most important. This can be explained by the fact that one of the museums specialise in insects. 
For the Art Gallery category, six features were selected as optimal by both feature-selection 
algorithms, and TEB1 (Money for transportation) was found to be the most relevant feature. 
For the Entertainment category, the same characteristics as in the Museum category were 
shared in that there were many relevant and not redundant features used to estimate target 
classes.  The results also show that all of the factors helped to contribute to all of the categories, 
especially the TEB1 (Money for transportation) factor, which was ranked as the most important 
factor in the Art Gallery and Temple-old town categories by two of the feature selection 
algorithms. 
 
Table 4.11 Feature-ranking of each destination category where the subscript is the feature- 
identification number (see Appendix E) 
Category Threshold Algorithm    Feature ranking 
Nature 0.013 
mRMR TM1 TC1 TB1 TM2 TB2 TC2 TC3 TM3 TM4 TSD1 
NMIFS TM1 TC1 TM2 TB1 TB2 TC2 TM3 TC3 TC4 TM4 
Museum 0.021 
mRMR TB3 TSD2 TC5 TC6 TB4 TB5 TM5 TB6 TB7 TC3 
NMIFS TB3 TSD2 TM5 TC5 TB4 TB5 TC6 TC3 TB6 TB7 
Art gallery 0.006 
mRMR TEB1 TM6 TC7 TB8 TB9 TB5 TB10 TSD3 TB11 TM7 
NMIFS TEB1 TM6 TB5 TB10 TB9 TC7 TSD3 TC8 TB11 TM8 
Temple-
outer-town 0.013 
mRMR TB12 TB13 TC5 TM9 TB14 TM10 TM11 TC1 TM2 TM7 
NMIFS TB12 TM9 TB13 TC5 TB14 TM10 TC1 TM2 TM11 TM7 
Temple-
landmark 0.005 
mRMR TB6 TC9 TM12 TB15 TB16 TB17 TSD4 TM7 TB18 TM5 
NMIFS TB6 TC9 TM12 TB16 TB15 TB17 TSD4 TM7 TM5 TB18 
Temple-
peaceful 0.009 
mRMR TB19 TM13 TC10 TSD4 TM5 TB20 TM14 TC3 TC4 TB8 
NMIFS TB19 TM13 TC10 TSD4 TM5 TC3 TC1 TM14 TB20 TB8 
Temple-old 
town 0.013 
mRMR TEB1 TM15 TEB2 TM6 TSD4 TM12 TC3 TM1 TEB3 TM9 
NMIFS TEB1 TM15 TEB2 TM6 TSD4 TC3 TM12 TEB3 TM9 TM1 
Entertainment 0.04 
mRMR TB8 TM4 TB7 TEB4 TM16 TC3 TB21 TB22 TB7 TB7 
NMIFS TB8 TM4 TB7 TEB4 TC3 B21 TM16 TB22 TB7 TB7 
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In this study we compared the performance of two feature-selection algorithms by observing 
MI G values. Note that MI G value is defined in algorithm 4.3, line 16, for mRMR, and in 
algorithm 4.4, line 18, for NMIFS as the maximum value that was chosen from the set of 
features F. From the second filtering step, by observing the performance graphs of both feature- 
selection algorithms (see Fig. 4.10), it can be seen that mRMR and NMIFS produced similar 
results (e.g. in terms of the selection of better sub-features). This is due to the fact that both 
feature-selection algorithms are based on MI for similarity measurements. However, mRMR 
selected marginally better sub-set features than NMIFS for the Art Gallery and Temple-land 
mark categories. For the Nature, Temple-outer town, Temple-old town and Entertainment 
categories, NMIFS performed better than mRMR (e.g. the NMIFS selected slightly better sub-
features than the mRMR) (see Fig. 4.10 (b)).  
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Figure 4.10  Performance comparison of mRMR and NMIFS for each data set. 
 
4.2.5 Classification and model construction with a Decision Tree 
(DT) 
After irrelevant and redundant features had been filtered out, and designated features had been 
selected, DT was chosen as the classifier to construct relevant models. Other classifiers could 
also have been used, including K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), SVM or ANN. However, they 
are generally black boxes (i.e. from which we cannot acquire knowledge in a comprehensible 
way). The proposed feature-selection algorithm offers numerous benefits to DT models such 
as interpretability, accuracy, and simplicity. C4.5 was selected as the most appropriate classifier 
for this study as this algorithm is very simple to understand for decision-makers, and it is open 
source. Moreover, C4.5 can support both nominal and scale variables. In order to avoid the 
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over-fitting problem and to minimise the complexity of the tree, C4.5 follows a post-pruning 
approach using either confidence-based or error-based pruning. Conversely, C4.5 supports both 
information gain and gain ratio approaches when measuring splitting. In this study, we used a 
gain-ratio based on the entropy concept. It is a modification of the information-gain approach 
from ID3 to reduce bias toward multi-valued attributes.  
 
Figure 4.11 An example of a simple Decision Tree (DT) 
 
A DT is a predictive hierarchical model that can be used to represent a trained classifier.  
It consists of nodes and leaves. The first node is called the root node, where instances from the 
test set start to navigate down to a leaf.  Other nodes, referred to as internal nodes, involve 
testing a particular attribute; this is where the split – either binary or multiple – occurs. The leaf 
nodes represent class labels (i.e. output of classification) or the final decisions of instances 
from the test data (Witten and Frank, 2005). To the best of our knowledge, the DT algorithm 
has never been used in the TRS domain before. 
Figure 4.11 presents a DT which is used to classify weather data, in which the problem is 
to learn how to classify new days as ‘to play’ or ‘not to play’. Starting from the top and going 
down through the leaf nodes, five rules were generated for this problem. 
1. If outlook is sunny and humidity is high, then do not play 
2. If outlook is sunny and humidity is normal, then play 
3. If outlook is overcast, then play 
4. If outlook is rain and wind is strong, then do not play 
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5. If outlook is rain and wind is weak, then play 
One of the main advantages of a DT is its simplicity; decision-making is easily understood 
due to its flowchart-like nature. To recommend a destination to a tourist we must traverse the 
DT from root to leaf.  Many DTs exist, such as Hunt’s algorithm, Top-down Induction DT 
(TDIDT), ID3, CHAID, CART and C4.5. They differ in terms of splitting criteria, pruning, 
types of attributes, etc.  
Chi-Squared-Automatic-Interaction Detection, known as CHAID (Kass, 1980), is a DT 
that uses a statistical method. CHAID uses p-value obtained from statistical tests in splitting 
criteria depending on the variable type. For example, Pearson’s correlation coefficient and 
likelihood ratio are methods for determining node-splitting for nominal and ordinal variables. 
The DT was initially aimed at handling nominal variables, and it does not support tree pruning 
(Lior and Oded, 2008). The advantage of CHAID is that it is easy to interpret because the 
algorithm supports multiple ways of splitting and merging variables. Classification and 
Regression Trees (CART), developed by Breiman et al. (1984), only support binary splits and 
use the Gini index as the splitting criterion.  
C4.5, an extension of ID3, was devised by Quinlan (1993). It was chosen for this study 
because C4.5 tried to solve the main drawbacks of ID3. ID3 (Quinlan, 1986a) is the most simple 
DT algorithm and has many drawbacks such as: an optimal solution is not guaranteed, 
overfitting problems when training the data set, supporting only nominal variables. C4.5 
supports both nominal and scale variables. In order to avoid the over-fitting problem C4.5 
supports tree-pruning (e.g. confidence-based and error-based pruning), it also allows attributes 
to be missed. On the other hand, C4.5 supports both information gain and gain ratio when 
measuring splitting, including two types of splitting criteria: information gained and the 
entropy-based criterion (see equations (4.9) and (4.10)).  In this study, we used tagain ratio 
based on the entropy concept. This is a modification of the information gained from ID3 to 
reduce the bias toward multi-valued attributes. First, C4.5 calculated intrinsic or split 
information (SI) values as shown in equation (4.9). The gain ratio (GR), which represents a 
proportion of the information, is defined in equation (4.10). 
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The most recent version of this classifier is C5.0, the updated version of C4.5. It has more 
advantages than C4.5 in terms of memory, speed, and accuracy, and it generates a smaller DT 
than C4.5. Furthermore, C5.0 supports boosting, which is one of the ensemble techniques used 
to gain predictive accuracy.  
Once the DT is constructed it can be converted to rules or rule-based classifiers. In order 
to build rule-based classifiers we can extract rules directly from constructed C4.5 models. The 
advantages of decision rules are that they are easier for decision-maker to understand and can 
classify new instances effectively. The simplest way is to have one rule for each class. An 
example of a decision rule is as follows: 
Destination A, if (marriage status = single) or (income = USD 100-500)  
C4.5 is known as J48 in Weka software. In this study we used J48, which was developed 
by the Weka project team (Witten and Frank, 2005).  It is a DT model which involves the 
implementation of C4.5 algorithm, release version 8.  J48, implemented in Java language.  The 
interface between Matlab® and Weka software was developed in order to be able to use Weka’s 
DT classifier (i.e. it was necessary to convert training, validating and testing data to .arff file 
format).  
An investigation of C4.5 performance using two feature-selection algorithms was carried 
out. For each destination choice category, we ran the experiment 10 times with the same 
experimental setup. For each iteration, randomized permutation was applied to the data set and 
a stratified sampling method was applied to ensure that there was homogeneity within the strata 
and heterogeneity between them. A hold-out sampling method was used to split the data set 
into two partitions, where 85% of the data set was used as a training set and the remaining 15% 
was used for testing the true performance of the model. To find the optimal parameters and 
assess the model’s performance, a stratified 5-fold cross-validation method was applied to the 
training set, wherein four folds were selected for training and one fold was used for validation. 
Different values of confidence factors for the error-based pruning algorithm were used. The 
confidence factors ranged from 0.01 to 1.0, with a step size of 0.01. The minimum number of 
instances per leaf was fixed at 2. The classification accuracies of the training and validating 
sets of the different iterations were averaged. The optimal model was found if it had the highest 
mean of validation classification accuracy, the smallest tree size and was not over-trained (i.e. 
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the mean accuracy of the validation set had to be less than or equal to the mean accuracy of the 
training set). 
4.2.6 Experimental results 
Table 4.12 represents the classification accuracy regarding the first n-selected features and the 
optimal models of the data set. It can be seen that optimal models were found when the 
confidence value was less than 0.59. The Entertainment data set reveals the highest 
classification accuracy rate of 78.64%, whereas Temple-outer town reveals the lowest rate. 
Table 4.12 Best classification accuracy rates results achieved by the C4.5 algorithm 
 
Category #Classes #Features Confidence 
factor 
Mean-
train 
rate 
(%) 
Mean-
validation 
rate (%) 
SD Test 
accuracy 
rate (%) 
Most important factor 
Nature  2 5 0.31 66.45 59.87 5.85 64 TM1 (Visit friend) 
Museum 2 7 0.18 70.80 68.87 1.34 75.23 TB3 (Wild life) 
Art Gallery 2 8 0.08 66.08 60.71 6.52 68.97 TC7 (TV, radio is 
main information 
source) 
 
Temple-outer 
town 
3 3 0.59 46.36 44.71 2.49 51.13 TB12 (Overall food 
price) 
Temple-
landmark 
2 4 0.1 58.99 58.87 1.86 62.08 TB6 (Healthcare) 
Temple-
peaceful  
2 10 0.21 70 63.28 3.62 68.68 TB19 (Entertainment) 
Temple-old 
town  
2 8 0.12 70.34 66.28 4.32 70.37  TEB2 (Prepaid 
expense) 
Entertainment 2 6 0.05 73.68 72.58 2.74 78.64  TB8 (Attend festival) 
 
Furthermore, Figure 4.12 shows the classification accuracy for each data set including the 
mean classification accuracy of the training set, the mean classification accuracy of the 
validating set, and the classification accuracy of the test set with the most optimal Confidence 
Factor (CF). Note that CF is used to compute a pessimistic upper bound on the error rate at a 
tree node, and the smaller the value of CF, the heavier is the pruning. The results show that 
combining more features significantly improves the classification accuracy rate. For example, 
in the Museum category, in which 7 features were combined, we achieved the highest 
classification rate of 75.23%. However, if we continue adding features to the model and the 
features do not provide any significant relevance to the predicted class, the model will become 
more complex and very difficult to interpret for a decision-maker. Additionally, it can lead to 
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an over-fitting problem where the model follows the training data set rigorously. Over-fitting 
can be easily seen in the results of the mean of training and the mean of validation accuracy 
rates acquired from the Museum category, as shown in Figure 4.12 (b), where there is no 
relevant feature to predict the target classes after using a combination of seven features. The 
results show that the best range for the CF value is between 0.1 and 0.6, and an increase in the 
CF value of more than 0.6 does not guarantee that a better classification result will be obtained. 
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   (e)      (f) 
 
 
   (g)      (h) 
Figure 4.12  Mean of training Classification Accuracy Rate (CAR) (+), Mean of validation 
CAR (diamond), test CAR (circle) 
 
Eight optimal models were obtained, and decision rules were then extracted. However, it 
can be seen from the results that the model for the Temple-peaceful data is the most complex 
one (i.e. tree size = 33). The reason why the model is more complex than the others because it 
uses seven features in order to achieve the highest accuracy rate.  
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(a) Nature (Mae Sa Waterfall (B), Huay Tung Tao Lake (C))  
 
(b) Museum (Chiang Mai 3D Art Museum (D), Museum of World Insects and Natural Wonders (E))  
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(c) Art Gallery (Wattana Art Gallery (F), Documentary Arts Asia (G)) 
 
(d) Temple-outer town (Wat Phra That Doi Kham (H), 
Wat Umong (I), Wat Suan Dok (J))  
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(e) Temple-landmark (Wat Chedi Luang (K), Wat Phra Singh (L))  
 
 
(f) Temple-peaceful (Wat Lok Molee (M), Wat Pan Tao (N)) 
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(g) Temple-old town (Wat Sri Suphan (O), Wat Chiang Man (P))  
 
 
(h) Entertainment (Chiang Mai Cabaret Show (Q), Burklerk Gym- Muay Thai Training (R)) 
 Figure 4.13  Decision Tree (DT) for each destination category 
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4.2.6.1 Decision rules 
Eight optimal models for each tourist category were determined. In order to extract potentially 
useful information and make it simpler for decision-makers to understand the recommended 
results, decision rules were generated in the form of pseudo codes from the models using the 
depth-first search algorithm (Tarjan, 1972). For each model, decision rules are configured from 
the root node. Each feature that occurs in the model entails an ‘IF’ statement for the purposes 
of establishing a rule.  The ‘IF’ statement ends in a leaf node with a ‘THEN’ statement. Table 
4.13 presents the generated rules as they correspond to the number of leaves on the tree. 
Temple-landmark has the fewest rules because its tree has the least number of leaves when 
compared to other trees. The rules from the Temple-old town model are more complex than 
other models because the tree has a depth level of five and there are two nodes with more than 
three leaves. From a DRS point of view, these constructed rules were parsed as eXtensible 
Mark-up Language for further development of the proposed DRS in the online phase (see 
Chapter 6). 
Table 4.13  Decision rules for each data set 
Model Rule IF THEN 
MNature (TM1=2∧ TB1 =0) ∨ (TM1=2∧TB1=1∧TC1=1∨TC1=4∨TC1=5) ∨ 
(TM1=3∧TM2=2) ∨ (TM1=3∧TM2=3 ∧ TB1=0) 
B 
(TM1=1) ∨ (TM1=2∧TB1=1∧TC1=2 ∨TC1=3 ∨ TC1=6) ∨ 
(TM1=3∧TM2=1) ∨ (TM1=3∧TM2=3∧TB1=1) 
C 
MMuseum (TB3=0∧TC5=1∧TM5=0 ∨ TM5=2) ∨ 
(TB3=0∧TC5=1∧TM5=1∧TM6=0) ∨ (TB3=1∧TC6=0) ∨ 
(TB3=1∧TC6=1∧TM5=0) ∨ (TB3=1∧TC6=1∧TM5=1∧TB5=1) 
D 
(TB3=0∧TC5=0) ∨ (TB3=0∧TC5=1∧TM5=1∧TC6=1) ∨ 
(TB3=1∧TC6=1∧TM5=1∧TB5=0) ∨ (TB3=1∧TC6=1∧TM5=2) 
E 
MArt-Gallery (TC7=0∧TSD3=1∧TB9=0∧TC8=0∧TM6=1∧TM6=2) ∨ 
(TC7=0∧TSD3=1∧TB9=0∧TC8=1) ∨ (TC7=1)  
F 
(TC7=0∧TSD3=1∧TB9=0∧TC8=0∧TM6=3) ∨ 
(TC7=0∧TSD3=1∧TB9=1) ∨ (TC7=0∧TSD3=2)  
G 
MTemple-outer-town (TB12=1∧TB13=1∧TC5=0) ∨ (TB12=2∧TC5=0) ∨ 
(TB12=3∧TC5=0) 
H 
(TB12=1∧TB13=0∧TC5=0) ∨ (TB12=1∧TB13=1∧TC5=1) ∨ 
(TB12=2∧TC5=1∧TB13=1) ∨ (TB12=3∧TC5=1∧TB13=0) 
I 
(TB12=1∧TB13=0∧TC5=1) ∨ (TB12=2∧TC5=1∧TB13=0) J 
MTemple-landmark (TB6=1) ∨ (TB6=0∧TC9=1) ∨ 
(TB6=0∧TC9=0∧TB15=0∧TM12=1∨TM12=2) 
K 
(TB6=0∧TC9=0∧TB15=1) ∨ (TB6=0∧TC9=0∧TB15=0∧TM12=3) L 
MTemple-peaceful (TB19=1) ∨ (TB19=0∧TM13=2) ∨ (TB19=0∧TM13=3∧TM14=3) ∨ 
(TB19=0∧TM13=1∧TM14=1∧TB20=0) ∨ 
(TB19=0∧TM13=1∧TM14=3∧TC1=1) 
M 
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(TB19=0∧TM13=3∧TM14=1∧TM14=2) ∨ 
(TB19=0∧TM13=1∧TM14=1∧TB20=1) ∨ 
(TB19=0∧TM13=1∧TM14=3∧TC1=2∧TC1=3∧TC1=4∧TC1=5∧T
C1=6) ∨ 
(TB19=0∧TM13=3∧TM14=1∧TM14=2) 
N 
MTemple-oldtown (TEB2=0 ∧ TEB1=3) ∨ (TEB2=0∧TEB1=2∧TC3=2∧TC3=3) ∨ 
(TEB2=0∧TEB1=1∧TC3=5∧TM12=1∧TM12=2) ∨ 
(TEB2=0∧TEB1=2∧TSD4=3∧TM12=1∧TM12=2) ∨ 
(TEB2=0∧TEB1=2∧TSD4=4) ∨ (TEB2=1) 
O 
(TEB2=0∧TEB1=1∧TC3=1∧TC3=4) ∨ 
(TEB2=1∧TEB1=1∧TC3=5∧TM12=3) ∨ 
(TEB2=0∧TEB1=2∧TSD4=1∧TSD4=2) ∨ 
(TEB2=0∧TEB1=2∧TSD4=3∧TM12=3) 
P 
MEntertainment (TB8=0∧TB10=0) ∨ (TB8=0∧TB10=1∧TEB4=2∧TEB4=3) ∨ 
(TB8=1∧TM17=1) ∨ (TB8=1∧TM17=3∧TM16=3∧TB10=0) 
Q 
(TB8=0∧TB10=1∧TEB4=1) ∨ (TB8=1∧TM17=2) ∨ 
(TB8=1∧TM17=3∧TM16=1∧TM16=2) ∨  
(TB8=1∧TM17=3∧TM16=3∧TB10=1) 
R 
 
4.2.6.2 System evaluation 
Besides the classification accuracy rate, a confusion matrix, presion, recall, and F-measure are 
also used to evaluate the model’s performance. This study also provides ROC curves and 
calculates AUC values for better visualization and interpretation of the performance of the 
models.  
Table 4.14  Confusion matrix for the test set (bold font indicates correctly classified 
instances) 
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Both the confusion matrix and the F-measure (see Tables 4.14 and 4.15) revealed that it 
was very difficult to classify three destinations: Wat Umong (I) in the Temple-outer town 
category and Wat Pan Tao (N) in the Temple-peaceful category. This is because the categories 
have a high ratio in the imbalance class. Additionally, these models do not have any related 
significant features to classify the similarity of the destinations. 
Table 4.15   The precision, recall and F-measure of each destination. 
Destination Precision Recall F-score 
B 0.583 0.761 0.660 
C 0.725 0.537 0.617 
D 0.778 0.500 0.609 
E 0.744 0.910 0.819 
F 0.696 0.593 0.640 
G 0.686 0.774 0.727 
H 0.530 0.847 0.652 
I 0.488 0.368 0.420 
J 0.444 0.170 0.246 
K 0.619 0.675 0.646 
L 0.623 0.564 0.592 
M 0.667 0.949 0.783 
N 0.800 0.300 0.436 
O 0.706 0.896 0.789 
P 0.696 0.390 0.500 
Q 0.712 0.894 0.792 
R 0.886 0.696 0.780 
 
The ROC curve plots reveal the true positive rate (Sensitivity) against the false positive 
rate (Specificity) for each data set. Also, the plots present the area under the curve (AUC). We 
can see that the classifier cannot discriminate (I) Wat-Umong from other destinations. Wat-
Umong reveals an AUC of 0.58, which is 0.8 better than random guessing (see Fig. 4.14 (d)). 
The Entertainment data set reveals the highest AUC value of 0.77. In this study we prefer 
precision over recall. Therefore, we consider classes that archives the high true positive rates 
while still having low false positive rates, such as the destinations C, E, G, H, K. M, O and Q. 
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(a)                                                                       (b) 
 
   (c)                     (d) 
 
 
 
   (e)                                                                        (f) 
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   (g)                     (h) 
 
Figure 4.14  ROC curve summarizes the C4.5 performance of the data sets 
 
4.2.7 Discussion 
The results of test-classification accuracy, using different numbers of features, confirmed that 
using more features does improve classification accuracy. It can be seen from the results that 
there are no common ‘most important factors’ to estimate destinations for all the data sets. For 
example, Trip purpose is the most important factor when classifying the Nature data set, while 
Wild life is the most important factor in classifying the Museum data set. The experimental 
results also show that, by combining sets of motivation factors, classification accuracy is 
increased for all data sets.  
In this study we developed a novel model-based DRS that recommends 20 destinations to 
tourists using a set of human factors. The proposed DRS focused on pre-travel considerations 
before a tourist planned to visit, or during their visit, to the city of Chiang Mai. The aim of this 
study was to solve the current challenges of the destination TRSs in terms of practical issues, 
such as a non-intrusive system, and technical issues, such as recommendation accuracy and 
recommendation transparency. With regard to a non-intrusive system, we achieved this aim by 
reducing the user’s efforts while maintaining a reasonable system accuracy rate using the 
proposed feature-selection method. For recommendation accuracy, the data set was 
decomposed into seven sub-data sets using relevant tourism-domain knowledge; this was done 
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to increase the classification accuracy rate and reduce the complexity of the DT. We achieved 
a classification accuracy rate of 78.65% for the Entertainment category, 75.23% for the 
Museum category, 70.37% for the Temple-old town category, 68.97% for the Art Gallery 
category, 68.68% for the Temple-peaceful category, 64% for the Nature category, 62.91% for 
the Temple-landmark category and 51.13% for the Temple-outer-town category. 
Table 4.16  Description of the eight optimal models for tourist destinations 
Model #Feature used Tree size Depth #Rules Features 
MNature 4 17 4 12 TM1, TB1, TM2, TC1 
MMuseum 5 17 4 10 TB3, TC6, TM5, TB5, TC5 
MArt-Gallery 5 12 5 7 TC7, TSD3, TB9, TC8, TM6 
MTemple-outer-town 3 18 3 10 TB12, TB13, TC5 
MTemple-landmark 4 10 4 6 TB6, TC9, TM12, TB15 
MTemple-peaceful 5 20 4 14 TB19, TM13, TM14, TC1, TB20 
MTemple-oldtown 
MEntertainment 
5 
4 
21 
16 
5 
4 
15 
10 
TEB2, TEB1, TC3, TM12, TSD4 
TB8, TB10, TM16, TEB4 
 
Table 4.16 summarises information from the eight optimal models, including a number of 
features that the model used after pruning, tree-size consideration and a number of generated 
rules. The common features that were used for each data set are also presented in Table 5.6.  
This study also investigated five sets of factors that influenced tourists’ preferred 
destinations, including trip characteristics, tourist characteristics, tourist expenditure 
behaviour, travel motivation and tourists’ socio-demographic information based on qualitative 
research. The bold variables indicate the most important features of the model (e.g. tourist 
behaviour is the most important factor used to classify the Museum, Temple-outer town, 
Temple-landmark, Temple-peaceful and Entertainment categories. Trip characteristic is the 
most important factor in classifying the Nature and Art Gallery categories. Tourist expenditure 
behaviour is the most important factor when classifying the Temple-old town category). Thirty-
five features were detected as having the largest influence on the proposed DRS. 
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Figure 4.15 Summary of the factors that were used in the destination choice models.  
 
Figure 4.15 illustrates the contribution of the factors that play an important role in the 
destination-choice models. It can be seen that the tourist behaviour factor was the one most 
commonly used (34%), followed by the travel characteristic (TC) (26%) and travel motivation 
(TM) (26%) factors. The tourist social demographic (TSD) factor makes the least significant 
contribution to the system (6%) and is only used in the Art Gallery and Temple-old town 
categories. The experimental results also support findings from the literature (Leiper, 1990) 
that indicate that combining tourist-motivation factors helps to increase classification accuracy, 
especially for the Temple-peaceful category, as this factor was identified as having the greatest 
influence and was used in the model as the most relevant feature. 
In terms of practical aspects, the proposed DRS used a small number of relevant and non-
redundant inputs from 3–5 features to achieve the best recommendation results. This means 
that the proposed system is considered non-intrusive and likely to be accepted by users. The 
constructed models can assist decision-makers with an overview of the multiple stages that will 
follow each possible decision when selecting a destination in Chiang Mai. Additionally, 
decision rules from the optimal models were extracted for decision-makers’ ease in 
understanding the results, which show that Temple-landmark and Temple-peaceful had the 
fewest rules. These rules will be used when we integrate the online phase into the system. 
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Table 4.17  Optimum feature selection on each data set 
Data set Optimum feature selection algorithm 
Nature 
Museum 
Art Gallery 
Temple-outer-town 
Temple-landmark 
Temple-peaceful 
Temple-oldtown 
Entertainment 
mRMR 
mRMR 
NMIFS 
mRMR 
mRMR 
NMIFS 
mRMR 
mRMR 
 
The performance of both modern feature-selection algorithms was investigated. Based on 
experimental results using eight data sets, the classification accuracy results (see Table 4.18) 
show that, in general, mRMR is the optimum feature-selection algorithm. The mRMR 
algorithm outperforms the NMIFS algorithm for the Nature, Museum, Temple-outer town, 
Temple-land mark, Temple-old town and Entertainment categories, while NMIFS outperforms 
mRMR for the Art Gallery and Temple-peaceful categories. Based on the experimental results, 
mRMR is best suited for the categorical data set. However, by observing the performance 
graphs of mRMR and NMIFS we can see that there are still some features that should be pre-
selected.  
4.2.8 Concluding remarks 
This study demonstrates that human factors can be used to suggest tourist destinations to a user. 
A DT can provide transparency to the proposed system. However, recommendation 
performance is still a challenge; it can be improved by modifying the feature-selection 
algorithms or using other better feature selection algorithms that can measure the redundant 
and irrelevant features more effectively than the mRMR and NMIFS ones. In the next chapter 
we discuss the ensemble learning methods used to improve destination recommendation 
performance.  
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Chapter 5 Ensemble-Based Destination 
Recommendation System (DRS) 
 
In the previous chapter, a model-based DRS, using a hybrid approach, was discussed. In this 
chapter we propose an ensemble-based hybrid approach to improve the effectiveness of our 
model-based DRS in terms of classification performance. Classification results such as 
prediction label, probability score, and ranking from classification algorithms are combined 
in order to produce a single and more robust final output. This chapter focuses on the weighted 
and cascade hybrid methods involving seven combination rules and bagging and boosting 
algorithms. This chapter addresses the following research objective: 
 
RQ 6. How can the recommendation accuracy rate be improved using only relevant and non-
redundant factors? 
 
5.1 Destination classification algorithms study 
5.1.1 Objectives of the study 
The aim of this study is to improve the classification performance of the proposed DRS by 
investigating other traditional classification algorithms including Decision Tree (DT), Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) for the DRS. The performance of 
the classifiers is evaluated using the eight Chiang Mai destination choice data sets that we 
constructed in the previous study. The objectives are to evaluate and compare different 
classification algorithms with C4.5 as the baseline classifier.  
5.1.2 Experimental design and data set 
In this study, six classifiers were generated from SVM and MLP to compare with C4.5 that 
was investigated in the previous study. Experiments were conducted to compare SVM and 
MLP with C4.5 using several performance metrics including classification accuracy, confusion 
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matrix, and f-score as the evaluation criteria. ROC curves for each test and AUC plots were 
also applied. We used the same Chiang Mai destination data set that has only the relevant and 
non-redundant features (e.g. selected features from the feature-selection process). The data set 
was decomposed into eight classification problems to solve the original problem (see Table 
5.1). The eight distinct data sets were then constructed: ‘Nature’, ‘Museum’, ‘Art Gallery’, 
‘Temple-outer town’, ‘Temple-landmark’, ‘Temple-peaceful’, ‘Temple-old town’ and 
‘Entertainment’. The data sets were cleaned with regards to missing values, removal of noise 
and outliers, and normalised. Table 5.1 presents the data sets and variable descriptions. 
Table 5.1  Features selected by the two-step feature selection method 
Data set Destinations Label Features 
Nature Huay Tung Tao Lake 
Mae Sa Waterfall 
B 
C 
 
TM1: To visit relative(s)/friend(s) 
TC1: Number of nights you plan to stay  
TB1: Visit markets, walking streets 
TM2: To work on my personal/spiritual values 
TB2: The transport mode that you plan to use during 
this visit is walking 
Museum Museum of World 
Insects and Natural 
Wonders 
Art in Paradise, Chiang 
Mai 3D Art Museum 
 
D 
 
E 
TB3: Wildlife has made the deepest impression 
upon you 
TSD1: Your country of residence 
TC2: Books, guides are the information sources that 
have influenced your decision to visit 
TC3: People whom you are accompanied by are 
friends 
TB4: Museums have made the deepest impression 
upon you 
TB5: Outdoor areas are of interest to you and you 
plan to visit them during this visit  
TM3: To visit places I have never been before 
Art Gallery Wattana Art Gallery 
Documentary Arts Asia 
F 
G 
TEB1: The amount of money you plan to spend per 
person on transportation during this visit 
TM4: To develop new abilities  
TB5: Outdoor areas are of interest to you and you 
plan to visit them during this visit  
TB6: Thai food has made the deepest impression 
upon you 
TB7: Observing wildlife is the activity you plan to 
participate in during this visit 
TC4: TV, radio are the information sources that 
have influenced your decision to visit 
TSD2: Marital status 
TC5: Adventurer is defined as your travel style 
Temple-
outer-town 
Wat Phra That Doi Kham 
Wat Umong 
Wat Suan Dok 
H 
I 
J 
 
TB8: Overall cost of meals/food  
TB9: Transport mode you plan to use is private 
car/motorcycle, van, coach for this visit 
TC2: Books, guides are the information sources that 
have influenced your decision to visit 
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Temple-
landmark 
Wat Chedi Luang 
Wat Phra Singh 
K 
L 
 
TB10: Heath care is the primary focus of this visit 
TC6: People whom you are accompanied by are 
children 
TM5: To not worry about time and work 
TB11: The transport mode you plan to use during 
this visit is a bicycle 
Temple-peaceful Wat Lok Molee 
Wat Pan Tao 
M 
N 
 
TB12: Entertainments activities are planned during 
this stay 
TM6: To gain a new perspective on life 
TC7: Friends/relatives have influenced your 
decision to visit 
TSD3: Household annual income 
TM3: To visit places I have never been before 
TC8: The arrangements pertaining to this visit 
TC1: Number of nights you plan to stay  
TM7: To experience solitude and calm 
TB13: Nightlife has made the deepest impression 
upon you 
TB14: Attending festivals is the activity you plan to 
participate in during this visit 
Temple-oldtown Wat Sri Suphan 
Wat Chiang Man 
O 
P 
 
TEB1: The amount of money you plan to spend per 
person on transportation during this visit 
TM8: To improve my romantic life 
TEB2: Miscellaneous expenses you have pre-paid 
before this visit 
TM4: To develop new abilities  
TSD3: Household annual income 
TM5: To not worry about time and work 
TC8: The arrangements pertaining to this visit 
TM1: To visit relative(s)/friend(s) 
Entertainment Chiang Mai Cabaret 
Show 
Burklerk Gym- Muay 
Thai Training 
Q 
R 
TB14: Attending festivals is the activity you plan to 
participate in during this visit 
TM8: To understand more about myself 
TB15: Thai boxing has made the deepest impression 
upon you 
TEB3: The amount of money you plan to spend per 
person on shopping during this visit  
TM9: To see famous cultural and historical sites 
TC8: The arrangements pertaining to this visit 
 
Table 5.2 represents the eight Chiang Mai destination choice data sets that we constructed 
in the previous study. Each data set used different kinds of features and different numbers. For 
example, we can see that each destination category is composed of both nominal and ordinal 
variables ranging from 3–10 variables. The Temple-peaceful data set used more features than 
other data sets (total of 10) to acheive its highest classification accuracy rate. On the other hand, 
Temple-outer town only used three features. Regarding feature type, Tourist behaviour (TB) 
was used the most (35%), while Tourist expenditure behaviour (TEB) appeared in only 4% of 
data sets. In this study, the same features that were built into the DT models were used for the 
construction of the SVM and MLP classifiers, as well as the same proportion of training and 
testing sets (85% and 15%).  
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In this study we constructed two experiments using SVM and MLP (as mentioned in 
Section 3) to stack up against with our baseline classifier C4.5 from the previous experiment. 
In total, six different classifiers were considered for the eight Chiang Mai destination choice 
data sets. We repeated all the experiments in this study 10 times using a stratified 5-fold cross-
validation (i.e. four folds were selected for training, the rest were used for validation) procedure 
for each data set. For each classification algorithm we chose the classifier that achieved the 
highest classification accuracy rate. Table 5.2 presents the sizes of the training and testing data 
sets.   
Table 5.2  Description of the Chiang Mai data sets for classification performance comparison. 
Data set #training  #testing  #classes #features #nominal #ordinal 
Nature 573 100 2 5 3 2 
Museum 620 109 2 7 6 1 
Art Gallery 331 58 2 8 7 1 
Temple-outer town  1002 176 3 3 2 1 
Temple-landmark 1364 240 2 4 3 1 
Temple-peaceful 561 99 2 10 7 3 
Temple-old town 617 108 2 9 5 4 
Entertainment 587 103 5 6 4 2 
 
Data pre-processing 
All the variables in the data sets are categorical variables (e.g. ordinal, nominal) and it has been 
observed that these types of variables can cause a discontinuous relationship between an 
independent variable and a dependent variable (Brouwer, 2002). In order to prepare data for 
the SVM and MLP classifiers, nominal and ordinal variables for both inputs and outputs (only 
for the MLP classifier) need to be transformed into numerical variables (see Section 3.4.2), 
otherwise they may lead to an incorrect model. To ensure the generalisation capability of the 
models we have proposed two encoding schemes. First, One-of-N encoding scheme was used 
to represent each category as an integer (e.g. cat = (1 0 0), dog (0 1 0), mouse (0 0 1)). Second, 
the scheme employed a Thermometer encoding approach which is meaningful for ordinal 
variables. For instance, the variable could be coded using binary inputs such as (0 0), (0 1) and 
(1 1). Hence, all the inputs are scaled to the [0, 1] range. Since categorical variables lack a 
natural order in MLP, the data pre-processing set for the dependent variables and independent 
variables was encoded with the One-of-N encoding scheme. 
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Classification algorithms 
Three classifiers, DT, SVM and MLP, are used in this study. An investigation into the 
classification performance of SVM and MLP was carried out. Details of the classification 
algorithms mentioned above are discussed as follows: 
1. Decision Tree (DT) 
C4.5 (Quinlan, 1986b) is also used in this study, DT C4.5 is discussed in detail in Chapter 
4. This study chose a post-pruning algorithm using ‘subtree raising with confidence’ to 
prevent over-fitting. Regarding hyper-parameter tuning, the confidence-factor ranged from 
0.1 to 1 and the step size was set to 0.01. In this study, we deployed C4.5 as our baseline 
learner and benchmark model for the data sets. 
 
2. Support Vector Machine 
 
Figure 5.1  An example of a Hyper-plane in 2D space for a binary classification problem 
 
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Chang and Lin, 2011), also known as a Support 
Vector Network, is typically used to address classification and regression problems. SVM 
has been successfully applied in many domains to address classification tasks, such as 
handwriting digital-character recognition, face detection and so on. This approach projects 
input into higher dimensional spaces so that non-linear data can be separated. The goal is 
to optimise the hyperplane, which can be separated into two classes of objects indicated 
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by squares and circles, while maximising the distance of each point to the hyperplane as 
shown in Figure 5.1. SVM consists of two main phases. First, the kernel function is used 
to map the data to a higher dimension (i.e. linear, polynomial, radius bias function (RBF)). 
At this point the hyperplane can be used to separate the two classes. For a data set that 
cannot be perfectly separated linearly, the goal of the process is to find a set of weights 
that specify two hyperplanes, as defined below:  
                      
1
1
−≤+⋅
+≥+⋅
bxw
bxw


                                                                (5.1)                                                           
 
In the case of non-linearly separable data, SVMs can handle non-separable points by 
introducing slack variables, as shown below: 
                                                          ii
T
i bxy ξ−≥+ 1)w(                     (5.2)                                                                         
Hence, for a non-separable data set, the goal of SVM is to find the hyperplane with a 
maximum margin that also minimises slack terms. Many kernels have been proposed by 
researchers including linear, polynomial and sigmoid kernels. In this study the Gaussian 
RBF kernel was selected as the most suitable kernel function because our data set consists 
of a small number of features (i.e. 3–14) and RBF uses fewer hyper-parameters than the 
polynomial kernel. The Gaussian RBF, as defined in equation (5.3), was selected for this 
study.  
 )
)2(
1exp()(
2
2 jii xxxf −−= σ
                                        (5.3)                                 
The term 
2
1
2σ
can be replaced byγ , whereγ >0, and 2i jx x− is the distance between 
the two feature support vectors. 
Regarding the advantages of SVM, this classifier is capable of finding a global 
minimum and its simple geometric interpretation provides fertile ground for future 
investigations. The most advantageous characteristic of the nonlinear SVM classifier is 
convexity. However, SVM also has a few drawbacks: it is very sensitive to kernel 
parameters, and choice of kernel; therefore, selecting a slightly out-of-margin parameter 
may result in low classification performance.  
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Tuning these parameters is usually necessary for good performance. For example, 
choosing a cost parameter is critical. Using a larger cost value may lead to over-fitting of 
the model. Also, developing a model with SVM requires a laborious trial-and-error 
approach and is quite time-consuming, especially for a large volume of data. Table 5.3 
illustrates the algorithm that was used to optimize the hyper-parameters in SVM in this 
study. 
Table 5.3  Grid search cross validation algorithm 
Algorithm 5.1: Grid search cross-validation 
1: Input: trainD , 2log c_vector, 2log g_vector 
2: Output: ),(* γcw  % Large scale search 
3: stepsize = 1; 
4:   for i=1:numl( 2log c_vector) % loop through every element in the list. 
5:     for j=1:numel( 2log g_vector) 
6:          ),,,(maxarg),(* trainw DcwCVcw λγ =  
7:          if w*>best w 
8:              c*=c,g*=g; 
9:          end 
10:    end 
11: end  
12: stepsize = prev_stepsize ÷ 2; % Adjust the medium-scale and small-scale search 
13: 2log c_vector = c*-prev_stepSize:stepsize:g*+prev_stepsize; 
 
SVM can only separate binary-class problems. So, to handle a multi-class problem, N 
different binary classifiers were created, and the one with the highest classification 
accuracy rate was selected. This technique is commonly known as the one-vs-all method 
or one-vs-rest method. For instance, we need to build K classifiers for the three-
classification problem, and each classifier is dedicated to one class. The condition can be 
justified as: 



∉−
∈+
=
ki
ki
i Cx
Cxy
,1
,1                              (5.4) 
Another method to deal with a multi-class classification problem is to train K(K-1)/2, 
also known as a One-vs-One or pairwise SVM method, in which a voting scheme is 
applied.  In short, the procedure of the SVM model’s construction is as follows: 
1. Conduct scaling on the data sets 
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2. Try different kernels (linear, polynomial, RBF) 
3. Use grid-search cross-validation to find the optimal parameters 
4. Train the SVM model using the training set with the obtained optimal parameters 
5. Test using a test data set and evaluate using performance metrics 
 
 
 
3. Multi-layer perceptron 
 
Figure 5.2  An architecture of the multi-layer perceptron with one hidden layer 
 
A multi-layer perceptron (MLP) (Bishop, 1996) is considered to be a feed-forward 
network, a universal approximator inspired by the biological neural networks in the human 
brain. It is the most commonly applied method in the area of artificial neural networks 
(ANN) for handling classification tasks. A neural network can be trained to predict a class 
variable. There are many types of ANNs used for classification including MLP, radial 
basic function and probabilistic neural networks. In this study, MLP was selected as the 
network type; its architecture consists of one or more hidden layers between the input and 
output nodes and each of the nodes in the network is connected and has a certain weight. 
Figure 5.2 illustrates the overall network architecture of the MLP. MLP maps the data from 
feature space to classification output space and prediction can be selected as the encoding 
vector that is closest to the output (i.e. the output that displays the highest value is the 
winning class). The effective back propagation algorithm was used to train the network at 
the error-correction stage. An MLP model was designed using the following criteria: 
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1. The network architecture consists of one input layer, one hidden layer and one output 
layer. The input layer contains input vectors and there is no computation performed 
here. In the hidden layer, we choose one hidden layer which receives input from the 
input layer, most complex problems can be solved using one hidden layer (Heaton, 
2008). The output layer contains the output vector where the activate function is 
applied. 
2. Selection of the number of hidden nodes. As far as we know, no conclusion has been 
reached regarding the number of hidden neurones that should be used in the hidden 
layer; therefore, the number of optimal hidden nodes is based on a process of trial and 
error. Deciding on the number of hidden neurones in the hidden layer is critical as it 
may lead to over-fitting and longer computation times if we use too many hidden 
neurones or under-fitting where there are too few neurones in the hidden layer. In this 
study we consider two approaches. For the first approach, the number of hidden 
neurones was adjusted and ranged from 1 to 100 nodes, which were trained, validated, 
and tested with a step size of 1. The second approach involved the selection of a number 
of neurones based on a rule of thumb defined as follows: 
• The number of hidden neurones is 2/3 of the size of the input layer (Boger and 
Guterman, 1997). The formula can be defined as 2/3(Ni), where Ni is the 
number of input neurones in the network. 
• The hidden output-connection weight becomes as small as the number of 
hidden neurones Nh becomes large (Shibata and Ikeda, 2009). The formula 
can be written as Nh = sqrt(Ni * No), where Ni represents the number of input 
neurones and No represents the number of output neurones acquired from the 
network. 
• Trenn (2008) defined the number of hidden neurones as Nh = n+n0 – (1/2), 
where n represents the number of inputs and n0 represents the number of 
outputs.  
3. The softmax function was used as the activation function for all the layers and both 
binary and multi-class classification problems. The function guarantees that the sum of 
all class probabilities is equal to 1. Considering that we have a vector x of K outcomes, 
the function can be calculated as: 
Ki
x
x
xf K
j j
i
i ..0,
)exp(
)exp(
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0
==
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                                              (5.5) 
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4. The Scaled Conjugate Gradient (SCG) back-propagation algorithm (Møller, 1993) was 
used in this study when training the network. SCG is thought to be better than the 
standard back-propagation algorithm as it eliminates certain important disadvantages, 
such as poor convergence rate and user-parameter dependency. The network was 
trained and validated 10 times due to the disadvantages of ANN, in which suffers from 
multiple local minima. The network that displayed the highest accuracy rate was 
selected. In short, the procedure of the MLP model selection and assessment was as 
follows: 
 
1. Conduct scaling of the input and output 
2. Use a cross-validation search for the optimal number of hidden neurons from 
1:1:100 
3. Use a cross-validation search for the optimal number of hidden neurons using a 
rule of thumb 
4. Train the network with the obtained optimal number of hidden neurons 
5. Test with test data and evaluate using performance metrics. 
5.1.3 Experimental results 
In this section, the experiments performed on destination classification of the eight data sets 
are described and the results compared and discussed.  
The SVM results were obtained by using LibSVM library (Chang and Lin, 2011), an open 
source library for constructing the SVM model. Moreover, two other SVM libraries from the 
Matlab®, Statistics and Machine Learning toolbox, i.e. svmtrain, svmclassify from the earlier 
Matlab version and fitcsvm, were investigated in this study. The two implementations of SVM 
from Matlab have different parameters to configure. For instance, a number of iterations were 
required for svmtrain which do not appear in fitcsvm. For all the SVM classifiers, the random 
seed was set to 1 in order to be able to reproduce the results. 
To use LibSVM we first transformed the data into a relevant format in the SVM package. 
Training data sets did not require to be shuffled as SVM will always converge to the same 
solution for a given data set (Veropoulos et al., 1999). After that, both training and testing data 
sets that were used to construct C4.5 baseline learners were transformed using the One-of-N 
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encoding scheme for nominal variables, and the thermometer encoding scheme for ordinal 
variables as described in Section 5.3.2.  
A process of model development and model selection was carried out, the goal being to 
identify optimal hyperparameters (C, γ). The parameters C (penalty for misclassification) and 
gamma (a function of the deviation of the Gaussian kernel) were determined by using stratified 
5-fold cross-validation (i.e. four folds were selected for training, and the rest were used for 
validation).  
A grid-search technique (including large-, medium-, and small-scale parameters) and 
stratified 5-fold cross-validation were applied to the training sets for the process of model 
regularisation. A large-scale search (see Fig. 5.3(a)) was first conducted to identify a better 
region in the grid, so that finer grid searches (see Figs 5.3(b) and (c)) could be conducted in the 
neighbourhood later. The three SVM classifiers were experimented in different ranges of 
hyper-parameters. For each data set we estimated the generalised rate of accuracy using all 
combinations of kernel parameters C and parameters γ, as shown in Table 5.4. For instance, in 
SVMlibsvm, the ranges of C and γ values are 2-10 to 230,. After the best C and γ values were found, 
based on the highest cross-validation accuracy rate, the entire training set was trained again 
using the obtained (C, γ) and tested with the testing set (unseen data). To handle multi-class 
problems, such as the Temple-outer town data set, both One-Vs-One and One-vs-All methods 
were used for all the SVM classifiers. 
 
(a) Large-scale grid search 
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(b) Medium-scale grid search 
 
(c) Small-scale grid search 
Figure 5.3  Heat maps for the Museum data set generated by SVM using the svmtrain 
function 
Next, we investigated the classification performance of all eight data sets. By observing 
the cross-validation accuracy rates from the heat maps generated by all the SVM classifiers we 
noticed difference in classification-accuracy results from three of the SVM toolboxes with 
respect to the range of C and γ values. First, increases in the C and γ values for libsvm and 
svmtrain from 15 did not increase the classification accuracy. Additionally, svmtrain took 
longer to compute when the C and γ values were higher, especially after a value of 15. On the 
other hand, fitcsvm is very sensitive to these values, therefore we increased the value of the 
kernel parameters ranging from [-5, 15] to [-5, 30]. The SVM experimental setup is described 
in detail in Table 5.4. 
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Table 5.4  Experiment designs for SVM classifiers with details of parameters 
Objective function 
∑
=
−+
N
i
ii yoCw
0
)1,0max(
2
2
2
1
 
Kernel function 2
2
1( ) exp( )
(2 )i i j
f x x x
γ
= − −  
Cost (denoted as C) 2-20, 2-19,…, 230(LIBSVM) 
       2-8, 2-7,…, 210(svmtrain)  
2-5, 2-4,…, 230 (fitcsvm) 
Gamma (denoted as γ) 2-20, 2-19,…, 230(LIBSVM) 
       2-8, 2-7,…, 210(svmtrain)  
2-5, 2-4,…, 230 (fitcsvm) 
  
With respect to the results for SVMlibsvm, the highest classification accuracy rate obtained 
for the Nature data set was 65%, using C = -0.25, γ = -1.25. The highest classification accuracy 
rate for the Museum data set was 70.64%, using C = 30, γ = -13.5. For the Art Gallery data set, 
the classifier achieved a highest classification accuracy rate of 58.62%, using C = 28.75, γ = -
13. For the Temple-outer town data set the highest classification accuracy rate obtained was 
47.16%, using C = 5, γ = -3.5. The highest classification accuracy rate obtained for the Temple-
landmark data set was 62.08%, using C = -2.25, γ = 31.5. For the Temple-peaceful data set the 
highest classification accuracy rate obtained was 60.61%, using C = 1, γ =-5.25. For the 
Temple-old town data set the highest classification accuracy rate of 63.89%, C = 1, γ = -3 was 
used. Last, the highest classification accuracy for the Entertainment data set was 74.75% and 
the value of cost and gamma that were used were (19.5, -15.5). The confusion matrix, precision, 
recall and F-score for SVMlibsvm are presented in Tables 5.5 and 5.8. 
Surprisingly, the SVMm1 results for the Museum data set and Temple-outer town data set 
were quite acceptable. As regards the total training time, we found that SVMm1 took relatively 
longer to converge than SVMlibsvm and SVMm2 for all data sets. Out of all the SVM classifiers, 
the overall training time for the Temple-outer town data set was longer than for the other data 
sets. This is because this data set has more classes than the others. Concerning the speed of 
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convergence of svmtrain, we lowered the cost values and increased the value of the parameter 
‘tolkkt’, which specifies the tolerance with which the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions 
are checked for the Sequential Minimal Optimazation (SMO) train method. 
Regarding the results for SVMm1, the highest classification accuracy rate obtained for the 
Nature data set was 58%, using C = 16.5, γ = 16. The highest classification accuracy rate 
obtained for the Museum data set was 80.73%, using C = -5, γ = 2.  The highest classification 
accuracy rate obtained for the Art Gallery data set was 70.69%, using C = 15, γ = 6. The highest 
classification accuracy rate obtained for the Temple-outer-town data set was 62.5%, using C = 
2, γ = -2. The highest classification accuracy rate obtained for the Temple-landmark data set 
was 55%, using C = 11.5, γ = 11. SVMm1 performed poorly in this data set and, when observing 
classification-accuracy rates, it appears that the model is over-fitted because the cross-
validation accuracy of this model reached 90.98% but the test rate only reveals a classification 
rate of 55%.  For the Temple-peaceful data set the classifier obtained a highest classification 
accuracy rate of 65.66%, using C = 0.5, γ = 1.5. The highest classification accuracy rate 
obtained for the Temple-old town data set was 69.44%, using C = 3, γ = -7. Finally, the highest 
classification accuracy rate obtained for the Entertainment dataset was 75.73%, and the values 
of cost and gamma that were used were (6, 13.5). The confusion matrix, precision, recall and 
F-score for SVMm1 are presented in Tables 5.6 and 5.9. 
For SVMm2 we can see that the best cross-validation classification accuracy rate was found 
with higher values of C and γ than for the other SVMs. Regarding the results, the highest 
classification accuracy rate obtained for the Nature data set was 58%, using C = 27, γ = 1. The 
highest classification accuracy rate obtained for the Museum data set was 74.31%, using C = 
27, γ = 17. The highest classification accuracy rate obtained for the Art Gallery data set was 
68.97%, using C = 5, γ = 2.5. The highest classification accuracy rate obtained for the Temple-
outer town data set was 50%, using C = -1, γ = -1. The highest classification accuracy rate 
obtained for the Temple-landmark data set was 62.92%, using C = 27, γ = 17. The highest 
classification accuracy rate obtained for the Temple-peaceful data set was 62.63%, using C = 
15, γ = 6. The highest classification accuracy rate obtained for the Temple-old town dataset 
was 69.44%, using C = 27, γ = 14. Finally, the Entertainment data set achieved a highest 
classification accuracy rate of 71.84%, and the value of cost and gamma that were used were 
(18, 27). The confusion matrix, precision, recall and F-score for SVMm2 are presented in Tables 
5.7 and 5.10. The bold font in the confusion matrix indicates correctly classified instances. 
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Table 5.5  Confusion matrix for SVMlibsvm for all data sets 
 
Table 5.6  Confusion matrix for SVMm1 for all data sets 
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Table 5.7  Confusion matrix for SVMm2 for all data sets 
 
 
Table 5.8  Precision, recall and F-score for SVMlibsvm 
Destination Precision Recall F-score 
B 0.6410 0.5435 0.5882 
C 0.6557 0.7407 0.6957 
        D 0.6786 0.4524 0.5429 
        E 0.7160 0.8657 0.7838 
F 0.5652 0.4815 0.5200 
G 0.6000 0.6774 0.6364 
H 0.4922 0.8750 0.6300 
I 0.4000 0.2105 0.2759 
J 0.4444 0.1702 0.2462 
K 0.6270 0.6423 0.6345 
L 0.6140 0.5983 0.6061 
M 0.6220 0.8644 0.7234 
N 0.5294 0.2250 0.3158 
O 0.6591 0.8657 0.7484 
P 0.5500 0.2683 0.3607 
Q 0.7692 0.6383 0.6977 
R 0.7344 0.8393 0.7833 
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Table 5.9  Precision, recall and F-score for SVMm1 
Destination Precision Recall F-score 
B 0.5286 0.8043 0.6379 
C 0.7000 0.3889 0.5000 
D 0.8000 0.6667 0.7273 
E 0.8180 0.8955 0.8511 
F 0.7083 0.6296 0.6667 
G 0.7059 0.7742 0.7385 
H 0.5273 0.8056 0.6374 
I 0.3478 0.2807 0.3107 
J 0.4000 0.1702 0.2388 
K 0.5336 0.9675 0.6879 
L 0.7647 0.1111 0.1940 
M 0.7451 0.6441 0.6909 
N 0.5625 0.6750 0.6136 
O 0.7125 0.8507 0.7755 
P 0.6429 0.4390 0.5217 
Q 0.6897 0.8511 0.7619 
R 0.8444 0.6786 0.7525 
 
Table 5.10  Precision, recall and F-score for SVMm2 
Destination Precision Recall F-score 
B 0.5303 0.7609 0.6250 
C 0.6765 0.4259 0.5227 
        D 0.7500 0.5000 0.6000 
        E 0.7407 0.8955 0.8108 
F 0.6667 0.6667 0.6667 
G 0.7097 0.7097 0.7097 
H 0.5210 0.8611 0.6492 
I 0.4615 0.3458 0.3750 
J 0.4444 0.1702 0.2462 
K 0.6417 0.6260 0.6337 
L 0.6167 0.6325 0.6245 
M 0.6310 0.8983 0.7413 
N 0.6000 0.2250 0.3273 
O 0.6932 0.9104 0.7871 
P 0.7000 0.3415 0.4590 
Q 0.6216 0.9787 0.7603 
R 0.9655 0.5000 0.6588 
 
The experimental results show that SVM is very sensitive to the hyperparameter. A general 
observation for SVM was acknowledged when increasing the values of the cost and grammar 
parameters, especially for the fitcsvm function. The validation classification accuracy values 
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for the Nature, Art Gallery and Temple-peaceful categories were found to have increased. 
However, this led to longer training times for the models. 
With respect to MLP, two different MLP libraries were used. One is referred to as MLPm 
and is derived from the Matlab® Neural Network Toolbox, and the other one is referred to as 
MLPn, and is derived from the Netlab Neural Network Toolbox  (NETLAB – Algorithms for 
Pattern Recognition, Ian T. Nabney, Springer, 2002). Different search strategies, according to 
the number of hidden neurons were used, as described above. First, different numbers of hidden 
neurons ranging from 1 to 100 with an increment of 1 were validated in order to find the optimal 
model. After that, the four rules of thumb to find the optimal number of hidden neurons, 
referred to earlier, were utilised. Due to the instability of ANN (it usually suffers from multiple 
local minima), the feed-forward network was trained and validated 50 times. An optimal 
number of hidden neurons was selected based on the highest cross-validation accuracy rate. 
The test data set was then applied to the network to obtain the true performance of the model. 
Regarding MLP, a random selection of the number of hidden neurons usually causes over-
fitting and under-fitting problems. For example, excessive hidden neurons will cause 
overfitting because the network has overestimated the complexity of the problem. In this report, 
we applied four methods to fix the number of neurons in the hidden layer. This includes three 
rules of thumb found in previous studies and a sequential-search approach ranging from 1 to 
100 with a step size of 1. Figure 5.14 shows the impact of accuracy on the number of hidden 
neurons. It can be seen that all the MLP models used fewer number of hidden neurons to 
achieve the highest cross-validation accuracy rates. For both MLP classifiers we can see that 
increasing the number of hidden neurons does not guarantee that a better classification accuracy 
rate will be achieved for all data sets.  
For MLPn the highest cross-validation accuracy rate obtained was 56.54% ±4.41 for the 
Nature data set, 69.03%±3.85 for the Museum data set, 61.29%±5.92 for the Art Gallery data  
set, 46%±2.58 for the Temple-outer town data set, 59.09%±2.36 for the Temple-landmark data  
set, 63.46%±4.57 for the Temple-peaceful data set, 65.82%±5.51 for the Temple-old town data  
set and 71.04%±1.96 for the Entertainment data set. 
For MLPm we achieved a higher cross-validation accuracy than MLPn, except in the 
Museum data set, where MLPn obtained a slightly higher rate. The maximum cross-validation 
accuracy rate obtained was 60.21% ±3.51 for the Nature data set, 68.87%±6.39 for the Museum 
data set, 63.15%±3.95 for the Art Gallery data set, 44.41%±2.97 for the Temple-outer town 
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data set, 59.23%±1.60 for the Temple-landmark data set, 63.63%±3.36 for the Temple-peaceful 
data set, 67.59%±3.75 for the Temple-old town data set and 71.72%±4.98 for the Entertainment 
data set. 
 
Figure 5.4 Cross-validation accuracy of MLPm on data sets and the number of hidden 
neurons 
 
Table 5.11 shows that the Temple-outer town data set used the largest number of hidden 
neurons: 16 for the MLPm and 23 for the MLPn classifiers. The table also reveals that MLPm 
used a higher number of hidden neurons than did MLPn. 
 
Table 5.11  Optimal numbers of hidden neurons in the data sets 
Data set MLPn MLPm d 
Nature 14 10 4 
Museum 1 6 -5 
Art Gallery 1 15 -14 
Temple-outer-town 23 16 7 
Temple-landmark 2 10 -8 
Temple-peaceful 1 20 -19 
Temple-oldtown 2 9 -7 
Entertainment 14 5 9 
AVG. 7.25 11.38 -4.13 
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Table 5.12  Precision, recall and F-score for MLPn 
Destination Precision Recall F-score 
B 0.6067 0.5870 0.6067 
C 0.6847 0.7037 0.6847 
        D 0.7576 0.5952 0.6667 
         E 0.7763 0.8806 0.8252 
F 0.7500 0.5556 0.6383 
G 0.6842 0.8387 0.7536 
H 0.5304 0.8472 0.6524 
I 0.4884 0.3684 0.4200 
J 0.4444 0.1702 0.2462 
K 0.6357 0.6667 0.6508 
L 0.6306 0.5983 0.6140 
M 0.7077 0.7797 0.7419 
N 0.6176 0.5250 0.5676 
O 0.7432 0.8209 0.7801 
P 0.6471 0.5366 0.5867 
Q 0.7500 0.8298 0.7879 
R 0.8431 0.7679 0.8037 
 
Table 5.13  Precision, recall and F-score for MLPm 
Destination Precision Recall F-score 
B 0.6667 0.6400 0.6667 
C 0.6923 0.7200 0.6923 
        D 0.8571 0.5714 0.6857 
        E 0.7778 0.9403 0.8514 
F 0.7391 0.6296 0.6800 
G 0.7143 0.8065 0.7576 
H 0.5304 0.8472 0.6524 
I 0.4884 0.3684 0.4200 
J 0.4444 0.1702 0.2462 
K 0.6277 0.6992 0.6615 
L 0.6408 0.5641 0.6000 
M 0.7333 0.7458 0.7395 
N 0.6154 0.6000 0.6076 
O 0.7250 0.8657 0.7891 
P 0.6786 0.4634 0.5507 
Q 0.7600 0.7600 0.7835 
R 0.8302 0.8302 0.8073 
 
 
The experimental results show that our approach achieved the highest classification 
accuracy rate. By using a statistical test, we found that MLPm was a significant improvement 
over other models (p-value < 0.05).  
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Table 5.14  Classification accuracy rates for C4.5, SVMs and MLPs 
Individual models 
Data set C4.5 SVM libsvm SVMm1 SVMm2 MLPn MLPm 
CV Test CV Test CV Test CV Test CV Test CV Test 
Nature 59.87 64 62.47 65 57.57 58 59.35 58 56.54 65 60.21 68 
Museum 68.87 75.23 67.42 70.64 69.84 80.73 66.04 74.31 69.03 77.06 68.87 79.82 
Art-
gallery 
60.71 68.97 61.63 58.62 62.52 70.69 70.91 68.97 61.29 70.69 63.15 72.41 
T-outer 
town 
44.71 51.14 45.21 47.16 60.08 62.50 45.35 50 46.01 51.14 44.41 51.14 
T-land 
mark 
58.87 62.08 59.01 62.08 90.98 55.00 54.37 62.92 59.09 63.33 59.05 63.33 
T-
peaceful 
63.29 68.69 64.71 60.61 60.07 65.66 68.82 62.63 63.46 67.68 63.63 68.69 
T-old 
town 
66.28 70.37 68.23 63.89 65.97 69.44 69.39 69.44 65.81 71.30 67.59 71.30 
Entertain
ment 
72.57 78.64 72.91 74.75 70.87 75.73 65.19 71.84 71.04 79.61 71.72 79.61 
AVG. 61.89 67.39 62.7 62.84 67.23 67.22 62.43 64.76 61.53 68.23 62.33 69.29 
SVMm1 indicates SVM using Matlab svmtrain and svmclassify functions SVMm2 indicates SVM using Matlab 
fitcsvm function; CV indicates cross-validation accuracy rate. 
Table 5.14 shows the results for cross-validation accuracy and a test set comparing six 
classifiers. Regarding the overall comparison, the global best for each data set is denoted using 
a bold font. By observing the averaged classification results we can conclude that the three 
classifier algorithms produce similar averaged accuracy performance for most of the data sets. 
We can see that the averaged classification accuracy for MLPs is slightly higher than that of 
the other algorithms.  When using a Shapiro-Wilk statistical test, all the data sets show a normal 
distribution (p-value > 0.05). Next, a paired T-test was used and the difference between each 
model is statistically significant in terms of an improvment in accuracy rate: MLPm >* MLPn 
>* SVMm2 > SVMm1 > SVMlibsvm > C4.5, where >* indicates ‘significantly better at a 95% 
confidence interval’ and > indicates ‘no significant difference’. The experimental results also 
show that MLPm reaches a higher classification accuracy rate for all data sets than other 
classifiers, except the Museum, and Temple-outer town data sets. Interestingly, SVMm1 achieved 
the highest classification accuracy rate for the Museum and Temple-outer town data sets but 
the model is not significantly better than the baseline (p-value = 0.94). It can be stated that none 
of the SVM models performed very well, especially SVMlibsvm and SVMm2 which are 
significantly worse than the other classification algorithms and the baseline learner.  
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When observing the classification accuracy rate for each data set we can see that MLPm 
and MLPn are superior to the other classifiers, while SVMlibsvm delivers the worst performance. 
As is evident from Figure 5.11 and Table 5.13, MLPm provides a higher classification accuracy 
rate than the other classifiers for all data sets except the Museum data set, for which C4.5 
reveals the highest classification accuracy rate. It is plain to see that MLPm performed better 
than the rest of the classifiers for all the data sets. It can stated that SVM and C4.5 did not 
perform very well. Interestingly, SMVm1 achieved the highest classification accuracy value of 
79.82%, the same as MLPm  for the Art Gallery data set.  
 
Figure 5.5  Test classification accuracy-rate comparison of individual classifiers 
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Figure 5.6 Cross-validation accuracy-rate comparison of individual classifiers 
We achieved a highest validation classification accuracy value of 68% for the Nature 
category, 79.82% for the Museum category, 72.41% for the Art Gallery category, 51.14% for 
the Temple-outer town category, 63.33 for the Temple-landmark category, 68.69% for the 
Temple-peaceful category, 71.30% for the Temple-old town category and 79.61% for the 
Entertainment category. 
Table 5.15  F-score comparison of classifiers for each data set. 
Model B C  D E F G H I 
C4.5 0.660 0.617 0.609 0.819 0.640 0.727 0.652 0.420 
SVM lib 0.588 0.696 0.543 0.784 0.520 0.636 0.630 0.276 
SVMm1 0.638 0.500 0.727 0.851 0.667 0.739 0.637 0.637 
SVMm2 0.625 0.523 0.600 0.811 0.667 0.710 0.649 0.375 
MLPn 0.607 0.685 0.667 0.825 0.638 0.754 0.652 0.420 
MLPm 0.667 0.692 0.686 0.851 0.680 0.758 0.652 0.420 
Model J K L M N O P Q R 
C4.5 0.246 0.646 0.592 0.783 0.436 0.789 0.500 0.792 0.780 
SVM libsvm 0.246 0.635 0.606 0.723 0.316 0.748 0.361 0.698 0.783 
SVMm1 0.239 0.688 0.194 0.691 0.614 0.776 0.522 0.762 0.753 
SVMm2 0.246 0.634 0.625 0.741 0.327 0.787 0.459 0.760 0.659 
MLPn 0.246 0.651 0.614 0.741 0.568 0.780 0.587 0.788 0.804 
MLPm 0.246 0.662 0.600 0.741 0.608 0.789 0.551 0.784 0.807 
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As can be seen, the SVMs classifiers did not perform well for any data set. This is due to 
an imbalance among them. A general observation of SVM was acknowledged when increasing 
the values of the cost and grammar parameters, in particular for the fitcsvm function. The 
validation classification accuracy value for the Nature, Art Gallery and Temple-peaceful 
categories were found to have increased. However, this leads to longer training times for the 
models. 
Table 5.16  Confusion matrix of MLPm for all data sets 
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Table 5.17  Confusion matrix of MLPn for all the data sets 
 
Tables 5.16 and 5.17 show the confusion matrices for MLP classifiers for all eight data  
sets. They show that MLPm is better at discriminating classes in the Temple-outer town data 
set than is MLPn. It can be seen that the classifier MLPn is confused between destination I (Wat 
Umong) and destination J (Wat Suan Dok). On the other hand, classifier MLPn is confused 
between destination H (Wat Phra That Doi Kham) and I (Wat Umong).  
5.1.1 Experiment 1: Discussion 
In this study, different classification algorithms were compared, including C4.5, SVM and 
MLP. We investigated the performance of six classifiers. The experimental results indicate that 
MLP is the most robust classification algorithm for the Chiang Mai data sets. We achieved the 
highest classification accuracy rate of 79.82% for the Museum data set and 69.3% for the mean 
of all data sets. Figures 5.6–5.13 show the ROC curves and AUC plots for the data sets. When 
observing ROC curves and AUC values, it can be seen that SVMm1 and SVMm2 are better at 
discriminating between classes than other classifiers for the Nature, Temple-old town and 
Entertainment data sets. All the classifiers show the same ability in the tests to correctly classify 
two destinations in the Temple-landmark and Temple-peaceful data sets (see Figs 5.10 and 
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5.11). All the classifiers found it easy to discriminate between two destinations in the 
Entertainment data set; this is because destination Q is related to night life and destination R is 
related to outdoor entertainment, so they are easy to classify. 
 
 
Figure 5.6  Comparative evaluation using ROC curves and AUC plots of DT, SVMs and 
MLPs for the Nature data set 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7  Comparative evaluation using ROC curves and AUC plots of DT, SVMs and 
MLPs for the Museum data set 
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Figure 5.8  Comparative evaluation using a ROC curves and AUC plots of DT, SVMs and 
MLPs for the Art Gallery data set 
 
Figure 5.9  Comparative evaluation using a ROC curve and AUC plots of DT, SVMs and 
MLPs for the Temple-outer town data set 
 
 
Figure 5.10  Comparative evaluation using a ROC curve and AUC plots of DT, SVMs and 
MLPs for the Temple-landmark data set 
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Figure 5.11  Comparative evaluation using a ROC curve and AUC plots of DT, SVMs and 
MLPs for the Temple-peaceful data set 
 
Figure 5.12  Comparative evaluation using a ROC curve and AUC plots of DT, SVMs and 
MLPs for the Temple-old town data set 
 
Figure 5.13  Comparative evaluation using a ROC curve and AUC plots of DT, SVMs and 
MLPs for the Entertainment data set 
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5.1.2 Concluding remarks 
The experimental results show that MLP achieved the highest classification accuracy rate, 
followed by DT and SVM. According to the evaluation metrics, it can be seen that different 
classification algorithms are better at classifying different destination-choice data sets. 
Classification performance can be improved by using a combination of these classifiers and by 
ensemble of classifiers methods (Catal et al., 2015). 
5.2 Ensemble of Classifiers using combination rules  
5.1.3 Objectives of the study 
In the previous study ordinary learning approaches were experiments in which several 
individual learners were used to classify data sets. In order to increase the prediction rate of the 
models an ensemble method can be used. The purpose of this study is to investigate and analyse 
the performance of several classification combination rules and to investigate the available 
ensemble learning methods, including combination rules and ensembles of classifier 
algorithms. 
5.2.1 Experimental design and data set 
In this study our experiment setup consisted of three steps involving selecting the most valuable 
individual classifier, choosing appropriate combination rules, and evaluating the classifier. We 
used six classifiers generated by DT, SVM, and MLP.  
Since the functions of SVMm1  in original implementation of the classifier did not support 
the calculation of scores (i.e. distance from the hyper-plane) or posterior probabilities, we had 
to deploy a function to calculate the posterior probability for this SVM function by finding 
decision values using Platt’s scaling (Platt, 1999) and fit a score vector to a sigmoid function 
in order to find the probability distribution. To be able to transform classifier scores into 
accurate multiclass probability estimates, the one-vs-all method was used. Then, the least-
squares method was used to normalize the probabilities to 1. The output of these classifiers can 
be combined by using three types of output: an abstract output (i.e. predicted labels), 
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measurement-level output (i.e. posterior probability) and ranked-classes output. This study 
used the Chiang Mai destination data sets. 
Combining rules 
In this study we investigated seven combinations, including majority vote, maximum, 
minimum, average, summation, product and ranking. Given that ipred  is the prediction label 
of vector ix from classifier j, )(ˆ jikP is the posterior probability that ix belongs to class k and jw
is the weight of the classifier j. Therefore, the seven combination rules can be computed as: 
1. Majority Vote (MV) 
                                    }{ )( jiJi predModepred =                          (5.6) 
 
The first rule is considered as hard voting, using the predicted label output from each 
classifier. Majority voting is associated with binary-class problems. In the case of multi-
class problems, it is referred to as plurality voting. In this method we treat each of the 
classifiers as an expert. Regarding the simplest cast of majority voting, the decision of the 
final predicted label is based on the following rule:  
The second to the sixth rules are referred to as soft voting that includes weight in the 
calculation. By default, weight jw is set to 1, and posterior probability output is used to 
determine ipred . 
 
2. Maximum (MAX) 
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3. Minimum (MIN) 
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4. Average (AVG) 
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5. Summation (SUM) 
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6. Product (PRO) 
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The ranking combination rule uses ranked-class output. To determine the rank of the 
classes the posterior probabilities of the predicted classes were sorted in descending 
order. Hence, ipred  can be computed from the sorted probability values. 
 
7. Ranking (RANK) 
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5.1.4 Experimental results 
It can be seen from Table 5.18 that the majority vote rule achieves the highest average accuracy. 
Both sum and average rules reveal the same performance of 67.28%. The ranking rule reveals 
the worst average result of 52.7%. When comparing the classification-accuracy averages of the 
data sets, only Majority vote outperformed the baseline classifier, by 1.76%.  
Regarding statistical tests, a normality test using Shapiro-Wilk was applied first before 
using paired t-tests. Statistical results show that all the classifier combination rules are normally 
distributed (p-value > 0.05, so the null hypothesis is retained at a 95% level of significance). 
Next is a parametric test where a paired t-test is applied to compare with the baseline learner. 
The statistical results show that there was no significant improvement between the baseline 
learner (C4.5) from the previous experiment and the combination rules: Majority vote > 
Product > Summation > Average > Minimum >* Maximum >* Ranking, where >* indicates 
‘significantly better at a 95% confidence interval’. The results show that the average and 
ranking rules are significantly lower than the baseline learner. However, combination rules 
reveal a higher classification accuracy rate than the baseline learner for the Museum, Art 
Gallery, Temple-outer town, Temple-landmark, Temple-old town, and Entertainment data sets, 
especially for the Temple-outer town data set where combination rules show a 10.97% 
improvement in classification accuracy rate.  
We can see from Table 5.20, when observing precision and recall scores, that MV achieved 
a slightly better score than other combination rules, except for the Museum, Art Gallery and 
Temple-landmark data sets where MAX, SUM, PRO, and RANK obtained better scores. When 
compared with the single best learner (MLPm), from the previous experiment, MV has a better 
precision score than MLPm when detecting classes D (Museum of World Insects), P (Wat 
Chiang Man) and Q (Chiang Mai Cabaret show). MV achieved slightly better recall than MLPm 
for classes B (Huay Tung Tao Lake), F (Wattana Art Gallery), H (Wat Phra That Doi Kham), 
M (Wat Lok Malee) and R (Burklerk Gym-Muay Thai Training). With regard to f-score, MV 
obtained a higher score than other combination rules but was slightly lower than MLPm in all 
classes except classes F (Wattana Art Gallery), O (Wat Sri Suphan), and Q (Chiang Mai 
Cabaret Show) where MV achieved better scores than MLPm.  
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Table 5.18  Test classification accuracy rates for combination rules for each data set 
Data set MV MAX MIN SUM AVG PRO RANK Baseline 
Nature 62.0  57.0 57.0 60.0 60.0 57.0 54.0 64.0 
Museum 76.15 78.90 78.90 77.06 77.06 77.98 61.47 75.23 
Art-Gallery 72.41 75.86 75.86 72.41 72.41 72.41 53.45 68.97 
T-outer-town 61.93 46.59 46.59 46.59 46.59 46.59 59.09 51.14 
T-landmark 63.33 55.00 55.00 57.08 57.08 57.08 47.92 62.08 
T-peaceful 63.64 64.65 64.65 66.67 66.67 66.67 40.40 68.69 
T-oldtown 70.37 69.44 69.44 71.30 71.30 71.30 37.96 70.37 
Entertainment 81.55 75.73 75.73 77.67 77.67 76.67 76.70 78.64 
AVG. 68.92 65.39 65.39 66.09 66.09 65.71 53.87 67.39 
Note: Bold font indicate the highest accuracy among the rules. 
 
Table 5.19  Confusion matrix for Majority vote 
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Table 5.20  Precision, recall and F-score for Majority vote 
Destination Precision Recall F-score 
B 0.5690 0.7174 0.6346 
C 0.6905 0.5370 0.6042 
        D 0.7667 0.5476 0.6389 
        E 0.7595 0.8955 0.8219 
F 0.7037 0.7037 0.7037 
G 0.7419 0.7419 0.7419 
H 0.5210 0.8611 0.6492 
I 0.4615 0.3458 0.3750 
J 0.4444 0.1702 0.2462 
K 0.6277 0.6992 0.6615 
L 0.6408 0.5641 0.6000 
M 0.6456 0.8644 0.7391 
N 0.6000 0.3000 0.4000 
O 0.6966 0.9254 0.7949 
P 0.7368 0.3415 0.4667 
Q 0.7333 0.9362 0.9362 
R 0.9302 0.7143 0.7143 
 
5.2.2 Experiment 2: Discussion 
In this study, experiments on seven classifier combination rules, majority vote, maximum, 
minimum, summation, average, product and ranking, were performed. The results show that 
majority vote (hard voting) is the most effective rule but not significantly different in terms of 
improving from the base line classifier (p-value = 0.366). The experimental results also show 
that the ranking rule is the worse combination rule. This is because converting posterior 
probability to ranked classes loses some information. 
5.1.5 Concluding remarks 
The performance of an ensemble of classifiers using combination rules was investigated. The 
combiners were compared with the baseline learner. The experiment results show that there is 
no statistical significance in terms of improvement in classification accuracy rates. However, 
Majority vote has a higher mean for the classification accuracy of data sets than the baseline 
learner. The reason why there is no significant improvement is due to the fact that each 
classifier may be superior to the others, as can be seen from the Temple-outer town data set, 
where the combiners in this study performed 10.97% better than the baseline learner. By 
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adjusting the weight parameter in the soft voting rules, using various weight functions, the 
classification accuracy rate could be improved. 
5.3  Ensemble of classifiers by weight and cascade 
This study investigated bagging and boosting algorithms, specifically the Adaptive Boosting 
algorithm (AdaBoost) in the destination classification. 
1.  Bootstrap aggregation 
Bootstrap aggregation is also known as bagging. In the bagging method, diverse 
classifiers are generated only if the base learning algorithm is unstable, such as a DT 
algorithm (Breiman, 1996). Bagging uses random sampling with replacement (cases 
can be selected more than once for the sample, and they are not removed from the data 
set once selected) and they are used to sample the population for training. The rest of 
the samples that were not selected were allocated to the test set. To find the final 
answer to the classification problem, Majority voting or plurality voting algorithms 
were applied. The bagging algorithm below, was applied in this study as follows: 
Algorithm 5.2: Bagging 
1:  Input: Dataset D= {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), …, (xm, ym)}; 
2:  Base learning algorithm €;3 
3:  Number of bags T. 
4:  Process: 
5:            for t = 1,..,T 
6:                             ht = €(D, Dbs) % Dbs is the bootstrap distribution 
7:            end 
8:    Output: H(x) = ))((
maxarg
1
yxh
Yy
T
t t
==
∈ ∑ =   
 
2. Boosting 
The concept of the boosting method is to construct a strong learner from a set of weak 
ones. Boosting works by training a set of learners sequentially and then combining 
them for prediction. The later learners become stronger and focus more on the 
mistakes of the earlier ones. In the training stage, the initial weight of each training 
sample is assigned equally. For each boosting round, the model is trained using the 
training set, and the error is calculated. Then, the weight is updated using the alpha 
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value. This process continues until the last classifier has been trained. The final model 
is calculated by using the weighted sum of the M classifiers. The weight of the 
incorrectly classified sample is increased. In this study we applied AdaBoost (Freund 
and Schapire, 1999), a well-known boosting algorithm. AdaBoostM1 supports multi-
class problems by choosing the class that has the highest total vote. The algorithm that 
was applied to the Chiang Mai data set is described below: 
 
Algorithm 5.3: ADABoost-m1 
1: Input: Dataset D = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), …, (xm, ym)}; 
2:    Base learning algorithm €; 
3:    A number of learning rounds T. 
4:    Process: 
5:    D1(x) = 1/m                                        % Initialize the weight distribution 
6:    for t=1,..,T: 
7:          ht = €(D, Dt)                               % Train a classifier ht from D under distribution Dt 
8: 
errort = ∑∑ =
=
≠
n
i i
n
i
ii wxhtcIw 1
1
/)))((  
9:  
Set    (1 )log tt
t
error
error
 −
∂ =  
 
 
10:                   )exp( Iww mnn α=        %Updated weight distribution 
11:  end 
12:  Output: ∑
=∈ ∂
=
yxh tYy
xH
)(
1logmaxarg)(  
 
Table 5.21  Summary of cross-validation accuracy and test accuracy rates for the data sets (best 
values in bold) 
Ensemble models 
Data set Bagged-C4.5 Bagged-
SVM libsvm 
Bagged-SVMm1 Bagged-
SVMm2 
Bagged-MLPn Bagged-MLPm 
CV Test CV Test CV Test CV Test CV Test CV Test 
Nature 66.32 67 59.87 62 60.38 59 59.35 65 59.16 67 60.39 68(9) 
Museum 69.19 76.15 69.03 75.22 70.32 79.82 69.19 75.23 67.58 79.82 69.03 79.82(1) 
Art-
gallery 
66.77 74.14 61.34 65.52 62.56 67.24 62.96 58.62 62.55 68.97 63.13 74.14(14) 
T-outer 
town 
45.21 52.84 45.81 48.30 62.48 64.77 59.58 48.30 46.01 51.14 45.31 52.27(8) 
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T-land 
mark 
59.09 63.33 59.02 62.08 59.09 62.08 59.10 62.08 62.38 
 
70.71 59.24 63.33(7) 
T-
peaceful 
66.84 70.71 64.88 61.62 62.20 67.68 63.10 62.63 62.03 73.74 61.33 69.70(13) 
T-old 
town 
72.61 70.37 67.90 68.52 68.07 70.37 67.10 69.44 68.07 70.37 68.23 73.15(14) 
Entertain 74.11 80.58 73.09 75.73 72.06 75.73 73.26 75.73 72.75 78.64 72.91 80.58(71) 
AVG. 65.02 69.39 62.62 64.87 64.65 68.34 64.21 64.63 63.47 68.80 62.41 70.12 
 
5.1.6 Experimental results 
 
Regarding the bagging method, we applied the same experimental setup as that applied to 
individual learners. When observing the paired-sample test differences between the individual 
classifier and the ensemble classifier, we found that bagged-MLPm showed the statistical 
difference and outperformed the rest of the ensemble classifiers in all data sets. This was 
statistically significant as: bagged-MLPm >* bagged-C4.5 > bagged-MLPn > bagged-SVMm1 
> SVMlibsvm > bagged-SVMm2 (p-value < 0.05). According to Table 5.21, the gain in the 
classification accuracy rate reached up to 19.8% in the Temple-outer town data set and 6.89% 
in the Art Gallery data set. Interestingly, by observing the classification alone, bagged-SVMm1 
outperformed its single model, especially in the Temple-outer town data set, which involved 
the multi-class problem. Regarding improvements over the base learner (C45), all the bagging 
models outperformed the base learner and the statistical results showed that bagged-C45 
outperformed the rest of the bagging classifiers. This was statistically significant as: bagged-
C4.5 >* bagged-MLPm >* bagged-SVMlibsvm >* bagged-MLPn >* bagged-SVMm2 > bagged-
SVMm1 (p-value < 0.05). The bagged-SVMm1 was the only classifier that did not improve in a 
statistically significant way compared to the base learner. 
In determining whether or not there were any statistically significant differences between 
the boosting method and the individual models, the results showed no significance differences 
between them (p-value <0.05). Regarding the performance over the base learner, Boost-MLPm 
was the only classifier whose performance was significantly better than the baseline learner, 
while the rest of the classifiers under performed. 
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Table 5.22  Summary of cross-validation and test accuracy rates for the data sets (best values 
in bold) 
Ensemble models 
Data set Boost-C4.5 Boost-SVM libsvm Boost-SVMm1 Boost-SVMm2 Boost-MLPn Boost-MLPm 
CV Test CV Test CV Test CV Test CV Test CV Test 
Nature 59.87 64 60.21 63 59.35 61 60.05 65 59.00 68 59.34 68(5) 
Museum 68.87 76.15 69.19 74.32 70.48 78.89 68.87 70.64 65.97 77.06 68.23 77.98(5) 
Art-
gallery 
65.26 63.79 61.65 72.41 61.66 67.24 61.95 60.34 63.44 67.24 62.24 74.14(8) 
T-outer 
town 
46.11 50 45.11 47.16 45.31 47.72 45.71 50.57 45.40 51.14 45.01 51.14(4) 
T-land 
mark 
58.94 62.08 59.09 62.08 58.87 62.08 59.02 62.08 59.17 63.33 59.09 63.33(3) 
T-
peaceful 
65.42 66.67 63.45 60.61 62.38 65.65 62.74 63.64 62.38 70.70 61.32 68.69(5) 
T-old 
town 
69.53 67.59 66.61 71.29 66.60 68.59 66.44 70.37 67.09 69.44 66.29 70.37(6) 
Entertain 73.42 78.64 72.75 73.79 72.23 75.73 73.43 74.76 71.38 80.58 72.76 79.61(14) 
AVG. 63.43 66.12 62.26 65.58 62.11 65.86 62.28 64.68 61.78 68.20 61.79 69.15 
 
5.3.1 Experiment 3: Discussion 
In this study, bagging and boosting algorithms were compared. The main conclusion of this 
study is that bagging performed significantly better than boosting and the base learner. In 
determining whether or not there were any statistically significant differences between the 
boosting method and the individual models, the results showed that there were no significance 
differences between the boosting and individual models (p-value < 0.05). Regarding the 
performance over the base learner, Boost-MLPm was the only classifier that showed a 
statistically significant improvement over the base learner, while the rest of the classifiers under 
performed. The experimental results revealed that the bagging method achieved a better 
classification accuracy rate than the other ensemble learner methods, including Majority vote 
(see Section 5.2) and boosting. The reason why the bagging method showed a significant 
improvement in C4.5 and both the MLP classifiers was because that the DT and neuron network 
are known to be sensitive to perturbation on the training samples, and they are also known to 
be unstable learners. C4.5 DT is known for the ease with which randomness can be injected. 
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Table 5.23 Precision, recall and F-score of Bagged-C4.5 
Destination Precision Recall F-score 
B 0.644 0.630 0.637 
C 0.691 0.704 0.704 
        D 0.786 0.524 0.629 
        E 0.753 0.910 0.824 
F 0.773 0.630 0.694 
G 0.722 0.839 0.776 
H 0.530 0.847 0.652 
I 0.682 0.263 0.380 
J 0.436 0.362 0.395 
K 0.628 0.699 0.662 
L 0.641 0.561 0.600 
M 0.688 0.932 0.791 
N 0.789 0.375 0.508 
O 0.692 0.940 0.797 
P 0.765 0.317 0.448 
Q 0.737 0.894 0.808 
R 0.891 0.732 0.804 
 
5.3.2 Concluding  remarks 
This chapter demonstrates the power of ensemble learning in predicting preferred tourist 
destinations to the traveller, which most researchers still consider to be an art form and, 
therefore, cannot be forecast to reveal an acceptable result. Selecting the right classifier for 
DRS is not an easy task and is data-dependent. Therefore, we have investigated ensemble 
learning approaches, starting with the simplest one. The efficacy of three classification 
algorithms, DT C4.5, SVMs and MLPs has been investigated and compared to each other with 
respect to the differences revealed in the data sets.  
The classification algorithms were evaluated with proper scientific methods including 
classification accuracy rate, confusion matrix, precision, recall and F-measure score. This study 
applied three ensemble methods to construct predictive models, including combination rules, 
bagging, and boosting. For future enhancements of the system in terms of improving 
recommendation accuracy and reducing redundant features, we suggest employing ensemble 
learning methods such as stacking, random forest, random sub-spaces or pasting.   
Other traditional classifier algorithms, such as RTree and REPTree, could be used as base 
learners, along with the intention to construct deep-learning neural networks for each of the 
destination-choice models.
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Chapter 6 Model-Based User Interface for 
DRS 
 
In the field of TRS, information presentation plays a major role in service and is an attractive 
application for the end-user. To efficiently design and develop a user interface for the proposed 
DRS, we proposed an Adaptive, Responsive, Interactive Model-based User Interface (ARIM-
UI) framework for the DRS as it handles decision model-to-user interface complexity, which is 
one of the greatest challenges when designing a semantic web. Our ARIM-UI can 
automatically convert constructed decision models from the C4.5 algorithm into a user 
interface, as well as support ease of usage through heterogeneous interfaces. By combining 
JavaScript library based on a MVVM design pattern, two popular web frameworks, Google 
Maps API and two language parsers, the proposed ARIM-UI can provide three main 
functionalities: rich responsive display, interaction and adaption. Moreover, ARIM-UI 
supports back-end login, which lets experts directly modify knowledge.  This chapter addresses 
the last research objective: 
 
RQ 7. How can a tourist be helped tointerpret and interact with the constructed decision 
model(s)? 
 
 
Buhalis and Law (2008) claim that Web design is one of the most significant technological 
innovations for the tourism industry; and besides user interaction, accessibility features for 
disabled and elderly people should be more responsive.  
Previous DRSs have improved the interaction between user and system. DRSs started with 
static and unfriendly user interfaces on their websites and have improved to provide more 
dynamically advanced, informative ones. PHP, MySQL and AJAX technologies combine 
several technologies such as HTML, JavaScript and XML and have been applied to create a 
sense of interaction between the user and the web application interface (Chiang and Huang, 
2015). This has helped to improve the user experience and increase the level of satisfaction and 
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enjoyment during searches for tourism services. For example, Web technologies such as jQuery 
and JavaScript were used in the user-interface development in order to provide a dynamic-drag 
interface design (Chiang and Huang, 2015). Hsu et al. (2012) produced an interactive GUI using 
Google map API to allow the user to adjust geographic data according to personal needs. 
SigTur/E-destination (Moreno et al., 2013) applied several open-source Web technologies 
comprising Java Server Faces (JSF),  AJAX and integrated Google Map API, to generate a sense 
of interaction between tourist and system.   
One of the biggest challenges when designing and developing a successful Web user 
interface is to make complex functionality available to the user in an easy way (Khalili and 
Auer, 2013). From 2011 to 2018, global mobile data traffic increased 11-fold (Cisco Visual 
Networking Index: Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast Update, 2016–2021 White Paper – 
Cisco, 2017). This led to another challenge, namely, how to make the user interface of DRS 
more responsive and interactive, while supporting different devices. In this chapter we focus on 
afore-mentioned challenges. The objectives below correspond to the Research Question 7. 
 
6.1 Objectives of the study 
 
1. To provide adaptive capability such that when the decision model is changed, the 
interface and related information will automatically change 
2. To provide a simple and proper connection between the UI and data models 
3. To provide interactive and responsive capabilities 
4. To provide geographic capability. 
 
6.2 Methodology and User Interface System framework 
In this chapter, we propose an adaptive model-based user interface that also provides a sense of 
interaction and response as a front-end to support the proposed DRS. By integrating the MVVM 
design pattern, Bootstrap style web framework, KnockoutJS framework, Google Maps API, and 
two languages parsers, our proposed ARIM-UI will have the following five features: 
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• Automatically update the correct parts of the UI (i.e. drop-down menu, radio-check 
boxes, and dynamic information, such as question and answer choices), whenever the 
data model changes or when the user selects or interacts with the UI, by using 
KnockoutJS (KO) Javascript libraries with the MVVM design pattern. The MVVM 
pattern provides a clear separation of concerns between the user-interface controls and 
their logic. 
• Provide a responsive design front-end to the user where the layout of web-pages adjusts 
dynamically, by detecting the user’s screen size and orientation, and changes the layout 
accordingly. This includes desktop, tablet, and mobile platforms. It supports all 
mainstream browsers, such as Internet Explorer, Firefox, Google Chrome, Opera and 
Safari. This is done by using Bootstrap, the world’s most popular HTML, CSS and 
JavaScript framework. Users can choose the start point and the system will automatically 
arrange the route to the destination. 
• Provide an intuitive and interactive user interface using Google Maps API, Google 
Directions API and Google Geocoding API. The proposed UI is connected to three 
different APIs, thereby allowing it to show points of interest, select modes of transport, 
provide a route from the current location to the destination, and predict travel time and 
current and future traffic. By using Google Map Geocoding, the user can type the address; 
then, the geocoding will return the latitude and longitude, and this will be used to place 
markers on the map. 
• Provide a simple connection between the UI and the data model by using two language 
parsers: DecisionTree2XML and XML2Jason. 
• Provide a model management system via a back-end for an administrator or other power 
user. They will be required to log in with a username and password, and can then add, 
edit, delete and upload new model files. 
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Figure 6.1  Our proposed UI framework to support the DRS 
 
Figure 6.1 illustrates the proposed adaptive user interface. First, we provided automatic 
updates for the correct parts of the user interface (e.g. drop-down menu, radio-check boxes and 
dynamic information, such as question-and-answer choices), whenever the data model changes 
or the user selects or interacts with the UI. This was achieved by using KO Javascript libraries 
with the MVVM design pattern. Second, we implemented a straightforward and proper 
connection between the UI and the data model by using two language parsers: 
DecisionTree2XML and XML2JSON. Third, we provided an interactive and responsive front-
end to the user for desktop, tablet and mobile platforms with the navigating system on Google 
maps, showing, for instance, points of interest and a route from the current location to the next 
destination. This was done be using Bootstrap, the world’s most popular HTML, CSS and 
JavaScript framework. It supports all mainstream browsers, such as Chrome, Firefox, Internet 
Explorer and Safari. Finally, our UI provides spatial functions capability by integrating with 
Google Map service API; the system can plot the current location and the route to a destination, 
as well as information regarding how to get there. 
Both SVM and MLP are black-box methods, which make them difficult to interpret. 
Therefore, to be able to develop an adaptive user interface, a way to rank input features is 
needed. Our proposed DRS generated several decision models from the C4.5 algorithm and 
these models were converted to decision rules, as shown in Figure 5(a). First, these decision 
rules needed to be converted to a specific format, such as XML, by using the XML parser 
program, for use across the Internet in an understandable form of data structure, work in 
conjunction with Web services and connect with the API. Second, XML files were converted 
to Jason objects using JQuery language in order to connect with an observable variable which 
was constructed from the KnockoutJS framework (see Fig. 5(a)). Third, the KO used 
observable variables to connect with the Bootstrap-style view model. Last, when a user answers 
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a question or a new question is created, the KnockoutJS will automate a new HTML page and 
re-process by selecting the correct data from JSON objects.  
6.3 Technologies involved  
 
To develop the proposed UI, the best Web programming languages and most advanced Web 
technologies framework were selected, i.e. XML, CSS, JSON, KO and Bootstrap. We also 
implemented two language parsers/ converters, DecisionTree2XML and XML2JSON, in order 
to make the data/information flow properly within the proposed system. 
 
1. eXtensible Markup Language  
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is a markup language developed by W3C for 
organising and tagging the elements of a document so that the document can be 
transmitted and interpreted by applications and organisations in the same protocol. It 
is designed to be both human- and machine-readable. 
2. Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) 
Cascading Style Sheets (CCS) is a mark-up language maintained by W3C and 
originally designed to separate the content and presentation of HTML documents. A 
Web developer can easily add to, edit and delete styles from Web documents without 
having to go through each document. CSS provides several advantages in terms of 
bandwidth reduction, consistency and browser compatibility. This enables the website 
to look better and load faster. Figure 6.2 shows an example of CSS implemented in 
the proposed DRS user interface. 
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Figure 6.2  Example of CSS for the proposed DRS UI 
 
3. Decision tree to XML parser 
We used the C4.5 algorithm from Weka software to generate decision models; the output 
of Weka software is either in a text-tree format (see Fig. 6.3) or as a graphical model. 
Therefore, the goal of the XML parser is to convert the output from Weka DT J48 or 
similar, such as C4.5 algorithm text syntax (Quinlan, 1993), to XML format as shown in 
Figure 6.4. This provides two benefits, namely, storing model data in a proper data 
structure schema and the possibility to create other new data types. Second, XML can be 
used with other Web services. Figure 6.4 presents an XML file from the Nature data set. 
The C4.5 model in XML defines all the tree nodes and features used in the model. 
 
 
Figure 6.3  Example of decision-tree output from C4.5 algorithm 
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Figure 6.4  The Nature model in XML format 
 
4. JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) 
JSON is the most modern, lightweight, and simple syntax and data-exchange format 
and replaces XML (which is commonly used by AJAX technology). The goal of this 
data format is to be able to transfer between a Web browser and a Web server.  For 
example, the Bootstrap framework offers JSON API (i.e. it needs JSON as an input). 
JSON can easily be converted back to the original XML (converting Between XML 
and JSON, 2006.).  Figure 6.5 shows the output of the Nature data set after it being 
converted from XML to JSON format. 
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Figure 6.5  JSON format of the Nature data set 
5. KnockoutJS  
After the JSON files were created they were passed to the Knockout (KO) framework 
(http://knockoutjs.com). This open-source Web framework helps to create rich and 
responsive UI interaction. One of the key concepts of this framework is that it provides 
a response to any data source change, e.g. automatic user-interface refresh by using 
JavaScript based on the MVVM (Gamma, 1995) design pattern, as shown in Figure 
6.6. In MVVM, the data from HTML are connected with the ViewModel module, 
known as declarative biddings, so the web page can be generated in a dynamic way 
depending on the actions of the user. Two more advantages of KnockoutJS are 
dependency tracking and templating. KnockoutJS version 3.4.2 (knockout, 2017) was 
used in the study. 
6. MVVM design pattern 
In this study we used a software design pattern which offers existing solution to a 
common problem. The MVVM design pattern (Anderson, 2012), a modern variant of 
MVC, was selected for this study as it provides a clean separation of concerns between 
user-interface controls and their logic. It was designed to make use of the data-binding 
functions in Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF). 
 
Figure 6.6  MVVM design pattern framework 
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7. Bootstrap Web framework 
To provide a responsive front-end for the proposed DRS, we selected the Bootstrap 
framework (http://www.getbootstrap.com), the most popular responsive Web 
framework. Its open-source code consists of three main technologies comprising of 
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript front-end framework. This framework is very effective 
on web browsers, tablets, and mobile phones. Bootstrap provides a responsive Web 
interface. 
8. Spatial Web service 
Regarding interactive geography, our UI provides a spatial functions capability by 
integrating the system with Google Maps service API. This system can plot the current 
location and the route to destination, as well as provide essential information on how 
to get there. In this project we connect to several Google APIs, such as GMap and 
GLargeMap, to be able to load and control the maps. Additionally, the system uses 
Google directions API and geocoding in order to retrieve multi-part directions for a 
series of waypoints including transport mode, travel time, and current and future 
traffic status.  
6.4 Internal work flow and UML diagrams 
 
Figure 6.7 illustrates the workflow of the UI system from beginning to end. The first process 
begins with the input decision rule(s) from the Weka C4.5 algorithm in text syntax. This then 
needs to be converted to XML to be stored as the database in the server. To be able to connect 
to KnockoutJS JavaScript library we needed to parse our XML to JSON object data format, so 
we wrote a script to convert XML files to JSON. Next, the JSON file is loaded to an array data 
structure and bound to UI. 
The purpose of the sequence diagram is to demonstrate the interaction between the objects 
(GUI Interface, KO object, and XML2Json) in a sequential order. In other words, Figure 6.7 
below shows how our system would behave during the design phase. 
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Figure 6.7  Data flow diagram for implementation of the UI 
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Figure 6.8  Class diagram for the back-end of the UI engine 
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Figure 6.9  ARIM-UI sequence diagram 
 
Figure 6.10  SAUI-DRS 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 6.11  UI for the DRS (a) Route from current user location to recommended 
destination (b) with detailed travel information 
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Figure 6.12  UI displays on a mobile device 
 
6.5 Management System of the ARIM-UI 
 
ARIM-UI supports back-end login (see Figure 6.13(a)), which acts as an administration control 
panel for superusers. A superuser is required to enter their username and password in order to 
add information to, edit or delete the exisiting model or change other information related to the 
website and destination choices (see Figs 6.13 and 6.14). Global.js is responsible for storing 
all the static information such as login information; POI information comprises ID, name, 
longitude and latitude, and question and answer choices. 
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(a)                                                                   (b) 
Figure 6.13  Administration control panel login (a) and model management panel (b) 
 
 
Figure 6.14 XML upload panel 
 
6.6 Discussion 
 
The user interface evaluation such as usability testing and congnitive walkthrough involves 
time-consuming and expensive processes (Jeffries et al., 1991). Due to the limited time of this 
project therefore, the evaluation of the interface has not been evaluated. Our web application 
can be accessed from various computing platforms (i.e. web browsers, tablets, mobile phones). 
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The SAUI displays beautifully and offers adaptive, interactive and responsive functions to the 
user. The user can begin by navigating from the drop-down menu (i.e. selecting from eight 
destination types). Next, the user will need to answer questions based on nodes and leaves from 
the DT C4.5 model. The last question (last node) will provide the user with the recommended 
destination name. Moreover, the destination will be plotted on Google Map with a route from 
the current location to the recommended destination (see Fig. 7(b)). The proposed UI was 
developed and deployed on a Linux operating system running Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2630 
v3@2.4GHz.  
 
6.7 Concluding Remarks 
 
In this chapter, we have discussed the design and implementation of ARIM-UI to support the 
proposed DRS. The proposed UI provides three main functionalities, being: responsive, 
interactive and adaptive. First, this study proposes an adaptive and responsive UI by using an 
MVVM design pattern, enabling it to create a rich, responsive user interface with a clean 
underlying data model. For instance, every time sections of the UI change, either from the 
user’s actions or from new data or source changes, our UI automatically updates the correct 
parts. Second, to make a website that was even more responsive, and one that can dynamically 
adjust to proper screen resolution on any device, a front-end Web framework comprising 
HTML, CSS and JavaScript was applied. Third, a Google Maps API was embedded into the 
website, which makes the interface more interactive for the user. Fourth, a proper conversion 
from decision models and UI was done by using two language parsers, involving converting 
from the model to XML and from XML to JSON. Last, an administration control panel was 
implemented to let superusers modify and maintain data and models on the fly.  
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Chapter 7 Conclusion and Future Works 
 
As a result of the rapid growth in the numbers of tourists who are travelling, the Internet is 
becoming increasingly populated with travel information. When selecting their preferred 
destinations before or during their travel to an unfamiliar city, tourists can therefore easily be 
overwhelmed. Destination recommendation systems (DRSs) are recognised as a valuable 
decision-support tool for online travel as well as for tourism marketing. A model-based DRS 
and an ensemble-based DRS with an adaptive, responsive and interactive user interface has 
been successfully developed and implemented. The DRS aims to assist tourists plan before or 
during their visit to an unfamiliar city. Both technical and practical aspects were considered, 
including data sparsity, scalability, transparency, system accuracy, usability and user 
acceptance.  
 
7.1 Objectives revisited 
 
1. To review Travel Recommendation Systems (TRSs) from the available literature and 
identify research challenges and gaps 
An extensive literature review was carried out with regard to travel-recommendation 
systems for the purposes of this research study. The review began with an overview of RSs 
and their engines. TRS developments in the period between 2008 and 2015 were then 
reviewed. Published studies on TRSs were selected from well-known online libraries and 
classified according to different criteria, including the technologies involved in TRS 
development, e-tourism services that TRSs currently provide, theories to improve the level 
of personalisation, methodologies and system evaluation. Based on the proposed semantic 
review method, the general system framework of a TRS was presented. Based on the 
literature review (Chapter 2), challenges and research gaps in TRS development were 
identified.  
 
2. To design and develop a questionnaire for data collection from a case-study city  
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Three data sets were used in the process of developing the proposed DRS. Chapter 3 
describes the data acquisition of the system. First, a Chiang Mai POI data set was collected 
for a first DRS prototype implementation. Second, a Taiwanese data set was collected for 
a second DRS prototype. Finally, a questionnaire was designed based on an empirical 
study and the Taiwanese data set. At the beginning of Chapter 4, two destination TRS 
prototypes were implemented and investigated to determine the weaknesses of current 
systems’ characteristics.  
 
3. To identify features and data-processing techniques for the proposed system 
The proposed DRS was implemented based on a DM approach, using data collected from 
Chiang Mai through the designed questionnaire. The data set obtained was decomposed 
into eight sub-data sets using relevant tourism-domain knowledge. This was done to 
increase the system performance and reduce the complexity of the DT model. 
 
4. To investigate techniques for the classification of tourists’ preferred destinations and 
evaluate classification results that generated through the use of a variety of techniques 
Eight optimal C4.5 DTs were built as our baseline classifiers. Two classifications of 
algorithm performance, SVM and MLP, were compared and investigated. This included 
different results from three SVM toolboxes and two MLP toolboxes. The experiment 
results indicated that MLP outperformed DT and SVM. 
In this study we developed a novel model-based DRS that recommends 20 destinations to 
tourists before or during their visit to the city of Chiang Mai. The aim of this study was to 
solve the current practical and technical issues that beset destination TRSs. We achieved 
this by reducing users’ efforts while maintaining a decent system-accuracy rate. This study 
also investigated five sets of factors that influenced tourists’ preferred destinations, 
including trip characteristics, tourist characteristics, tourist expenditure behaviour, travel 
motivation and tourist socio-demographic information. The data set was decomposed into 
seven sub-data sets using relevant tourism-domain knowledge; this was done to increase 
the classification-accuracy rate and reduce the complexity of the DT. Seven DTs were 
obtained along with the highest classification-accuracy rate for each data set.  
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Three scientific evaluation methods were used to assess the performance of predictive 
models: accuracy rate, confusion matrix and f-measure. Regarding system performance, 
we achieve a 80% classification-accuracy rate for the Museum data set, 71.9% for the 
Temple-peaceful data set, 71.72% for the Temple-old town data set, 64.1% for the Art 
Gallery data set, 61.25% for the Temple-landmark data set, 52.76% for the Temple-outer 
town data set and 49.72% for the Nature data set. Regarding the performance of the two 
feature-selection algorithms, the NMIFS algorithm is considered superior to the mRMR 
algorithm, except in the case of the Temple-outer town data set, where mRMR performs 
better. It can be seen that NMIFS is the optimum method because it uses fewer features 
than mRMR for both data sets. Optimal DTs, with the highest accuracy rate and simplicity 
(i.e. fewer leaves and smaller size), were constructed for each data set. Decision rules were 
extracted from the DTs. Finally, the experimental results confirmed the applicability of the 
proposed DRS. The proposed DRS satisfied the requirements  of tourists who planned to 
visit the city of Chiang Mai or proved satisfying to those tourists during their visit to that 
city. 
   
5. To develop an interactive and adaptive user interface for the proposed DRS 
We have proposed a front-end adaptive, responsive and interactive model-based user 
interface (ARIM-UI). Several Web technologies including JavaScript, MVVM pattern, 
HTML, XML and CSS were chosen in order to develop the proposed UI for the DRS. Our 
proposed user interface provides three main functionalities: responsiveness, interactivity 
and adaptability. Additionally, we demonstrated the design and implementation of the UI 
system by providing three important diagrams: a class diagram, a workflow diagram and 
a sequence diagram. 
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7.2 Empirical findings 
 
This section summarises the findings regarding the research questions. 
 
1. How to detect a tourist’s preferred destination? 
 
Destination preference plays a major role in chhosing tourist destinations to visit. 
Detecting a tourists’ preferred destinations is extremely challenging as they are often 
hidden and not explicitly known by people at the start of or during travel (LOH et al., 
2003). There are two approaches to detecting a preferred destination. The first is based on 
content-based filtering techniques, such as a tourist's past travel behaviour; and the second 
one is based on collaborative filtering techniques, such as those based on other travellers. 
We estimate a tourist’s preferred destination by combining the two approaches as a hybrid 
filtering technique using a DT. The destination-search process needs to be understood. 
Therefore, we used a questionnaire as the data-collection method to investigate five sets 
of factors that influence tourists’ preferred destinations, including trip characteristics, 
tourist characteristics, tourist expenditure behaviour, travel motivation and tourists’ socio-
demographic information based on qualitative research. There are no secondary data that 
can be used for this research. The primary data used were both qualitative and quantitative, 
using a mixture of qualitative and quantitative methods. In addition to physical/ sensor 
data for the destination-recommendation system itself, a quantitative method is the best 
approach in practice. In practical applications, questionnaires can be collected every year 
to acquire input that can be updated within the system’s back-end. 
 
2. Which set of factors plays an important role in making destination recommendations to 
tourists? Does using multiple factors help increase recommendation accuracy? Do travel- 
motivation factors contribute to increasing the level of recommendation accuracy? 
 
Based on the experimental results presented in Chapter 4, tourist behaviour was the most 
commonly used (28.5%) followed by travel characteristics (25.7%). It can be seen from 
the results that there are no common ‘most important factors’ to estimate destinations for 
all the data sets. The results confirmed that using different features from multiple factors 
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does improve recommendation accuracy. The experimental results from Chapter 4 also 
indicate that combining tourist-motivation factors does improve recommendation 
accuracy. 
 
3. How can users’ efforts be reduced, while still maintaining the same degree of 
recommendation performance and increasing levels of user satisfaction in the decision-
making process when selecting destinations? 
 
Unnecessary inputs that are either irrelevant or redundant were eliminated using our 
proposed two-feature selection method. The experimental results presented in Chapter 4 
confirmed that the proposed DRS used a small number of relevant and non-redundant 
inputs from 3–7 features to achieve the best recommendation results. This means that the 
proposed system is considered non-intrusive and more likely to be accepted by users. 
 
4. How can an optimal decision model be constructed when using multiple sets of factors for 
multiple tourist destinations? 
The process of constructing a destination-choice model was divided into two phases. The 
first phase involved decomposing the classes into a group of clusters. The second process 
involved pre-processing data and applying several supervised machine-learning 
algorithms to build decision models. The models were evaluated using appropriate 
scientific methods. 
5. How can the recommendation accuracy rate be improved using only the relevant and non-
redundant factors? 
 
By combining the results generated by different classifiers, and using different voting 
strategies, recommendation performance was improved, as presented in Section 5.3.   
 
6. How can tourists be encouraged to interpret and interact with the constructed decision 
model(s)? 
 
For each destination-choice model, input variables were extracted from a C4.5 algorithm 
and converted to XML format. Each XML file represents one destination-choice model. 
Next, the XML files were uploaded to the proposed user interface (ARIM-UI), which 
supports three main functionalities: adaptability, responsiveness and interactivity. Details 
of the design and implementation of the proposed UI are presented in Chapter 6.  
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7.3 Research limitations 
 
 
1. Deploying the system in a new city 
This recommendation system has only been applied to Chiang Mai. To use the system with 
another city or other destinations, a new data set would need to be collected, and the factors 
that influence tourists’ destination choices may be different (e.g. people’s behaviours are 
different, destinations are different etc.), and these are automatically identified through the 
DRS. The system can be maintained by updating it with a  new data set. 
2. A limit in the number of training samples 
Since no secondary data can be used for this research, acquiring a data set for this project 
was expensive and time-consuming. At the beginning of the project, 4,000 samples were 
collected, which is the optimal number of samples when using the machine-learning 
approach. However, due to the complexity of the problem, the data set needed to be broken 
down into several sub-data sets. This led to a lower number of training samples for each 
model. Therefore, this would affect the classification accuracy, as well as the performance 
of the recommendation system.  
 
7.4 Future work 
 
More research on DRS can be conducted based on the research limitations described above. 
Furthermore, future research on the proposed DRS regarding improvements in 
recommendation accuracy can be carried out within the process of machine-learning. The 
future research directions proposed are grouped into the following four aspects:  
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7.4.1 Soft-constraint aspect 
Multiple types of user input through combining tourist behaviour factors and factors from 
users’ mobile contexts  
Due to the increase in mobile tourism, and improvements in technology such as wireless 
communication and sensors, temporary factor,s such as location, time, opening times, 
closing times and weather, can be integrated into a system account.  
7.4.2 Data pre-processing aspect. 
 
Dealing with class imblances 
Real-world data sets are usually characterised by class imbalance, in other words, classes 
are usually not equally represented, such as in the data set we collected for this research. 
If collecting more data is not an option, then to deal with imbalances, the recommendation 
performance of the proposed DRS can be improved in the data pre-processing stage. For 
instance, we need to handle an imbalanced data set before passing it to the process of 
model construction. In a future research direction, resampling techniques such as 
undersampling the majority class or oversampling the minority class could be used to deal 
with imbalanced data. Also, synthetic sampling algorithms, such as SMOTE (Chawla et 
al., 2002), could be applied with respect to imbalanced data. Despite the fact that these 
methods can improve the predictive performance of the model, they could also cause bias 
in the data set. Therefore, it is critical to understand how bias affects the outcomes of 
models.  
7.4.3 Class-decomposition aspect 
 
Class decomposition is a crucial step in data-mining and machine-learning, where the goal is 
to separate each class into a group of clusters before constructing a predictive model. Many 
class-decomposition techniques have been proposed, such as decomposition using K-mean and 
Hierarchical Clustering (Banitaan et al., 2015), Error Correcting Output Coding (ECOC) (Zhou 
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et al., 2008), one-vs-one (Garcia et al., 2015) etc. However, in real-world problems, these 
techniques usually generate an inappropriate model, even though the techniques may return a 
better classification performance. An example is the real-world problem presented in this 
thesis, where there are 20 classes involved. By applying simple decomposition techniques such 
as K-mean, the results might have returned 6–7 different destination-choice models, and those 
models could have returned better performances than the models proposed in this thesis. 
However, the models generated by these techniques are only concerned with accuracy and are 
meaningless in practice, where we also have to consider user satisfaction with the system. 
Therefore, when handling class decomposition, the best approach is to strike a balance between 
technique and practical aspects. 
 
7.4.4 Classification algorithm aspect 
 
1.  Rule-based classification approach 
A promising approach to increase classification accuracy is to use rule-based classifiers 
because we can benefit from the rules derived from models. Rules can be pruned by using 
a tourist-domain expert to generate higher predictive accuracy. Moreover, irrelevant or 
redundant features can also be eliminated during the process of converting from the DT to 
rules by integrating an existing algorithm or modifying the C4.5 algorithm. 
 
2.  More diverse combination rules 
Further studies should attempt to construct more combination rules such as Bayes, 
Decision Template, Dempster-Shafer (DS) or Behaviour Knowledge Space (BKS). 
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3.   More traditional classification algorithms 
Other traditional classification algorithms, such as KNN, RTree and RBF, could be used 
as base learners and could benefit from the utilisation of both boosting and bagging 
methods. In addition, ensemble learning methods, such as stacking, random forest, random 
sub-spaces or pasting, could be employed.  
 
4.  Deep learning approach 
Another emerging paradigm in machine-learning society is deep learning. Deep learning 
has been applied, and been successful, in computer-vision applications, such as image 
recognition. It would be interesting to see how this machine-learning method could be used 
in categorical data sets like ours, what data pre-processing steps would be necessary before 
training the model, and what the selection of the network architecture for the destination 
classification problem would be. In the previous experiment we constructed a three-
layered feed-forward neural network consisting of input, hidden and output layers, also 
known as MLP, to classify tourist-destination problems. The data move from the input 
layer through hidden nodes to the output nodes. The experimental results show that the 
MLP classifiers outperformed other classical classifiers such as C4.5 and SVM. In the next 
study, we can apply deep neural networks, i.e. ones which have multiple hidden layers. 
The term ‘deep’ refers to the nesting of non-linear functions (Bengio, 2009). The concept 
of having many hidden layers will allow us to compute much more complex features of 
given input.  
7.4.5 User Interface aspect 
There are three research directions for the proposed user interface: 
1.  Towards semantic websites 
The first involves bridging the gap between a generated model file, such as XML and 
JSON, and semantic Web rule language.  
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2.  Feedback mechanism 
The second direction is to implement a feedback mechanism, such that the tourist can 
rate and review destinations. Integrating user reviews and ratings, this could enhance 
our DRS and bridge the gap between model-based and review-based RS. User reviews 
and ratings could be exploited using text analysing to design a more effective UI. 
3.  User-interface evaluation 
Further development of the user interface for the proposed DRS should focus on the 
evaluation method. Methods involving heuristic evaluation, usability testing, guidelines, 
and cognitive walkthrough should be reviewed carefully, because each evaluation method 
has its own advantages and disadvantages. According to Jeffries (1991), heuristic 
evaluation can identify a severe problem in the UI, but the method requires UI expertise 
to apply heuristic critique to an interface effectively. A guidelines method is considered 
the best one to find general and recurring problems. However, this method has a problem 
when identifying severe problems. A usability method is capable of finding general and 
recurring problems, as well as severe problems, but it is not as good as a heuristic method; 
however, the cost of using this method is high (Jeffries et al., 1991). A cognitive 
walkthrough is very good at identifying users’ goals and assumptions, but the method is 
time-consuming and less effective in terms of finding general, recurring and severe 
problems. The effectiveness and success of DRS depend on system usability; therefore, 
selecting the most effective evaluation method is an important aspect and is a crucial step 
towards developing a successful DRS. 
In this thesis, we have proposed an intelligent DRS using model-based and ensemble-
based approaches based on machine-learning techniques. We have compared and studied 
several well-known classification algorithms, and we found that MLP was superior to the 
others for the data sets. We have shown, in an experimental study, how ensemble learning 
methods could be exploited to improve the classification-accuracy rate of the DRS. Moreover, 
the development of a model-based user interface that has adaptive, responsive and interactive 
capability was carried out at the end of this thesis in order to increase the level of user 
satisfaction with the system. 
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Appendix A 
The questionnaire that was used for data collection: 
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Appendix B 
List of variable names and labels for the data sets that we collected: 
Variable Information 
Variable Label 
id Survey identification number 
a1 How many night(s) do you plan to stay in Chiang Mai? 
a2 Is anyone accompanying you on this trip? 
a3_1 The people who are accompanying you are: (Please tick all that apply) (1) Friends 
a3_2 The people who are accompanying you are: (Please tick all that apply) (2) Parents 
a3_3 The people who are accompanying you are: (Please tick all that apply) (3) Spouse 
a3_4 The people who are accompanying you are: (Please tick all that apply) (4) Relatives 
a3_5 The people who are accompanying you are: (Please tick all that apply) (5) With children 
a3_6 The people who are accompanying you are: (Please tick all that apply) (6) Colleagues 
a4 How many times have you visited Chiang Mai (Including this trip) in the last five years? 
a5_1 Which of the following define your travel style? (Please tick all that apply) (1) Adventurer prefers outdoor adventure and general sightseeing 
a5_2 Which of the following define your travel style? (Please tick all that apply) (2) Multiple interests prefers diverse activities 
a5_3 Which of the following define your travel style? (Please tick all that apply) (3) Relaxation seeker prefers amusement relaxation and general sightseeing activities 
a5_4 Which of the following define your travel style? (Please tick all that apply) (4) Cultural prefers performing arts and local events 
                                                                                                                                (1) Group tour arranged through a travel agency. (Join a tour group) 
b1 How did you arrange this trip to Chiang Mai? 
b2 What is the purpose of taking this trip to Chiang Mai? 
b3_1 Which of the following information sources influences your decision to visit Chiang Mai? (Please tick all that apply) (1) Friend or relative recommendation 
b3_2 Which of the following information sources influences your decision to visit Chiang Mai? (Please tick all that apply) (2) The Internet 
b3_3 Which of the following information sources influences your decision to visit Chiang Mai? (Please tick all that apply) (3) Travel agency 
b3_4 Which of the following information sources influences your decision to visit Chiang Mai? (Please tick all that apply) (4) Books and guides 
b3_5 Which of the following information sources influences your decision to visit Chiang Mai? (Please tick all that apply) (5) TV  radio 
b3_6 Which of the following information sources influences your decision to visit Chiang Mai? (Please tick all that apply) (6) Personal Experience 
b3_7 Which of the following information sources influences your decision to visit Chiang Mai? (Please tick all that apply) (7) Other 
c1_1 Which of the following expenses have you prepaid before arrival in Chiang Mai? (Please tick all that apply) (1) Hotel 
c1_2 Which of the following expenses have you prepaid before arrival in Chiang Mai? (Please tick all that apply) (2) Meals outside hotel 
c1_3 Which of the following expenses have you prepaid before arrival in Chiang Mai? (Please tick all that apply) (3) Local transportation 
c1_4 Which of the following expenses have you prepaid before arrival in Chiang Mai? (Please tick all that apply) (4) Entertainment 
c1_5 Which of the following expenses have you prepaid before arrival in Chiang Mai? (Please tick all that apply) (5) Miscellaneous expenses 
c2 How much money do you plan to spend on this trip (in US dollars)? (1 dollar equals 32 Thai baht) 
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c3_1 How much money do you plan to spend per person on the following items during your stay in Chiang Mai (in US dollars)?  (1 dollar equals 30 Thai baht) (1) Transportation 
c3_2 How much money do you plan to spend per person on the following items during your stay in Chiang Mai (in US dollars)?  (1 dollar equals 30 Thai baht) (2) Accommodation 
c3_3 How much money do you plan to spend per person on the following items during your stay in Chiang Mai (in US dollars)?  (1 dollar equals 30 Thai baht) (3) Restaurants cafes 
c3_4 How much money do you plan to spend per person on the following items during your stay in Chiang Mai (in US dollars)?  (1 dollar equals 30 Thai baht) (4) Souvenirs 
c3_5 How much money do you plan to spend per person on the following items during your stay in Chiang Mai (in US dollars)?  (1 dollar equals 30 Thai baht) (5) Entertainment 
c3_6 How much money do you plan to spend per person on the following items during your stay in Chiang Mai (in US dollars)?  (1 dollar equals 30 Thai baht) (6) Shopping 
c3_7 How much money do you plan to spend per person on the following items during your stay in Chiang Mai (in US dollars)?  (1 dollar equals 30 Thai baht) (7) Other expenses 
d2 Which one of the followings is your most favorite attraction which you plan to visit during your stay in Chiang Mai? 
d3_1 Which one of the followings is your favorite for this trip? (Please tick all that apply) (1) Cultural and historical 
d3_2 Which one of the followings is your favorite for this trip? (Please tick all that apply) (2) Performances 
d3_3 Which one of the followings is your favorite for this trip? (Please tick all that apply) (3) Natural scenery and landscape 
d3_4 Which one of the followings is your favorite for this trip? (Please tick all that apply) (4) Educational and sport site 
d3_5 Which one of the followings is your favorite for this trip? (Please tick all that apply) (5) Museums and art galleries 
d4_1 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (1) Attend festivals 
d4_2 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (2) Attend performances 
d4_3 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (3) Attend cultural events 
d4_4 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (4) Attend exhibitions 
d4_5 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (5) Outdoor recreation 
d4_6 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (6) Biking 
d4_7 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (7) Rafting 
d4_8 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (8) Golfing 
d4_9 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (9) Hot springs 
d4_10 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (10) Thai Boxing 
d4_11 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (11) Shopping 
d4_12 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (12) Hiking/Climbing 
d4_13 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (13) Visit historical places 
d4_14 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (14) Visit markets walking streets 
d4_15 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (15) Visit health spas massage sauna 
d4_16 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (16) Visit entertainment places nightclubs bars 
d4_17 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (17) Visit art galleries 
d4_18 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (18) Visit mountains 
d4_19 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (19) Visit national park/forests 
d4_20 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (20) Visit museums 
d4_21 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (21) Restaurants/dinning out 
d4_22 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (22) Sightseeing in cities 
d4_23 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (23) Health care 
d4_24 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (24) Thai cooking 
d4_25 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (25) Observing wildlife 
d4_26 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (26) Sampling local food 
d4_27 Please tick all the activities which you plan to participate in during your stay in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (27) Other 
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d5_1 What makes you interested in plan to participate in the activities? (Please tick all that apply) (1) Entertainment activities 
d5_2 What makes you interested in plan to participate in the activities? (Please tick all that apply) (2) Culture based sightseeing 
d5_3 What makes you interested in plan to participate in the activities? (Please tick all that apply) (3) Outdoor activities 
d5_4 What makes you interested in plan to participate in the activities? (Please tick all that apply) (4) Thai cuisine 
d5_5 What makes you interested in plan to participate in the activities? (Please tick all that apply) (5) Thai spa and traditional message activities 
d5_6 What makes you interested in plan to participate in the activities? (Please tick all that apply) (6) Local activities 
d5_7 What makes you interested in plan to participate in the activities? (Please tick all that apply) (7) Nature based activities 
d6_1 Which part of Chiang Mai has given you the deepest impression?  (Please tick all that apply) (1) Temple 
d6_2 Which part of Chiang Mai has given you the deepest impression?  (Please tick all that apply) (2) Thai food 
d6_3 Which part of Chiang Mai has given you the deepest impression?  (Please tick all that apply) (3) Night life 
d6_4 Which part of Chiang Mai has given you the deepest impression?  (Please tick all that apply) (4) Art gallery 
d6_5 Which part of Chiang Mai has given you the deepest impression?  (Please tick all that apply) (5) Night market walking street 
d6_6 Which part of Chiang Mai has given you the deepest impression?  (Please tick all that apply) (6) Heath Massage spa 
d6_7 Which part of Chiang Mai has given you the deepest impression?  (Please tick all that apply) (7) Wildlife 
d6_8 Which part of Chiang Mai has given you the deepest impression?  (Please tick all that apply) (8) Biking 
d6_9 Which part of Chiang Mai has given you the deepest impression?  (Please tick all that apply) (9) Golfing 
d6_10 Which part of Chiang Mai has given you the deepest impression?  (Please tick all that apply) (10) Hot spring 
d6_11 Which part of Chiang Mai has given you the deepest impression?  (Please tick all that apply) (11) Shopping 
d6_12 Which part of Chiang Mai has given you the deepest impression?  (Please tick all that apply) (12) Thai Boxing 
d6_13 Which part of Chiang Mai has given you the deepest impression?  (Please tick all that apply) (13) Nature 
d6_14 Which part of Chiang Mai has given you the deepest impression?  (Please tick all that apply) (14) Museum 
d7 What type of accommodation do you plan to use in Chiang Mai? 
d8 Please rate the overall price that you plan to spend on your meal/food in Chiang Mai. 
d9 Please rate the overall price that you plan to spend on accommodation in Chiang Mai. 
d10_1 Please tick the transport modes that you plan to use during this trip in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (1) Walk 
d10_2 Please tick the transport modes that you plan to use during this trip in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (2) Bicycle 
d10_3 Please tick the transport modes that you plan to use during this trip in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (3) Rental car 
d10_4 Please tick the transport modes that you plan to use during this trip in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (4) Shared Taxi (Rod dang/Red cab) 
d10_5 Please tick the transport modes that you plan to use during this trip in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (5) Taxi 
d10_6 Please tick the transport modes that you plan to use during this trip in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (6) Bus 
d10_7 Please tick the transport modes that you plan to use during this trip in Chiang Mai. (Please tick all that apply) (7) Private car/motorcycle/van/coach 
e1_1_1 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.1 Self-actualize: (1) To understand more about myself 
e1_1_2 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.1 Self-actualize: (2) To gain a new perspective on life 
e1_1_3 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.1 Self-actualize: (3) To work on my personal/spiritual values 
e1_1_4 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.1 Self-actualize: (4) To seek a better existence 
e1_2_1 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.2 Escape/Relaxation: (1) To experience solitude and calm 
e1_2_2 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.2 Escape/Relaxation: (2) To experience inner harmony and peace 
e1_2_3 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.2 Escape/Relaxation: (3) To refresh mentally and physically 
e1_2_4 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.2 Escape/Relaxation: (4) To rejuvenate myself 
e1_2_5 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.2 Escape/Relaxation: (5) To not worry about time and work 
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e1_3_1 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.3 Novelty: (1) To have fun 
e1_3_2 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.3 Novelty: (2) To experience something different 
e1_3_3 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.3 Novelty: (3) To feel the special atmosphere of the destination 
e1_3_4 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.3 Novelty: (4) To visit places related to my personal interests 
e1_4_1 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.4 Adventure: (1) To find excitement 
e1_4_2 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.4 Adventure: (2) To experience the risk involved 
e1_4_3 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.4 Adventure: (3) To experience danger and thrills 
e1_4_4 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.4 Adventure: (4) To visit places I have never been before 
e1_5_1 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.5 Learning experience: (1) To discover new people places and things 
e1_5_2 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.5 Learning experience: (2) To see famous cultural and historical sites 
e1_5_3 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.5 Learning experience: (3) To develop new abilities 
e1_5_4 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.5 Learning experience: (4) To learn about Thai cuisine 
e1_5_5 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.5 Learning experience: (5) To learn about nature 
e1_6_1 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.6 Relationship: (1) To do things with family and friend(s) 
e1_6_2 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.6 Relationship: (2) To do something with my companion(s) 
e1_6_3 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.6 Relationship: (3) To enhance relationships with friend(s)/family 
e1_6_4 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.6 Relationship: (4) To visit relatives/friend(s) 
e1_7_1 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.7 Social status: (1) To visit a destination that would impress my friends or family 
e1_7_2 How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.7 Social status: (2) To share what I have learned with others 
e1_7_3 E1. How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.7 Social status: (3) To reveal my thoughts feelings or physical skills to others 
e1_8_1 E1. How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.8 Romance: (1) To improve my romantic life 
e1_8_2 E1. How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.8 Romance: (2) To experience fantasy of travel 
e1_8_3 E1. How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.8 Romance: (3) To reflect on past memories 
e1_8_4 E1. How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.8 Romance: (4) To be with people of the opposite sex 
e1_9_1 E1. How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.9 Shopping: (1) To go shopping 
e1_9_2 E1. How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.9 Shopping: (2) To buy local Thai product 
e1_9_3 E1. How would you rate the following motives for this trip in Chiang Mai? E1.9 Shopping: (3)To buy world famous brand-name products 
g1 G1. Gender: 
g2 G2. Age (years old): 
g3 G3. Marital status: 
g4 G4. Highest Education 
g5 G5. What is your current household annual income in U.S. dollars ($)? 
g6 G6. Which of the following categories best describes your primary area of employment (regardless of your actual position)? 
g7 G7. What is your nationality? 
g8 G8. What is the country of your residence? 
g9 G9. Where is your origin? 
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Appendix C 
The answer sheet used in the pilot study: 
Pilot study for proposed personalizing recommendation system for tourists. 
Answer sheet 
Please write something about yourself. 
Name:_____________________ 
Race:_____________________ 
Nationality/Region:_____________________ 
Gender:_____________________ 
Expertise:_____________________ 
Question 1: 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Question 2: 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Question 3: 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Question 4: 
Desktop, deploy an application for a desktop computer that run on Window, Mac or Linux. 
__1(not useful)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very useful) 
Mobile, deploy an application on smart phone or tablet. 
__1(not useful)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very useful) 
Browser, deploy an application that can run on web browsers e.g. Firefox, IE, chrome and so on. 
__1(not useful)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very useful) 
Question 5: 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Question 6: 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Question 7:     
__1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Question 8: 
Suggest an attraction      
__1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Suggest an restaurant/café shop     
 __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Suggest a hotel      
 __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Suggest a flight     
 __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Suggest general information     
 __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Suggest a route (Map guidance) (A ->B->C)     
 __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Suggest a route with visiting sequence (Map guidance) (A->C->B)     
 __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Suggest a whole/holistic travel package       
__1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Other (please comment)_________________________________________________ 
Question 9: 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Question 10: 
Tourists      __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Travel agencies      __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Tourism provider      __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important)  
Others_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Question 11: 
Before trip      __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
During trip      __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
After trip      __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
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Others_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Question 12: 
Like/dislike       
__1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
 
Scaling       
__1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
 
Comment/Review       
__1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Others_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Question 13: 
__1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Question 14: 
Budget      
 __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Time/date (trip duration)       
__1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Point of interest      
 __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Events       
__1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Travel theme (romance, historical and etc.) 
Weather       
__1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Season      
 __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Others_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Question 15: 
__1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Question 16: 
Based on your travel preference      
__1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Based on other tourists preference      
__1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
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Based on travel agencies (knowledge expertise)     
 __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Based on your social network    
  __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Based on you and your group demographic    
  __1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Others_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Question 17: 
__1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Question 18: 
__1(not important)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very important) 
Question 19: 
Group 
__1(not useful)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very useful) 
Individual 
__1(not useful)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very useful) 
Question 20: 
__1(not likely)   __2   __3 __4 __5(very much like) 
 
Comments/ideas/brain storming 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Thanks for your participation! 
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Appendix D 
An example of an information sheet and consent form used in the data collection: 
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Appendix E 
Features used to determine preferred destinations for tourists visiting Chiang Mai: 
Factor Feature Description 
Trip 
Characteristic 
(TC) 
TC1 
TC2 
TC3 
TC4 
TC5 
TC6 
TC7 
TC8 
TC9 
TC10 
Number of times you have visited 
The purpose of this visit  
The arrangements pertaining to this visit 
Number of nights you plan to stay  
Books, guides are the information sources that have influenced your decision to visit 
People whom you are accompanied by are friends 
TV, radio is the information source that has influenced your decision to visit 
Adventurer is defined as your travel style 
People whom you are accompanied by are children 
Friends/relatives have influenced your decision to visit 
 
Tourist 
Expenditure 
Behavior 
(TEB) 
 
TEB1 
TEB2 
TEB3 
TEB4 
The amount of money you plan to spend per person on transportation during this visit 
Miscellaneous expenses you have pre-paid before this visit 
The amount of money you plan to spend on this visit 
The amount of money you plan to spend per person on shopping during this visit  
 
Tourist 
Behavior (TB) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Travel 
Motivation 
(TM) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TB1 
TB2 
TB3 
TB4 
TB5 
TB6 
TB7 
TB8 
TB9 
TB10 
TB11 
TB12 
TB13 
TB14 
TB15 
TB16 
TB17 
TB18 
TB19 
 
TB20 
TB21 
TB22 
TB23 
 
 
TM1 
TM2 
TM3 
TM4 
TM5 
TM6 
TM7 
TM8 
TM9 
TM10 
TM11 
TM12 
Visiting markets and the walking streets is the activity you plan to participate in during this visit  
The transport mode that you plan to use during this visit is walking 
Wildlife has made the deepest impression upon you 
Museums have made the deepest impression upon you 
Outdoor is the activity you plan to participate in during this visit 
Heath care is the activity that you plan to participate in during this visit 
Thai boxing is the activity that you plan to participate in during this visit 
Thai boxing has made the deepest impression upon you 
Golfing has made the deepest impression upon you 
Attending festivals is the activity you plan to participate in during this visit 
Observing wildlife is the activity you plan to participate in during this visit 
Thai food has made the deepest impression upon you  
Performances are the primary focus on this visit 
Overall cost of meals/food  
Transport mode you plan to use is private car/motorcycle, van, coach for this visit 
The transport mode you plan to use during this visit is the bicycle 
Local activities are planned during your stay 
Shopping has made the deepest impression upon you  
Visiting entertainment places, nightclubs, bars is the activity that you plan to participate in 
during this visit 
Nightlife has made the deepest impression upon you 
Educational and sport sites are your favorite sites on this visit 
Temple has made the deepest impression upon you 
Attending performances is the activity you plan to participate in during this visit 
 
 
To work on my personal/spiritual values 
To reflect on past memories 
To reveal my thoughts, feelings, or physical skills to others 
To visit relatives/friend(s) 
To seek a better existence 
To develop new abilities 
To enhance relationships with friend(s)/family 
To do things with family and friend(s) 
To experience danger and trills 
To share what I have learned with others 
To learn about nature 
To not worry about time and work 
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Tourist Socio-
Demographic 
information 
(TSD) 
TM13 
TM14 
TM15 
TM16 
TM17 
TM18 
 
TSD1  
TSD2 
TSD3 
To visit places I have never been before 
To gain a new perspective on life 
To experience solitude and calm 
To improve my romantic life 
To understand more about myself 
To see famous cultural and historical sites 
 
Primary area of employment 
Marital status 
Household income 
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Appendix F 
System Recommende
d item 
RS Focus 
stage 
System 
constraints 
Recommende
d technique 
Theories/Metho
ds  
Other 
features/service 
Regional 
focus 
System 
architectur
e 
Adaptive 
capabilit
y 
Spatia
l 
servic
e 
Ontolog
y 
Huang, Bian (2009) 
(Huang and Bian, 
2009) 
A A, TPL Age, tour 
motivation, 
occupation, 
travel type, 
personality, 
preferred 
activity, cost, 
distance 
Critique-
based, hybrid 
filtering 
(content-
based 
filtering and 
collaborative 
filtering) 
BN, AHP, DMT Prediction of 
user preferred 
activity, 
ranking 
attractions, 
integration of 
heterogeneous 
online travel 
information 
New 
York, 
USA 
W Yes Yes Yes 
PSiS(Anacleto et al., 
2014) 
A, AC, RO TPL Location, 
time, speed, 
direction, 
weather and 
user 
preferences 
Context-
based 
Algorithm 
(ranking POIs) 
Architectonic 
tag(recommend 
the POI beyond 
the regular 
schedule), 
dynamic tour 
adaption, 
device-aware  
Porto, 
Portugal 
M, W Yes Yes No 
PTPS(Chiang and 
Huang, 2015) 
A, AC, RO TPL, TIDP Number of 
days, budget, 
lunch time, 
dinner time, 
User-
constraint 
based 
Algorithm 
(Matching, 
ranking, and 
planning) 
Rank attraction 
by user 
feedback, time 
arrangement 
Taiwan W Yes Yes No 
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must see POIs, 
start point, 
travel type, 
food type, 
dwelling time, 
transport time 
mechanism,  
Solving trip 
design problem 
(TSPTW) 
Otium(Montejo-Ráez 
et al., 
2011)(Montejo-Ráez 
et al., 2011) 
AT (e.g. 
theatre event)  
TPL budget, start 
and end date 
User-
constraint 
based 
Algorithm, 
VSM, CO  
Web extraction 
for 
heterogeneous 
online travel 
information 
Spain W Yes No No 
ITAS (Hsu et al., 
2012) 
A Recommende
d attractions 
in sequences  
User 
demographic 
information 
(nation, 
gender, age, 
income, 
occupation) 
purpose of 
travel, source 
of 
information, 
travel type 
User-
constraint 
based, hybrid 
filtering 
(content-
based 
filtering and 
collaborative 
filtering) 
BN, DMT, CLF, 
CA, DS 
Prediction of 
user preferred 
attractions 
Taiwan  W No Yes No 
DailyTrip (Gavalas 
et al., 2012a) 
POI 
(museum, 
archaeologica
l site, 
monument, 
etc.) 
TPL, TIDP User 
demographic 
information 
(age, 
educational 
level), 
User-
constraint 
based, 
context-based 
Algorithm, H solving trip 
design problem 
(TOPTW) 
Not 
specified 
WM Yes Yes No 
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disability, 
budget, time, 
transport 
mode, time 
available for 
sightseeing, 
open days of 
sites, average 
visiting time 
for the sites. 
(P. Vansteenwegen en 
et al., 
2011)(Vansteenwegen 
et al., 2011) 
 
POI TPL, TIDP Number of 
days, start and 
end location, 
start and end 
time, lunch 
break, 
multiple 
opening and 
closing times 
per day, and 
user interest 
User-
constraint 
based 
Algorithm, H Solving trip 
design problem 
(TOPTW) 
Belgium W Yes Yes No 
(Lee et al., 
2009)(Lee et al., 
2009) 
 
A (historical 
sites), R 
RE (historical 
sites and 
restaurant) 
Number of 
days, 
popularity, 
region, food 
type, classes 
of historical 
sites. 
User-
constraint 
based 
ACO , Planning 
Algorithm, FL 
POIs location 
transfer 
mechanism, 
solving TSP 
problem 
Taiwan W No Yes Yes 
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(Montejo-Ráez et al., 
2011)SAMAP(Castil
lo et al., 2008) 
POI, RO, AT TPL, R (point 
to point) 
Demographic 
information, 
interest, the 
number of 
days, current 
time, transport 
price, 
transport 
duration, 
required 
activities, 
budget, food 
type, meal 
time, the open 
time of the 
place. 
User-
constraint 
based, hybrid 
filtering 
(context-
based, 
collaborative 
filtering) 
KNN, CBR, AI 
planners 
Ranking 
attractions, 
support user 
the point to 
point route and 
the transport 
mode (bus, 
taxi, walking, 
etc.) to take, 
solving trip 
design problem 
(TOTPW)  
Not 
specified 
SM No Yes Yes 
(Wang et al.,  2011) 
(Wang et al., 2011) 
AT TPL Age, tour 
motivation, 
occupation, 
travel type, 
personality, 
preferred 
activity. 
Hybrid 
filtering 
(content-
based 
filtering and 
collaborative 
filtering) 
 Prediction of 
user preferred 
activity, 
integration of 
heterogeneous 
online travel 
information by 
using Mashup 
Beijing 
and 
Shanghai 
China 
W No Yes Yes 
Sig Tur(Moreno, 
Valls, Isern, Marin, 
& Borràs, 2013) 
POI, AT TPL Demographic 
information 
(country of 
origin), Tour 
characteristic 
Hybrid 
filtering 
(collaborative 
filtering, 
Aggregation 
operators, CLF 
using k-means 
clustering 
algorithm 
Ranking 
activities, 
feedback 
Tarragon
a, Spain 
W Yes Yes Yes 
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(travel budget, 
group 
composition, 
required 
destination, 
accommodatio
n type, budget, 
travel date 
(starting and 
ending) date) 
motivations 
content-based 
filtering) 
Turist@(Batet et al., 
2012) 
AT TPL Demographic 
information 
(birth date, 
nationality, 
education, 
language, 
interest, 
disability. 
Travel group 
type, start and 
end date of the 
trip, discounts, 
price, free 
entrances 
Hybrid 
filtering 
(content-
based 
filtering and 
collaborative 
filtering) 
VSM, 
normalised 
Euclidean 
distance, 
CFT,CLT 
Explicit and 
implicit 
feedback. 
Tarragon
a, Spain 
M Yes No No 
SPETA(García-
Crespo et al., 2009) 
A T location, 
weather, 
speed, 
direction, 
Hybrid 
filtering 
(context-
based, 
(feature-based 
similarity 
algorithms, 
VSM, SVM 
Filter the 
attraction using 
and open/close 
time, date, and 
Not 
specified 
SM  No Yes 
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time, user 
preferences 
(food type), 
social 
network, 
user’s history 
knowledge 
filtering, 
collaborative 
filtering) 
 user context 
information. 
(Alptekin and 
Buyukozkan, 2011 
) 
A, RO , T T Number of 
travellers, trip 
length, 
Region, 
duration, trip 
type, hotel 
type, season 
Knowledge-
based 
filtering 
AHP, CBR, 
distance 
calculation 
Price with the 
trip plan, 
develop for 
travel agency 
use. 
Not 
specified 
W No No No 
Traveller(Schiaffino 
and Amandi, 2009)  
D, AC, 
T(Holiday 
tour package) 
D User 
preferences 
Hybrid-
filtering 
(content-
based 
filtering, 
collaborative 
filtering, 
demographic 
filtering) 
Association rule, 
Cosine-
Similarity 
  W  No No 
Yeh, Cheng(2014) A A User 
preferences 
Knowledge 
filtering, 
Delphi panel 
and 
Repertory 
grid 
Cosine 
Similarity, 
FOCUS analysis 
Predicting 
attraction using 
constructed and 
elemenet0-
based 
recommendatio
n 
Taiwan W No No No 
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GeOasis(Santiago et 
al., 2012) 
POI TPL User 
preferences, 
current 
location, time, 
and space 
Knowledge 
filtering, 
context-based 
filtering 
Planning  
algorithm, H 
Voice-based 
interface to 
improve user 
interactive, 
real-time 
recommendatio
n 
Jaen, 
Spain 
S Yes Yes Yes 
SACO (Mocholi et 
al., 2012) 
RO, AT RE User 
preferences, 
context 
information 
Context-
based 
filtering 
ACO, Sematic 
searching 
The feature 
that let user 
define his/her 
ontology 
Not 
specified 
S Yes Yes Yes 
BOTTARI (Balduini 
et al., 2012) 
A RE Context 
information 
Location-
based 
Inductive and 
deductive  
stream reasoner 
Use augmented 
reality 
Insadong, 
Seoul 
M Yes Yes Yes 
 
 
Table 2 (Continued) 
System User model User input Relevance feedback System Evaluation 
Huang, Bian (2009) (Huang and Bian, 
2009) 
I E Yes No evaluation 
PSiS(Anacleto et al., 2014) I I, E Yes Survey 
PTPS(Chiang and Huang, 2015) I I, E Yes Satisfaction, Questionnaires 
PRE, F, RE 
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Otium (Montejo-Ráez et al., 2011) I E No feedback No evaluation 
ITAS (Hsu et al., 2012) I E No feedback ACC, ROC 
DailyTrip (Gavalas et al., 2012a) I E No feedback Algorithm performance 
P. Vansteenwegen en et al., 
2011)(Vansteenwegen et al., 2011) 
 
I E No feedback Satisfaction, Questionnaires, usage 
statistics 
 
(Lee et al., 2009)(Lee et al., 2009) 
 
I E No feedback No evaluation 
(SAMAP(Castillo et al., 2008) I E No feedback No evaluation 
(Wang et al., 2011) (Wang et al., 2011) I E Yes No evaluation 
Sigtur/E-destination (Moreno, Valls, 
Isern, Marin, & Borràs, 2013) 
    
Turist@(Batet et al., 2012) I I, E Yes No evaluation 
SPETA(García-Crespo et al., 2009) I I, E Yes No evaluation 
(Alptekin and Buyukozkan, 2011) I E No feedback No evaluation 
Traveller (Schiaffino and Amandi, 
2009)  
 
I E No feedback Comparing prediction and 
precision values 
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Yeh, Cheng (2014) I I Yes ACC 
GeOasis (Santiago et al., 2012) I I, E Yes No evaluation 
SACO (Mocholi et al., 2012) I I, E No feedback No evaluation 
BOTTARI (Balduini et al., 2012) I I,E No feedback ACC 
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